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ABSTRACT 

Business Process Re-Engineering is a challenging, complex task requiring a 

carefully orchestrated environment of visionary leadership, skillful management and 

facilitation techniques which are supported by powerful enabling technologies. Taken 

together, these constitute a Business Process Re-Engineering Environment (BPRE). 

This dissertation explores a case of the development of a standards-based prototype 

repository (Pro Rep ) to support a Business Process Reengineering Environment 

(BPRE). It is a case study of the part standards-based repository technologies play In 

the on-going evolution of a BPRE at the University of Arizona. Standards-based 

repositories are juxtaposed to proprietary technologies or other defacto repository 

paradigms such as Object Oriented Data Bases (OODBs) and Relational Data Base 

Management Systems (RDBMSs). Repositories are the integration framework which 

supports various BPRE tools used in a Business Process Reengineering methodology 

which is evolving in parallel at the University. The research approach is an amalgam 

of case study and systems development research methodologies. 

Data sources for the case study are the Pro Rep development, questionnaires and 

interviews from key informants in the repository community. The questionnaires and 

interview data help explain the technical and business context for ProRep. These three 

data sources are analyzed to help answer the research question, "how do standards

based repository frameworks support the creation, function, and maintenance of 

Business Process Re-Engineering Environments (BPREs)?" 
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The two repository standards explored during this case are the Information 

Resources Dictionary (lRDS) and the Portable Common Tool Environment (PCTE). 

The former is the U.S. Federal Information Processing Standard (FIPS) 156 while the 

later is an International Standards Organization (ISO) 13719. Repository-based 

integration represents only one approach to integration. It assumes that there will be a 

central concern for data sharing and compatibility among tools and users. 

There is very little published on the business implications of standards-based 

repository technologies compared to other integration technologies. Even the term 

"repository" has become a confusing and overloaded term in MIS. This case study 

shows how a PCTE-based model repository offers some unique advantages over 

proprietary and other defacto repository standards. Because of its unique architecture, 

PCTE provides tool messaging features, data integration, and security features that 

rival technologies are not designed to address. While cost and complexity are the 

potential downside of PCTE, the robustness and completeness of its approach make it 

the most full-featured of repository technologies currently available. Its value and 

success will be largely dependent on the support and diffusion that the technology 

experiences within the CASE and Business Process Re-Engineering Community. 
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1 - INTRODUCTION 

One of the most vexing challenges facing managers, modelers and functional area 

experts in business process re-engineering (BPR) or Functional Process Improvement 

(FPI) is the requirement to store, merge, reconcile, and display modeling data from 

heterogeneous modeling efforts and technical platforms. This explanatory case study 

addresses how a standards-based model repository supports BPRlFPI across group 

systems and other tool platforms. The unique aspect of this exploration lies in the 

standards-based repository environment. Their are many proprietary "repositories" 

integrating native tool sets, but we will be exploring an open, standards-based 

modeling architecture. The models stored in this standard repository will be function 

models derived from the Integration Definition for Function Modeling (IDEFO) method 

currently used by the DoD to conduct Business Process Re-Engineering (BPR) and 

Functional Process Improvement (FPI). 

Repository architectures, frameworks, and interfaces have been around in some 

fashion for a number of years and there are many different opinions on what actually 

constitutes a "repository." This study will address general background on the 

evolution of repositories as well as touch on some of the national and international 

standards that address repositories and software engineering environments (SEE's). 

The two predominant standards currently addressing repository technologies are the 

Information Resources Dictionary System - IRDS (FIPS -156) and the Portable 

Common Tool Environment - PCTE (ECMA-149). The evolution of repository 



standards and functionality will be traced from the early work done in IRDS on 

through to PCTE. The PCTE standard, which evolved out of UNIX and Open 

Systems technologies, is addressed as a possible complementary technology which 

could coexist with IRDS. 
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IDEF users and vendors have already invested considerable time and significant 

resources in efforts to increase their ability to exchange models among different IDEF 

CASE tool suites and other supporting tools (e.g., documentation and configuration 

management). Most notable in this collective IDEF effort has been the developing 

Interchange Definition Language (IDL). This study discusses an alternative way of 

addressing many of the same issues using a repository approach to model integration 

based on repository standards and their commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) 

implementations. 

While we began with the goal of creating an integrated IDEFO (function modeling) 

and IDEFIX (data modeling) repository, we have since narrowed our emphasis to 

make our initial thrust into IDEFO modeling with plans to extend the repository meta

model to include IDEFIX in follow-on phases of the repository research. This was 

done both to maintain a parallel efforts with our group function modeling tool and to 

focus on the same model exchange issues currently facing the IDEF community. The 

IDEF vendor and user community are currently attempting to achieve the ability to 

exchange IDEFO models using an exchange language called IDL (interchange 

Definition Language). To date however, the IDL efforts have not produced a robust 
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ability to exchange models across platforms. Many of the difficulties center around 

the extreme complexities involved with the storage and manipulation of the 

graphically-oriented IDL. We are strongly persuaded that schemas which only store 

the semantic model information will be much more parsimonious than graphical 

schemas which store the modeling graphical coordinate data in addition to the object 

semantics. Consequently, we have elected to pursue a semantic approach to the 

design of the repository prototype. We have chosen instead to put the burden of 

deriving the screen and print routing on our group modeling software and 

complementary CASE tools. The basic design philosophy reflected here is that a 

repository should not be used to store graphical information that can be derived from 

existing semantical data, due to the burdensome overhead associated with the storage, 

manipUlation, and integration of the graphical data. Experience in the IDEF CASE 

world has shown that there is a great degree of incompatibility across platforms in 

terms of graphics. 

1.1 BACKGROUND AND RESEARCH QUESTION 

1.1.1 Background: BPR And Repositories. 

The University of Arizona has become increasingly involved in research and 

operational support of various aspects of business process re-engineering or functional 

process improvement for the federal government (DoD in particular) and the private 

sector. BPRlFPI essentially leads an enterprise through the exercise of modeling their 
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current (As-Is) status, in terms of its functions, and its desired (To-Be) state, in terms 

of an ideal functional state. This modeling can help the enterprise compare the 

differences between the As-Is and To-Be models and set priority goals and objectives, 

based on Critical Success Factors (CSFs) or other prioritization schema for establishing 

select portions of the To-Be state. This analysis may lead to the restructuring of the 

organization, the changing of goals and objectives, selection of migration systems, or 

the development of an automated system to assist with achieving and functioning in 

the desired To-Be state. Whatever the ultimate goal of the modeling exercise, the 

repository needs to have a schema designed to support the storage, retrieval, and 

manipulation of pertinent modeling data with an ability to share this data among 

heterogeneous environments. Ideally, the repository should provide a seamless 

interchange among the BPR environmental tools that are aiding the facilitators in their 

crucial task. 

1.1.2 Research Question. 

The pervasive need for this type of repository technology leads to the research 

question for this dissertation, which is "how do standards-based repository frameworks 

support the creation, function, and maintenance of Business Process Re-Engineering 

Environments (BPREs)?" A BPRE is the complement of tools and supporting 

framework which aid managers, modelers and functionals in carrying out the chosen 

Business Process Re-Engineering methodology. The critical role of BPR 
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methodology in the development of the overall BPRE cannot be overstated. However, 

BPR methodology is beyond the scope of this paper and is a parallel research stream 

that is evolving along with the enabling technologies. 

More specifically, this research will look at the propositions that this standards-

based repositories provides superior: 

1. Integrability 
2. quality 
3. productivity 
4. effectiveness 
5. openness 
6. portability 
7. security. 

The rival approaches (hypotheses) to open, standards-based repositories seen in 

industry include the use of proprietary environments (RDBMS and OODBMS) and 

data schemas, file-based tool integration, or client/server approaches. The embedded 

units of analysis will include individual vendors, sponsors, stands workers and actual 

users of group system and stand-alone modeling environments with their supporting 

frameworks, as applicable. 

This case study will describe the technical and management issues surrounding the 

development of a prototype peTE IDEFO model repository called ProRep (Process 

Repository) It collects data about existing implementations, users and developers of 

standards-based repositories internationally. It also gathers and analyzes questionnaire 

data from select individuals within industry, academia, and government, as well as 

national and international standards bodies. These multiple sources are analyzed to 



determine whether the collective data supports the propositions for the benefits of 

standards-based repository technology compared to rival approaches (hypotheses). 

1.2 IMPETUS FOR THIS RESEARCH 
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There is a desperate need for an enabling framework which will support the 

software and business engineers with integrated tools of their choice. There are many 

proprietary tool sets which integrate well internally but are not open to other tool sets. 

What we are researching is the efficacy of a publicly available, standards-based 

repository which can be extended to address some of the crucial integration needs of 

the tool builders, integrators and users. 

1.3 - ORGANIZATION OF THE CHAPTERS 

Following this chapter, Chapter Two covers a basic literature review for basic 

repository concepts and the evolution of repository standards. It covers the nature and 

applications of a repository as well some related issues of system development and 

implementation relevant to the repository project. Chapter Three explains the basic 

research approach which is a combination of classic systems development research in 

the context of a case study method. The findings from the three main data sources are 

revealed in Chapter Four and the implications of the findings discussed in Chapter 

Five. Finally, Chapter Six discusses the research conclusions, contributions, 

limitations, and proposed direction for future research. 
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2 - LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 - WHAT IS A REPOSITORY? 

The term "repository" is used commonly in the software engineering and BPRlFPI 

worlds to mean a variety of things. Historically, repositories have been associated 

with software development quite independent of BPR/FPI.:::::',Wigure 1 illustrates this 

ARCIDTECTURE FOR A SOFTWARE 
ENGINEERING ENVIRONMENT 

------------------------------------------. l'.UBLIc.:rOOL..IN1'.E.RFACE ~ 
. . 

: PUBLIC'TOOL IN11IirACB • ; . 

(."PeTE) "\ -- 1 
-----------------------_ ... _-----------------
PLA'UORM ~ 

I-AB-B-RE-Vl-~-Tl<-ON.-'S-: ---------1 ~ 
I cu -COMMAND LANGUAGE INTERPRETER 
I CM, JIM, CONFIGURATION.I VERSION MANAGEMENT 
L---____________ ~ 

Figure 1 - SOFTWARE ENGINEERING ENVIRONMENT 

Adapted: Wakeman - 1993 
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independent view of a repository as a "Software Engineering Environment" (Wakeman 

& Jowett, 1993). At the University of Arizona, we are seeking to embed this SEE 

within the context of the larger BPRlFPI framework. By formally tying the software 

development life cycle to BPRlFPI we hope to avoid the common pitfall of automating 

a faulty process or helping to do the wrong thing faster with computers. 

1 
-------------------------------------------- ~ 1~1I1~'~1 ~~ :;;.~:::-~ ~~ 
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One way to conceptualize the view of marriage of BPRlFPI to the software 
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engineering environment is to provide the "enterprise context" (BPRlFPI) to the SEE 

architecture as seen below. 

This study will explore some of the evolutionary perspectives on the repository 

concept as well as some of its applications. But for the purpose of our research, we 

are initially focusing on a narrower "model repository" in which the operational data 

with which we are concerned is modeling data from IDEFO sessions. While 

information models usually form at least some portion of most repository definitions, it 

is our central concern in this research. Extending the repository to have a wider 

enterprise or modeling perspectives leaves virtually unlimited potential for future 

research. Our initial focus is on how a "standards-based" model repository can 

contribute to the overall goals of BPRlFPI. 

2.1.1 - Standards-based Repository. 

One segment of our technical research involved testing the feasibility of using the 

FIPS 156 standard to develop an IRD which supports IDEF-based BPRlFPI. The 

primary finding from this proof-of-concept IRD was the benefit of having semantic 

(v.s. graphical) storage of IDEF models in the repository (Stapley & Johnson, 1994). 

Another finding was that the IRDS standard is particularly suited to Data 

Administration requirements because that is the background that its developers came 

from and the target users for whom it was developed (Rosen, 1994a). Margaret 

Henderson Law characterizes an IRD as a "highly structured type of database that can 
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be used to design, monitor, locate, protect, and control data in information 

systems"(Law, 1988). The IRD does so by storing and tracking the "metadata" model 

upon which a particular IRD application is built. Metadata as used here refers to the 

information describing the characteristics of data tt."l be stored in the re-engineering 

IRD application. Later discussion will focus on the PCTE (ECMA 149) standard 

which came out of Europe. As opposed to the IRDS standard, PCTE was designed 

more to support Computer Aided Software Engineering (CASE) tools and software 

engineering environments like the SEE depicted in figure 1 (Rosen, 1994a). 

2.1.2 - Evolution of the Repository. 

Traditionally, data dictionaries have supported system development roles for third 

and fourth generation languages and database management systems (DBMSs). In a 

DBMS, the data dictionary records the data structures and structural changes occurring 

in databases generated by the DBMS. The purpose of the data dictionary has been to 

gather, organize and provide information on access, retrieval, and modification of data 

stores, flows and transforms (Eliason, 1990). If one or more of the components in an 

information processing environment (e.g., the DBMS) depend on the dictionary for 

metadata, the dictionary is considered "active." In an active data dictionary, the 

program or process retrieves metadata directly from the data dictionary system 

(Leong-Hong, 1982). 
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2.1.3 - Traditional Views of a Repository. 

Figure 3 illustrates the relationship between the traditional data dictionary 

perspective and the more comprehensive enterprise view. An enterprise repository is 

not coupled to a DBMS in a restrictive sense. The repository is supposed to be 

DBMS-independent and for the use of all knowledge workers and not just the 

information processing professionals. Data administration is conducted for the 

enterprise and not just for a particular application. It focuses on 
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Figure 3 - ENTERPRISE REPOSITORY 
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the enterprise as a "system" and not solely on automated data (Coleman, 1989). A 

fully-functioning enterprise repository will facilitate the maximum recognition, 

standardization, management, and use of shared data. The repository provides a 

window to the enterprise data through its external schema. The repository should also 

eliminate the need to know the location of information before accessing it. This 

"enterprise view" is not a formal part of the IRDS standard, but neither is it excluded 

by it. The standard allows for full schema extensions to accommodate particular 

applications. 

2.2 - APPLICATIONS OF THE REPOSITORY. 

Computer-Aided System Engineering (CASE) and Integrated CASE (ICASE) are 

starting to rely more and more on data dictionary or repository structures to support 

their implementation. Data dictionaries and repositories are also critical to distributed 

database management systems, especially with the emerging emphasis on open systems 

and client-server architectures. As stated earlier, CASE applications are actually more 

the focus of the PCTE standards than IRDS, which tends to focus on Data 

Administration support. 

2.2.1 - Data Administration. 

Another traditional role for a data dictionary has been to facilitate data 

standardization among mUltiple programs using a single DBMS. Data administrators 
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access the dictionary to record information about data elements, to report discrepancies 

in data element naming, and to select various data elements for analysis. Dictionaries 

used in this fashion are considered "passive" if they are accessed interactively or in 

batch mode by the data administrator, but not directly by a program or DBMS (Law, 

1988). While data dictionaries still find application in the support of database 

management and data administration, they are beginning to find a wider range of 

applications within Information Resources Management (lRM). Lastly, data 

dictionaries are also finding common use in logical database design and in the 

development of program design languages such as IDEF. 

2.2.2 - Information Resource Management. 

The last 10-15 years has seen some rather dramatic increases in the scope and 

functionality of the dictionary technology. It has grown far beyond its name. Law 

(1988) and Martin (1989) cite the evolution of other names such as "directory", 

"encyclopedia", and "repository." Most importantly traditional data dictionaries have 

provided a fixed schema architecture whereas repositories may be extended to allow 

the user to accurately model a particular domain (Rosen, 1991). In fact, repositories 

will provide one of the central management tools for Information Resources 

Management (IRM). Furthermore, in writing about the use of repositories in systems 

and software development, James Martin (1989) states that in "the push to develop 

applications, a repository is pivotally important." 
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One of the major influences in industry acceptance of the repository concept has 

been IBM. They are developing their own Repository to support applications 

development cycle (AD/Cycle). This repository is based heavily on the concept of 

storing design information and reusable code centrally in the repository and making 

that information available to a host of compliant CASE tools for systems development 

and re-engineering. Even though the AD/Cycle repository has floundered, IBM's 

pursuit of the repository goal has caused many in the IT industry to take aggressive 

steps to prepare their companies for repository-based CASE approaches to IRM 

(Hanna, 1991). 

·2.3 - STRATEGIC MANAGEMENT ISSUES. 

Often the participants come to their BPRlFPI sessions with an incremental view of 

the improvement process and lack the verve for a more radical or revolutionary 

nature of change that accompanies broad functional process improvement. Although 

this study focuses on an important technical aspect of the re-engineering process, we 

acknowledge that the political and cultural aspects of the effort often eclipse the 

technical. Unless and until these cultural aspects are addressed, optimum results 

cannot be achieved from any enabling technology such as CASE or repositories. 

In conducting Business Process Re-Engineering (BPR) sessions the University of 

Arizona is seeking to bring the support of sophisticated systems and facilitation 

techniques to help enterprises realize their strategic goals and objectives. Strategic 
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management is defined as "a set of decisions and actions that result in the formulation 

and implementation of plans designed to achieve a company's objectives" (Pearce and 

Robinson, 1991). Researchers at the University of Arizona are involved in ongoing 

efforts to find the best ways to implement group systems and stand-alone (PC) 

technologies to support BPR requirements. As part of the BPR process, business 

professionals called subject matter experts (SMEs) are taken through modeling sessions 

using a related set of modeling methods called IDEFO (function modeling) and 

IDEFIX (data modeling). The SMEs model their world as it is ("As-Is" model) and 

then as they would like to see it in an ideal sense ("To-Be" models). In pursuit of the 

ideal To-Be state, the business experts surface many suggestions for changes in policy, 

structure, processes, and priorities. Such findings are distilled to help these 

organizations come up with the sets of priority "decisions and actions" that will help 

them achieve their stated goals. If used appropriately, these techniques and approaches 

can be power strategic management tools. 

During BPR sessions, SMEs often span the same three organizational levels 

mentioned by Pearce and Robinson ("corporate, business, and functional") and the 

types of decisions they make affect the operation of their enterprise at all three levels. 

In a very real sense the high level goal of BPR is to change "what" organizations do. 

This is what Pearce and Robinson call "doing the right thing." Functional Process 

Improvement (FPI) seeks to improve "how" things are done, or , otherwise stated as 

"doing the thing right." (Pearce and Robinson, 1991) Even though the process names 
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have changed, the strafegic management goals remain the same. 

Depending on the size and complexity of the organizations doing the BPR, we have 

found that they vary in the level of formality of their strategic planning process. Our 

DoD customers have formalized their BPR process in a regulation called DoD 

8020.1M, Functional Process Improvement. It roughly follows the general Strategic 

Management Model of Pearce and Robinson inasmuch as it begins with mission, 

profile, and an analysis of environment (threats). It goes on to development strategic 

and tactical objectives and plans with parallel budget, manpower and information 

strategies. Policies (regulations) help institutionalize the strategies. Command and 

congressional oversight provide for control and evaluation. The place of BPR and its 

supporting technologies are seen as adjuncts to the strategic management process and 

not something separate or distinct (DoD, 1992). 

2.3.1 - Cultural Considerations. 

To help accommodate the cultural environment, we are insisting that the technology 

be embedded in the larger enterprise context of BPRlFPI. Well-engineered systems 

cannot be achieved outside this context. Systems are no good to an enterprise as ends 

in themselves, but only as artifacts which support current business goals and 

objectives. While this point might seem obvious, unless we effectively embed the 

system development process in the larger business context, it will not consistently 

deliver systems which are broadly supportive of enterprise goals. The BPR process 
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itself can be an assault to an established culture, even if it has the total support of 

corporate management. It is especially challenging when the stakeholders 

participating in the meeting potentially stand to lose resources, influence, or power as a 

result of the session. This is where the political and cultural crossroads pass through 

our study. 

The "key" to changing a culture is to first change its activities and then giving the 

organization the chance to adapt to these changes (Beach, 1993). In a sense, this is 

what BPR seeks to do by getting the stakeholders to visualize their ideal world in 

terms of the activities (functions) and information (data) needed to perform in the 

ideal. Since the DoD BPR effort is motivated mainly by a forced "down-sizing" of 

the DoD, the reorganization and resulting changes ultimately mean a reduction of 

resources by the various services and organizations present in the BPR session. We 

have seen that the BPR process and its supporting technologies can serve not just as a 

vehicle for imposing the change, but also for justifying it. If the participants have had 

their say (electronically) and can see their input in the artifacts produced by the BPR 

session, their "buy-in" to the culture shift can be greatly enhanced (Dean, Lee, & 

Orwig, 1994). 

2.3.2 - Political Considerations. 

There is considerable support for the position that technology, regardless of its 

potentialities, is not a good predictor of its own "success" in an organization. The 
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effects of power coalitions and existing political structures seem to offer a consistently 

better explanation for a successful introduction of information technologies into and 

organization than the qualities of the "better mousetrap" (Kling & Iacono, 1984) and 

(George & King, 1991). This is closely tied to cultural issues and is often 

indistinguishable from them. But the use of information systems for BPR with 

supporting repositories will likewise suffer if those implementing them do not take the 

political and cultural landscape into account. 

2.4 - SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT AND IMPLEMENTATION 

Since this dissertation is a case study of a systems development prototype effort, 

selected literature from the systems development and implementation is significant. 

2.4.1 Systems Development 

This prototyping effort roughly followed the "spiral model" in the development and 

implementation of the Process Repository (ProRep) project which was the case 

evaluated. The significance of this model is that it is a "risk-driven" model as 

opposed to a "document-driven" model like the classic "waterfall approach" to 

software development (Boehm, 1988). Risk-driveness essentially refers to 

incrementally evaluating the risks (technical, political, financial) against the objectives 

for the system as it spirals outward towards a mature deliverable. This approach is 

also known as protocycling (Coleman, 1993). Risk is managed by a go/no-go decision 
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Determine Objectives Do Risk Analysis 

Review 

Plan Next Phase Validate Prototype 

Figure 4 - BOEHM'S SPIRAL MODEL 

at the review boundary of the planning quadrant. If the system is reaching its maturity 

in terms of function or budget it can be delivered after the next validation. If it is 

determined that the system will not achieve the desired functionality within the 

projected budget, the project can be terminated altogether if the existing prototype has 

no operational significance. 

2.4.2 Diffusion of Innovation 
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In addition to the building of systems, the implementation and diffusion of those 

systems is of concern in this case. In doing a case study, a researcher must be 

concerned with the context of the system implementation. Diffusion of innovation 

(001) theories have been greatly enriched by their association with structuration 

theory, economic theory, and organizational culture theory. These readings touch on 

the complexity of the environmental issues surrounding the implementation of IT. The 

environmental issues is even more critical when technology is implemented in inter

organizational settings than it is in intra-organizational settings [Prescott, 1995 # 114]. 

This particular case focuses on the diffusion of this technology within the University 

of Arizona Enterprise Analyzer group. Although Pro Rep is developed for both the 

University and the Air Force Medical Support Agency, its implementation is only 

followed on the University side. 

2.5 - REPOSITORY STANDARDS 

The two major repository standards that we have researched are the Portable 

Common Tools Environment (PCTE)/ European Computer Manufacturers Association 

(ECMA) standard 149 and the ANSIIFIPS-156. The FIPS-156 standard addresses the 

user interface, while ECMA-149 is aimed at the services interface level. It is 

commonly perceived that these are competing and mutually exclusive standards, but it 

is theoretically possible to layer them together in a complementary architecture. The 

chair of the ANSI X3H4 committee, Mr. Bruce Rosen, is not aware of any research or 
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industry group that is trying to do this currently, but feels that such research could 

make a great contribution to the field of MIS. The following paragraphs will give a 

brief overview of these two standards. 

2.5.1 - FIPS-156 IRDS (Information Resources Dictionary System). 

The IRDS concept has been developed by the federal government over an 11 year 

period to meet the requirement for a federal standard for data dictionaries. Its design 

was heavily influenced by the data administration requirements (Rosen, 1994). The 

milestones in the history of the development are as follows: 

1980 

1983 

1984-1985 

1985-1986 

Committee Formed 

Base Document Adopted 

Industry VVorkshops 

Public Review 

Oct 19, 1988 ANSI IRDS Standard Adopted 

ANSI X3.138-1988 

Apr 5, 1989 NIST IRDS Standard Adopted 

FIPS Pub 156 

Sep 25, 1989 NIST Standard Effective Date 

Mar 25, 1991 End of Transition Period (InfoSpan, 1992). 



developed or funded systems should comply with this standard to help ensure the 

shareability of data among federal systems. In reality, there is little visibility for this 
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Adapted: Law - 1989 

Figure 5 - ANSI 4-LAYER ARCHITECTURE 

standard outside a small group of data administration people within the federal 

government and there is sparse guidance in 000 regulations about how to perform these 

data and model administration functions in relationship to a central repository of any 

type. In addition, the relationship of this standard to others like the Common Data 

Interchange Format (COIF) and the Portable Common Interface Set (PCIS) has not been 

clearly established. 
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been clearly established. 

2.5.1.1 - ANSI Four Level Architecture. 

Due to the nature of the IRDS standard, the logical architecture of the core schema 

is explicit in the standard and in any compliant environments. The ANSI IRDS 4-

~ayer Architecture shown in Figure 5 is supported within compliant IRDS software. 

Figure 5 also illustrates the concept of "level pair" architecture in which each level is 

defined and controlled by the level above. The four descending levels are also 

catagorized from top-to-bottom as: Meta-Schema, Schema, Meta-data, and Data 

respectively. IRD administrators use the Minimal and Basic Functional schema of 

level 1 for extending and maintaining levels 2 & 3, which in turn define and control 

the operational data on level 4. The real challenge of IRD creation and maintenance 

is not the ability to extend the schema, but to involve the end users of the operational 

data to ensure the schema will fully support them and that they will be fully 

committed to the integrating function of the repository. As formidable as the 

technical challenges are for repository development, they pale next to the potential 

difficulty of achieving a cultural consensus on the use of the repository. 

2.5.1.2- Seven IRDS Modules. 

Figure 6 illustrates the seven modules of the IRDS standard and their relationship 

to the repository architecture. It should be noted that the repository does not formally 

include the bottom level since that is actual operational data. In an IDEF model 
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repository the bottom level would be actual modeling data from a session. Burt Parker 

(1992) summarizes the seven modules are as follows: 

Module 1 - The Core Standard: The IRD Schema definitions, the 

Minimum IRD Schema contents, and the Command Language Interface 

constructs. 

IRDS TOOL SET 
IRDS: X3.138 

IRDS REPOSITORY 

I 
I 

I 
I 

I 
Adapted: Parker-199Z I 

Figure 6 - SEVEN MODULES OF IRDS 
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Module 2 - The Basic Functional Schema: An extension of the 

Minimal Schema of Module 1. It adds a "starter set" of ERA types of 

interest to users of an IRDS: 

• Data Entity Types: 
- Document 
- File 
- Record 
- Element 

• Process Entity Types: 
- System 
- Program 

Module 

• External Entity Types: 
- User 

• Relationship Class Types: 
- Calls 
- Contains 
- Derived-From 
- Goes-To 
- Processes 
- Responsible-For 
- Runs 

Module 3 - IRDS Security: Access Control Facility to restrict access 

to the IRD, its Schema and tools. Provided by extending the basic and 

starter schemas. 

Module 4 - Extensible Life Cycle Phase Facility: Provides for life 

cycle management of the IRD and its contents as well. It is an 

extension of the life cycle management constructs of Module 1 

(Controlled, Uncontrolled, and Archived life cycle phases). 

Module 5 - IRDS Procedures: Provides for defining and then 

executing the "command file" procedures consisting of IRDS command 
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language structures. 

Module 6 - Application Proeram Interface: Allows programmatic 

execution of IRDS command language syntax through "call" features. 

Results of such calls are returned a record at a time. The IRDS 

Services Interface (X3.185) was envisioned to be a better route for 

external software providing a "low-level" interface allowing for browse 

and navigation capability through the IRD and its schema. However, 

recent movement within the ANSI IRDS services interface technical 

committee indicates that they are going to fold their efforts into the 

PCTE services interface group. The ANSI X3H4 committee that 

previously worked the IRDS standard has recently voted to rename itself 

and align with the with the international JTCI committee SC22 for 

"repository work" (Rosen, 1994). 

Module 7 - Entity Lists: Provides for naming lists of entities and 

specifies the command language and panel interfaces for managing these 

lists. 

2.5.1.3 - Conformance Testing. 
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The IRDS became the standard repository architecture for the federal government 

on March 1991. Additionally, the National Institute of Standards and Technology has 

established a "test suite" for evaluating market offerings that claim IRDS compliance. 

No such test suite exists for PCTE at this time, although Dr. Tim Lindquist at Arizona 

State University is currently conducting research in this area. Dr. Lindquist also serves 

as the Chairman for the PCTE Technical Committee (TC-22) for conformance testing. 

This falls under the PCTE Special Interest Group (SIG) of the Object Management 
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Figure 7 depicts both a current and future view of IRDS repository technology. While 

it does not currently provide "robust" services to CASE environments, it illustrates 

important components of the three main areas of directory, dictionary, and encyclopedia. 

IRDS REPOSITORY 

Source: Adapted from IRDS Program Summary Paper, ANSI X3H4/91-061 

Figure 7 - IRDS REPOSITORY 

2.5.1.4 - Repository Categories. 

Burt Parker of the ANSI IRD Technical committee notes that the evolutionary 
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2.5.1.4 - Repository Categories. 

Burt Parker of the ANSI IRD Technical committee notes that the evolutionary 

components of the repository shown above imply two ways to categorize repositories 

(Parker, 1992): 

By Their Contents: 

• Data or code instances (databases or data files, also referred to as "data 
warehouses", and program subroutine libraries 

• Meta-data for data or code (early CASE tool repositories) 
• Both data or program instances and their Meta-data (DBMSs and 

more sophisticated CASE repositories) 

By Their Use: 

• Passive - only provide definition and management of Meta-data or 
data/code 

• Active - Same as passive but includes application system code and 
databases 

• Dynamic - Control of actual applications at run-time as well as 
application generation and Meta-data management 

2.5.1.5 - IRDS Prototyping Environment. 

One company that has entered the IRDS market is InfoSpan Corporation. Their 

product line is called the "Information Repository Management System" or IRMS. We 

have acquired a copy of this product running on an Intel-486 platform with PC Oracle 

as the RDBMS portion of the architecture. It is in this environment that we have done 

some initial concept testing of simple prototypes.::Jimm::::1 depicts the IRD .... , ............................ :.:.:.:. 

environment interface for InfoSpan' s graphical Repository Modeler and Prototyper 
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(RMP) which we used in our proof-of-concept prototype discussed later in this study 

(section 3.4.). 

Figure 8 - INFOSPAN'S REPOSITORY MODELER & PROTOTYPER 

2.5.2 - PCTE (ECMA-149). 

The PCTE standard was an outgrowth of the ESPRIT (European Strategic 

Programme for Research and development in Information Technology). It is defined 



as a standard for "public tool interface" (Wakeman, 1993) PCTE is designed to 

support portable and well-integrated CASE tools by providing a public schema for 

independently-sourced tools to access and manipulate the data. Within the PCTE 

framework, each tool has its own "sub-schema." 

2.5.2.1 - Software Engineering Environments. 
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The desire to create a robust Software Engineering Environment (SEE) led 

computer scientists to look at referent disciplines for inspiration. Computer -Aided 

Design (CAD) is the analogous engineering environment which has inspired much of 

the CASEIPCTE approach. Having a well integrated environment of globally defined 

and useful data is what the software designers were trying to achieve in their 

environment. It is important not to view the repository itself as the embodiment of 

PCTE. If the repository were a completely "dynamic" (versus "active" or 

"passive") environment in which its CASE, models, code and documentation were all 

under the control of the repository, it might well be considered the entire SEE. There 

are currently no examples of repositories that function in a completely dynamic 

fashion. The universe of software tools (horizontally and vertically integrated) and the 

repository together make up a complete SEE. 

2.5.2.2 - Goals of PCTE. 

PCTE sprang from the European ESPRIT Project (computer and SW manufactures 



under contract}. They were concerned with integration on three different fronts: 

• Data Integration: Sharing of information among SEE tools. This is 

based on compliant tools mapping their sub-schemas to the overall 

repository schema. 

• Presentation Integration: Provision of a common user interface for 

SEE tools. (seems to be leaning toward X-windows) 

• Control Integration: The management of cooperation and 
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communication between independent tools in the environment. This is 

the area of message-passing protocols. 
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The PCTE offers tool makers a standard which will facilitate sharing, but allows them 

the necessary flexibility to create their own sub-schema views of the repository best 

suited to their functionality. Supposedly, PCTE has been made to support both 

military and commercial needs and has been structured to be independent of operating

systems and programming languages. It is also designed to be "scalable" and 

"distributed" so that an organization or entity can modularly adapt it to its own 

structure and size. In summary, PCTE facilitates the construction of SEE frameworks, 

supports portability and the user's need to choose an eclectic mix of CASE tools. The 

following figure provide a reference model created by members of both ECMA and 

NIST. 

This model is also known as the "toaster model," because it contains the tool slots 

into which integrated tools can "plug and play" in an integrated framework which 

provides services for object and process management, User interface, and 

communications. 

2.5.2.3 - Qualities of an Open Repository. 

When evaluating an environment for its "Open Repository Functions," It should 

support modeling the structure of data, storing the data used in SW development and 
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should hold things like: 
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• Executables - CASE tools themselves, the general services environment. 

• Source and compiled code for SW under development. 

• The paragraphs, tables, figures, etc. making up the documentation 

associated with SW development. (Specs, test cases, fault reports, 

change requests, management reports, and memos.) 



2.5.2.4 - Services. 

The Common "framework" of services a good SEE must provide are: 

• data integration 

• data storage and management: a repository 

• program execution: processes 

• communication between tools and users: a user interface 

• communications between tools: message passing . 

Within the SEE framework services will be provided by a number of different 

integrated CASE tools satistring to following needs: 

• General needs: browsers, document managers, drawing tools, etc. 

• Application Development tools: (requirements capture, design tools, 

syntax-directed editors, compilers, metrics tools) 

• These tools can be constructed modularly: using simpler tools and 

managing their cooperation. 
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By providing standards (CDIF, PCIS, etc.) the construction of integrable CASE 

tools can be more easily achieved. PCTE is an attempt to create an industry (world) 

wide standard. They will achieve this by helping to define the interface standards for 

the services. The comer stone is the data integration through the repository. The 

PCTE interface standards are designed to be both machine and language independent. 



2.5.2.5 - PCTE Object Base. 

Since the repository will store so many different kinds of data and locking 

requirements will vary, there needs to be a way to individually tailor the locking of 

each item if necessary. The PCTE repository data storage is actually an "Object 
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Base. " Current implementations use an ERA data model to create the schema. Data 

Entities are represented as a "graph of objects" and the relations between them (arcs) 

are the "links." Both the entities and the relationships can have semantic information 

stored as attributes. Data about objects appears as either attributes or "contents" 

which is a special case of attribute. Many different types of data are stored and 

accessed through standard services, but the interpretation of the data is left to the 

specific tool (documenter, spreadsheet, compiler, modeler, etc.) Contents allow direct 

access to particular points in the data. Sequential reading and writing can be done 

using attributes or contents. In current PCTE implementation, industry experience 

shows that contents seemed to be abused right now by assigning whole files to them 

(Wakeman & Jowett, 1993). They are meant to provide "fmer grained" object locking. 

e.g.,. a source code object may have its source code as its contents. 

On the other hand a user object may have attributes describing the person it 

represents. A document text may be held in contents such as designs and specs 

because they are long and complex, but a simpler document may have its paragraphs 

held in a text attribute with no need for an associated contents. 

'Types" in the object base dictate how objects, links , and attributes are created and 
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SAMPLE OBJECT BASE 

I author relationship l 

design held in 
contents of document 

Figure 11 - SAMPLE OBJECT BASE 

test set and test case for program 

managed. Source code, for example, may be of a certain object type which define the 

structure of the contents. At the interface level, there may also be icons representing 

types to aid in graphical browsing. 
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Object types are modeled as labels on the circles (see Figure 11). Types may also 

be associated with the different kinds of tools which can access the object. For 

instance, one may either use a compiler or an editor on C source code. PCTE defines 

its rules for accessing and manipulating the various objects. (creating, linking, 

accessing attributes and contents, etc.) The basic function are the simple building 

blocks out of which the more sophisticated tools can be built (configuration mgmt, 

project and resource mgmt, etc.) 

2.5.2.6 - Three Types of Integration. 

Of the three types of integration (data, presentation, and control) data is PCTE's 

strong suite. PCTE has an overall schema (metaschema) which is external to the tool 

itself. This metaschema allows for the development of unambiguous data structures 

which multiple tools can share and which allows for "traceability and configuration 

management" among heterogeneous tools in the SEE (Wakeman, 1993). 

Tools in execution (PCTE processes) need to be able to exchange messages 

directly, rather than through persistent data in the object base. This means the 

repository will have something in the way of a message postal service to post and 

deliver messages. PCTE message queues are objects to store inter-tool messages. 

Sophisticated messages, such as "selective broadcasts" cannot be provided by PCTE, 

but are left to "complementary technologies." 

To achieve control integration an organization must have some sort of SW 
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development formalism which guides the "process." PCTE allows this to be tailored 

to each enterprise. PCTE has not been as aggressive in the common user graphical 

interface, leaving this to the emerging industry standards which they seem to feel is 

X-windows X-lIon UNIX platforms and Windows on PC platforms. 

PCTE is commonly described using two formal notations: Vienna Development 

Method Specification Language (VDM-SL) and ECMA PCTE Data Definition 

Language (DDL). It currently has "language "bindings" to the abstract PCTE structure 

for C (ECMA-158) and Ada (ECMA-162). 

For any PCTE compliant implementation, there will be a programming library of 

"primitives" reflecting the basic PCTE abstract operations. These primitives are the 

building blocks from which more sophisticated SW (such as a configuration 

management tool). An important point about the implementation language of a 

particular PCTE- compliant SEE is that The programming language used to develop 

the SEE does not restrict the kind of languages that the SEE itself will be used to 

generate. One could develop a software engineering environment in C that was then 

used to develop FORTRAN or Pascal applications. 

2.5.2.7 - PCTE Abstract Operations. 

The following table reflects the function and scope of PCTE "Abstract Operations" 

(Wakeman, 1993): 
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PCTE ABSTRACT OPERATIONS 

Object Management: operations to define and manage, in a general way, all the 

Schema Management instances and typing information in an object base (objects, links 

and attributes). 

Object Contents operations to manipulate the data stored in the contents of objects. 

Process Execution; operations to manage the execution of programs and their 

message queues: communication. 

notification 

concurrency and operations to prevent loss of data integrity by locking and 

integrity control transactions. 

discretionary security; operations to enforce security policy and to audit object base 

mandatory security; accesses. 

aUditing 

volumes, devices and operations to manage the distribution of data, to represent physical 

archives; devices and to make archive copies of objects. 

replication 

network connection operations to manage the configurations of workstations. 

accounting operations to monitor resource use. 
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The most common choices for repository architectures for physical storage are 

basically relational (or extended relational) and object oriented (Chen, 1991). Figure 

12 depicts how a repository system can interface to an object base through a support 

service interface (Hodges, 1993). Robert Hodges created this repository context model 

independently from the PCTE standard development, but his vision was clearly in the 

same direction. This was part of his work with the ANSI X3H4 (IRDS) Technical 

REPOSITORY CONTEXT REFERENCE MODEL: 

Application 
Sytems 
Layer 

Repository 
Systems 
Layer 

Support 
Systems 
Layer 

ANSI X3H4 TECHNICAL REPORT 

Figure 12 - CONTEXT REFERENCE MODEL 

Content 
Module 
Interface 

Support 
Services 
Interface 

Committee on Object Orientation. It is additional evidence that the IRDS standards 

was moving toward 00 just like PCTE. 
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2.6 - SUMMARY OF LITERATURE REVIEW 

The available literature on repository technologies indicates that there has been 

considerable interest in the ability to achieve integration across development 

environments. Repositories concepts have evolved from relatively primitive and 

passive "dictionaries" to highly integrated and dynamic engineering "environments." 

Two significant and similar standards movements (IRDS and peTE) have arisen solely 

to address the needs for such technologies. Our research indicates that these standards 

could be viewed as complementary and layered to meet the needs of both the Data 

Administration and the software engineering (CASE) users. Standards-based 

repositories offer the promise of data, process, and presentation integration for 

heterogeneous tool environments in a publicly available interface. 

The literature is lacking in any information about how standards-based repository 

technologies support Business Process Re-engineering. In particular, it doesn't seem to 

do any sort of comparison of standards-based repositories to alternative technologies or 

defacto standards such as SQL based RDBMSs or OODBs. This is the area that this 

study is designed to address and the contribution it is attempting to make. 
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3 - RESEARCH APPROACH 

3.1 - RESEARCH SCOPE. 

The scope of our repository research initially focuses on the use of a repository 

with the ability to store and retrieve the elements of the IDEFO function model. The 

repository will keep these models in a standard PCTE-compliant format which allows 

the sharing of models among CASE tools and other similarly compliant environments. 

Within the 000, a similar, but much larger repository is needed to perform large-scale 

model integration and management for the 000 data administrators and other users of 

the models. Without such a vehicle, many of the long-term goals of DoD 8020.1 M 

Functional Process Improvement (FPI) will be difficult to achieve. As the size and 

complexity of the various DoD models increases, it will become impossible to 

reconcile and merge such models manually. The model repository can then serve as a 

"backplane" into which IRDS-compliant CASE tools will "plug" in order to retrieve 

and store modeling information (Martin,1990). The particular case study deals with the 

evolution of repository philosophy and technology as it ultimately leads to an IDEFO 

PCTE prototype effort at the University of Arizona. 

3.2 - RESEARCH APPROACH AND THE VALIDITY NETWORK 

SCHEMA 

The research approach employed in this study is an amalgam of the System 

Development Research Method (Nunamaker, Purdin, and Chen, 1991) and the Case 
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Study Research Method (Yin, 1994). The essence of this amalgam will first be 

described using the Validity Network Schema (seen below) as a framework (Brinberg 

& McGrath, 1985). Brinberg and McGrath posit that all research involves "(a) some 

content (substantive domain) that is of interest, (b) some ideas (Conceptual Domain) 

that give meaning to the content, and some techniques or procedures (Methodological 

Domain) by means of which those ideas and content can be studied. 

I have selected a hybrid approach because the substantive domain deals with the 

development of a system (the model repository) , the conceptual domain deals with 

systems and software development theory, and the research methodology suggested by 

the research questions pointed to a Case study evaluation (Yin, 1994). 

Brinberg and McGrath further distinguish types of research based on the "stage" of 

research and on the "path" of research that is taken through the VNS. They identify 

three stages of research. Stage one research deals with the development of the three 

domains. A researcher may do stage one research in the substantive, conceptual or 

methodological domains. For example a researcher discovering a new virus or 

building a new system would be doing work stage one research in the substantive 

domain. Another researcher developing theories is doing stage one research in the 

conceptual domain, while the development new research approach is stage one research 

in the methodological domain. Stage two research is what most researchers think of 

as "doing a study" in which the researcher generates a set of empirical findings by 

combining aspects from each of the three domains. Finally, stage three research is 
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done to confirm the findings of secondary research. 

Besides stages, Brinberg and McGrath classify research according to its "path" 

through the VNS. The research paths may be "empirical, experimental, or 

theoretical." Case studies follow what Brinberg and McGrath refer to as the 

"empirical path." The empirical path is that research in which information from the 

substantive (repository) and methodological (case) domains is combined to generate a 

set of observations. Those observations are then analyzed against the elements and 

relations in the conceptual domain to derive a set of "findings." The figure below 

PROPERTIES 

RELATIONS 

PARADIGMS 

EMPIRICAL RESEARCH PATH 

Figure 13 - EMPIRICAL RESEARCH PATH 

METHOD 

COMPARISON 
TECBNIQUlS 

STRATEGIES 
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illustrates how the proposed hybrid research method would look using the VNS. 

It was very interesting to note that Brinberg and McGrath made a clear distinction 

between the stage one and stage two researchers. They stated that "usually different 

sets of people do stage one research in each of the domains. Furthermore, these are 

often different people than those who do stage two research (Brinberg & McGrath, 

1985)." Herein lies much of the reason that systems development research is so 

challenging. Because of the nature of systems development research, the researchers 

must do stage one research in the substantive domain. They are developing the system 

or the artifact to be studied. The development of the system alone is complete stage 

one research. In most disciplines, this stage one research is a complete end in itself 

and sets up stage two researchers to employ the substantive artifact in further 

empirical, experimental or theoretical research. This is almost never the case with 

systems development researchers. They do both the stage one and the stage two 

research to complete a study. The challenges raised here are obvious. The skills and 

resources needed to do stage one research are very often different than those needed 

for stage two. Attempting to do both stages also represents a great challenge to an 

individual's strength and time limitations. Doing good systems development research 

can be extremely difficult. 

3.2.1 - the Methodological Domain 

Robert Yin provides an analytical framework for determining the best fit of 
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research methodologies based on the type of research question (Yin, 1994). Research 

questions which take the form "how" or "why" are potentially candidates for a case 

study research approach. The research question for this dissertation is "how do 

standards-based repository frameworks support the creation, function, and maintenance 

of Business Process Re-Engineering Environments (BPREs)?", thus satisfying this 

criteria set forth by Yin. 

Beyond that, Yin describes an ideal case study as an "empirical inquiry that 

investigates a contemporary phenomenon (such a the implementation of a model 

repository) within its real life context (the University of Arizona Enterprise Analyzer 

research) especially when the boundaries between the phenomenon and its context are 

not clearly evident." The contextual conditions of repository implementation contain 

useful information with a bearing on the research question itself. A case study also is 

characterized as relying on multiple sources of evidence which are used to 

"triangulate" or converge on the research question. In all respects, this is a very 

accurate description of the research setting associated with this dissertation. 

3.2.2 - the Conceptual Domain. 

The conceptual domain for this artifact (Systems Development and Implementation) 

deals with many issues in the systems world. It touches on issues of systems/software 

development, technology diffusion, and the influence of power and politics. However, 

the main focus of this study was on the systems development process itself. 
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3.2.3 - The Substantive Domain. 

The repository itself is the artifact of study, while its use in the e\rolving Business 

Process Reengineering Environment represents its context. Since the repository is 

actually an enabling technology for the rest of the BPRE, it is often difficult in the 

analysis to effectively separate the artifact from its environment. 

3.3 - CASE STUDY METHODOLOGY 

The main reference for the implementation of the case study methodology was 

Robert K. Yin's book on Case Study Research (Yin, 1994). It is from this book that I 

derived the approach and the structure for the case study protocol 

3.3.1 - Why Case Study? 

As discussed earlier, the fonn of the research question, the nature of the real-world 

setting of a contemporary phenomenon, and the fact that I had little control over the 

direction of the development made the case study an ideal fonn or research given the 

status of my three research domains. 

3.3.2 - What Type of Case Study? 

There are many different categories of case studies outlined in the Yin book, based 

on the number of studies perfonned, the units of analysis, and the type of evaluation 
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they perform. Cases can be "explanatory, exploratory, or descriptive (Yin, 1994)." 

If they examine a single unit of analysis they are classified as "holistic" while multiple 

units of analysis are considered "embedded." This case study is of the 

"descriptivelholistic" variety in that it describes the story of the movement of the 

Enterprise Analyzer Group towards the implementation of a standards-based (PCTE) 

repository prototype at the University of Arizona which is the unit of analysis. 

Yin also states that single case studies are justified in "extreme or unique" 

situations. The development of a PCTE-based repository to support a Business Process 

Reengineering Environments is a research situation that exists nowhere else at this time 

in the U.S. or overseas. This unique opportunity strongly justifies and supports the 

value of a single case study. This is particularly true if this represents the start of a 

continuing research stream. 

3.3.3 - Case Study Validity 

Since this case study involves both stage one (system development) and stage two 

(participant observer and key informant interviews) research there are validity issues 

dealing with both. Brinberg and McGrath emphasize that the validity issue for stage 

one research is "validity as value" (Brinberg & McGrath, 1985). Simply put, this 

means that your development or discovery represents a valid research artifact only if 

researchers in your field and referent disciplines care about it. The most elegantly 

designed and conducted study with significant findings amounts to nothing if the 

substantive domain (artifact) is of no interest to anyone. Who cares if you have found 
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all the answers to questions that no one is asking? However, the literature review and 

active interest of practitioners and academics to the repository domain have firmly 

established its "validity as value" test. IBM and their AD/Cycle partners invested 

millions of dollars in pursuit of a repository enabled software development 

environment and still could not field a satisfactory implementation (Hartman, 1995). 

Beyond the value as validity issue, the stage two portion of this research raises a 

number of other validity concerns. Brinberg and McGrath classify stage two validity 

concerns as "Correspondence" or "fit." This has a lot to do with how observed 

patterns seem to correspond or fit with each other relative to the artifact being studied. 

Yin reflects this same type of perspective by suggesting "pattern matching" as an 

analysis technique to establish the validity of findings across multiple data sources 

(Yin, 1994). Yin also identifies four quality metrics dealing with all types of social 

research, including case studies: 

• Construct Validity: establishing correct operational measures for the concepts 
being studied 

• Internal Validity: (not used in descriptive case studies) establishing a causal 
relationship, whereby certain conditions are shown to lead to other conditions, 
as distinguished from spurious relationships 

• External Validity: establishing the domain to which a study's findings can be 
generalized 

• Reliability: demonstrating that the operations of a study - such as the data 

collection procedures can be repeated, with the same results 

3.3.3.1 - Construct Validitv. 



Construct validity in case studies can be addressed with the three different tactics 

according to Yin: Use of mUltiple sources of evidence, establishing a chain of 

evidence, and having key informants review the draft case study report. 
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In this case study, we are "triangulating" on the seven propositional constructs by 

collecting data from: the systems development itself, interviews with key informants, 

and questionnaires for key informants. The chain of evidence is kept tightly between 

the questionnaires and the related follow-up interviews. Results of the interviews are 

summarized or included in the appendices to this dissertation. Interviews and questions 

pertaining to the repository development itself are cast in relationship to the seven 

propositional constructs. 

3.3.3.2 - Internal Validity. 

Since this case study is designed as a "descriptive" case study, it is not attempting 

to posit causality of any sort. However, explanation-building is employed to 

categorize observations within the seven propositional constructs. This was done to 

classify system features as well as key inf0rmant opinions according to these 

propositions to see if they supported them more strongly than rival theories. 

3.3.3.3 - External Validity. 

For multiple case studies, replication logic is used to help establish the domain 

(conceptual in case studies) to which a study's findings can be generalized. However, 
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in this situation where a single case study is performed to gather and analyze data 

from a unique case, it must be viewed differently. A single case study is analogous to 

a single experiment (Yin, 1994). While other research techniques, such as surveys, are 

trying to establish statistical generalization to and across populations, single cases are 

trying to establish analytic generalization to theory or propositions. Generalization is 

not automatically assumed as the result of a single case, but replication logic is used to 

conduct follow-on (mUltiple case studies) to see if the analytic generalization holds. 

3.3.3.4 - Reliability. 

Carefully documented approaches to data gathering and the maintenance of a case 

study data base help to ensure that follow-on, replication case studies can be conducted 

to support the analytic generalizations of the initial case study. In this case study, both 

the prototype development and the key informant questionnaire with follow-up are 

carefully documented to facilitate possible follow-on case studies. 

3.3.4 - Conduct of the Case Study 

This section represents the heart of what Yin calls the "Case Study Protocol." This 

is where an auditor or methodologist would look in order to try to replicate the case 

study approach. This section will describe the development and dissemination of the 

questionnaire, the conduct of the questionnaire follow-up, and the Pro Rep Prototype 

development. 
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3.3.4.1 - Questionnaires. 

To understand the genesis of the questionnaires, we will refer back to the research 

question "how do standards-based repository frameworks support the creation, 

function, and maintenance of Business Process Re-Engineering Environments 

(BPREs)?" and the propositions of superior 

1. Integrability 
2. quality 
3. productivity 
4. effectiveness 
5. openness 
6. portability 
7. security. 

These propositions were derived from the literature review in general and PCTE 

literature specifically. Basic theoretical underpinnings from the systems and software 

development concept domain were reviewed with local members of the University of 

Arizona's MIS Department Enterprise Analyzer group and with PCTE consultants 

from Stanford Management Group (Bremeau, 1995). The amalgam of these sources 

was refined to produce the seven propositions listed above. Versions of this 

questionnaire were previewed with the Enterprise Analyzer Group, Stanford 

Management Group and with Mr. Bruce Rosen, Chainnan of the ANSIINIST X3H4 

committee on repository standards. After final revisions, the questionnaire was 

emailed to key infonnants in the PCTE community. The entire family of 

questionnaires can be found in Appendix A of this document. Parallel questionnaires 

were produced for : 



1. PCTE Corporate Sponsors: (CEOs, COOs, CIOs, or other 
power/authority position which is supporting PCTE insertion into 
their organization) 
2. PCTE Implementation Suppliers: (Makers/consultants of a 
PCTE implementation) 
3. PCTE Integrators or Tool Builders: (Integrators/builders or 
consultants of PCTE-based environment tools for CASE or 
BPREs) 
4. peTE End Users: (PCTE-supported software developers, 
CASE and BPRE users) 
5. PCTE Standards Workers: (Those individuals involved in 
working with or promoting the PCTE standard nationally or 
internationally) 
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All of the questionnaires were developed around the seven propositions that were 

determined to be expected features of a standards-based (PCTE) repository approach to 

building a BPRE. The following questionnaire is representative of the family of 

questionnaires produced for this research: 

==================================================== 

Members of OMG PCTE SIG: 

I am currently conducting research for the University of Arizona into the 
question of how PCTE technologies and standards support Business Process 
Reengineering Environments (BPRE) or Functional Process Improvement. To that 
end I have fashioned a short (8 question) email questionnaire in five 
different versions to cover PCTE workers from the following five categories: 

1. PCTE Corporate Sponsors: (CEOs, COOs, CIOs, or other power/ 
authority position which is supporting PCTE insertion into their organization) 

2. PCTE Implementation Suppliers: (Makers/consultants of a PCTE 
implementation) 

3. PCTE Integrators or Tool Builders: (Integrators/builders or 
consultants of PCTE-based environment tools for CASE or BPREs) 

4. PCTE End Users (PCTE-supported software developers, CASE and 
BPRE users) 

5. PCTE Standards Workers: (Those individuals involved in working 
with or promoting the PCTE standard nationally or internationally) 



Many of you may wear several of these "hats" in terms of which category 
you fall into. If you are interested in participating in the research, 
please select and complete the appropriate questionnaire from the attached 
family of questionnaires. Results of this research will be made available to 
the OMG peTE SIG. Thank you for your willingness to participate and for your 
contribution to this research. If you have any questions please call me at 
the number listed below. 

Jon Stapley 

************************************************************************* 
* JONATHAN S. STAPLEY, Lt Col, USAF, MSC * "Man's flight through life * 
* AFIT Ph.D. Program/Sr Research Associate * is sustained by the power * 
* MIS Dept, University of Arizona * of his knowledge." * 
* Tucson, AZ 85721 * * 
* (520) 621-8670 * * 
* jstapley@bpa.arizona.edu * * 
************************************************************************* 

************************************************************************* 
************************************************************************* 

================================================================= 
CORPORATE SPONSOR'S QUESTIONNAIRE 

================================================================= 
Questionnaire Background and Instructions: 

This questionnaire is being circulated to a select group of 
sponsor/advocates, developers and users of integration 
technologies based on the Portable Common Tool Environment 
(PCTE). Your time and thoughtful answers to these questions are 
sincerely appreciated and of great importance to this research. 

Please use your email editor or a simple ASCII editor to respond 
to the following short questionnaire. Return the completed 
questionnaire to: jstapley@bpa.arizona.edu. 
================================================================= 

1. Please complete the following Information(This question is 
optional if you wish confidentiality) : 

0. 
Name: 

Title/Department: 

Years/Months in current position: 

Years/Months as sponsor of PCTE project: 
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2. How and when did you become aware of peTE? 

3. In what way would you expect peTE technology to make a 
contribution to your organization or to systems development? 

4. Has your organization considered or used other approaches to 
integration besides peTE? If so, what are they and how do you 
think they generally compare to peTE? 

5. What do you believe are the strengths and weaknesses of peTE 
based on your exposure to the concept? 

6. What advice would you give to other organizations considering 
an investment in peTE or other standards-based integration 
technologies? 

7. What are the most important organizational and technical 
considerations in the effective use of peTE or other 
standards-based integration technologies? 

=============================================================== 

Please respond to the following statements by typing your 
numerical response after the "Answer:" block and providing 
narrative for any associated follow-up questions (preceded with 
*) : 

=============================================================== 

STATEMENT #1: liThe fact that peTE is an "Open Systems" standard 
is one of its most salient features." 
Answer: 

1 
Strongly 
Disagree 

2 
Disagree 

3 
Neutral 

4 
Agree 

5 
Strongly 
Agree 

=============================================================== 

STATEMENT #2: liThe use of a peTE-based approach will result in 
greatly improved integration of my organization's system 
development tools. II Answer: 

1 
Strongly 
Disagree 

2 
Disagree 

3 
Neutral 

4 
Agree 

5 
Strongly 
Agree 

=============================================================== 

STATEMENT #3: liMy system development shop would experienced no 
significant increase in productivity due to the use of peTE-based 
technologies. II 
Answer: 

1 2 3 4 5 
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Strongly 
Disagree 

Disagree 

* Why or why not?: 

Neutral Agree Strongly 
Agree 

=============================================================== 

STATEMENT #4: "I expect a noticeable improvement in the 
quality of our products and services as a result of introducing 
peTE technology." Answer: 

1 
Strongly 
Disagree 

2 
Disagree 

3 
Neutral 

4 
Agree 

5 
Strongly 
Agree 

* If so, what type of quality improvement? If not, why not?: 

=============================================================== 

STATEMENT #5: "The overall effectiveness of systems development 
will improve with the use of peTE-based technologies." 
Answer: 

1 
Strongly 
Disagree 

2 
Disagree 

3 
Neutral 

4 
Agree 

5 
Strongly 
Agree 

=============================================================== 

STATEMENT #6: "Our existing investment in development tools will 
be safe because the tools can be ported to the peTE framework." 
Answer: 

1 
Strongly 
Disagree 

2 
Disagree 

* Why or why not?: 

3 
Neutral 

4 
Agree 

5 
Strongly 
Agree 

=============================================================== 

STATEMENT #7: "The peTE technology would provide a great 
improvement in data and process security for our development 
environment. " Answer: 

1 
Strongly 
Disagree 

2 
Disagree 

3 
Neutral 

4 
Agree 

5 
Strongly 
Agree 

=============================================================== 

8. Do you believe there are any other important issues related 
to how peTE might support your organization? If so, please 
explain how and why they are important. 
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Thank you for you time and effort. Please return your completed 
file or email documentto:jstapley@bpa.arizona.edu 

3.3.3.2 - Interviews. 

Follow-up was conducted with the key informants who responded to the 

questionnaire as well as with some who were selected outside the PCTE community. 

In all cases, the questions for the interviews dealt with the basic research question or 

its seven propositions. The purpose of the follow-up was to revisit some issues raised 

in the responses that had not been anticipated by the questionnaire and to try to distill 

out some central answers to how standards-based repositories support (or don't 

support) business process reengineering. Key informants from outside the PCTE 

community were contacted to illicit responses about general repository and BPR issues 

from other perspectives. These key informants were selected for their prominence in 

larger community of MIS practitioners and academics in the field of repository 

technologies and implementation. In particular, I sought out some experts who were 

associated with IBM's AD/Cycle and its repository. The AD/Cycle has become an 

infamous example of what can happen when a systems engineering approach and its 

supporting architecture miss the market and suffer the consequences. I wanted to 

interview some key informants who were intimately involved with the development 

and implementation of AD/Cycle to see of they could draw any parallels with BPR 

and standards-based repositories and perhaps bring some understanding to the research 

question and propositions by way of analogy. 
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3.3.3.3 - Prototype Development. 

The third and final source of data for this case study was derived from the actual 

stage one research involved with the development of a PCTE-based repository for the 

Enterprise Analyzer's evolving Business Process Reengineering Environment. The 

prototype development effort was funded by the Air Force Medical Support Agency as 

part of their research and development for the Air Force Medical Information 

Repository System (AFMIRS, Appendix G). AFMIRS is intended to support "model

driven data administration"(DoD, 1994). As such, the model repository work done to 

support Pro Rep is essentially the first step ill supporting a PCTE-compliant kernel for 

AFMIRS. Details and background for systems development research and ProRep are 

covered more specifically in the following section. 

3.4 - PROTOTYPE SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT RESEARCH 

The University of Arizona has long been at the forefront of promoting and refining 

the system development research approach as depicted in the general model below 

(Nunamaker, Purdin, & Chen, 1991). The following section will give a brief 

background of the case and the evolution of systems development research. Finally it 

will cover how it was instantiated in the ProRep Project. 

3.4.1 - Case History. 

As part of an ongoing stream of research sponsored by the U.S. Army Corps of 

Engineers Research Lab ( CERL), the Enterprise Analyzer team has been doing related 
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to the Army Waterways Experimental Station (WES) which began in the spring of 

1992. The portion of research that spawned the repository research stream was the 

need to find a way to achieve CASE tool integration to support both group and stand-

alone tools used in business process reengineering and in the DoD's Functional Process 

Improvement Program (DoD, 1992). 

Our initial research began with the exploration of applicable public standards which 

dealt with integration technologies that were non-proprietary. The most prominent 

SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT RESEARCH PHASES 
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EVALUATION 

Figure 14 - SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT RESEARCH 
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standard being discussed at that time was the Federal Information Processing Standard 

(FIPS) 156, the Information Resources Dictionary System [NIST, 1989 #59]. The 

only commercial version of this software available for research was produced by the 

InfoSpan Corporation in Edina, Minnesota. After a site visit to InfoSpan in February 

of 1993, we began exploring the feasibility of developing a standards-based repository 

integration platform to facilitate model exchange between the Enterprise Analysis 

IDEF) group modeling prototype and the stand-alone case tool from Knowledge-Based 

Systems, Inc. which we had selected for its excellent model printing and analysis 

capability. A prototype was developed in the PC version of InfoSpan to test the 

ability to exchange a model known as the "Feed-the-Family" IDEFO model. This 

model'was developed by the Interchange Definition Language (IDL) sub-committee of 

the IDEF Users Group to test the IDL model exchange standard for IDEF tools. The 

IDL is a text file exchange format that was developed as a standard for IDEF tool 

vendors to exchange models among their various platforms. The repository approach 

was a completely different integration paradigm compared to the IDL file exchange 

format and the Feed-the-Family model was strategically chosen to highlight the 

difference between these two approaches using a model that was well known and 

acceptable to the IDEF community. 

The IDL approach to IDEF model exchange is based on a graphically-oriented view 

of the world and the bit-map coordinate data for the models (bend-angles, box 

coordinates, etc.) are a necessary part of the exchange file. On the other hand, the 
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common repository schema developed for this initial prototype was based purely on 

the semantic objects represented in the model. Both the EA modeler and KBSI's 

CASE tool worked with a semantic data format and put the onus on their respective 

tools to intelligently reproduce the screen and print graphics based on the semantic 

data. This parsimonious approach was based on the engineering philosophy that it is 

better to never store information (data) about the models which can be derived from 

the semantics. In the case of the Feed-the-Family model, we discovered that there was 

roughly a factor of 10 times the amount of stored data needed to represent an IDL 

version of the model versus the semantic version used by the EA model builder and 

KBSI (Stapley & Johnson, 1994). 

ECMAINIST TECHNICAL REFERENCE I 
MODEL 

User Interface Services 

Communication services 

Figure 15 - ECMA/NIST "TOASTER" MODEL 
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The results of this proof-of-concept prototype were presented at the May, 1994 

IDEF User's Group Conference "Reinventing The Enterprise: Technologies of 

Change." At the same conference, Mr. Bruce Rosen of NIST (Chairman of the ANSI 

X3H4 Committee on repository standards) did a presentation on the direction of 

repository standards and how X3H4 committee was going to begin concentrating 

more on the emerging ISO PCTE standard, particularly for CASE integration. He 

stated that the IRDS standard could potentially fit into a tool slot in the ECMAINIST 

"toaster model" (see figure 15) as a user interface on a PCTE framework (Rosen, 

1994b). He also indicated that PCTE seemed to be the dominant player in both the 

standards world and in the industry as far as support for environments like the BPRE 

we are trying to develop at the U of A. 

This conference marked a turn in the direction of our repository research more 

toward the PCTE standard in order to maintain continuity with the direction of the 

standards community and industry interests. Bruce Rosen confirmed that PCTE had 

become the "big dog" in the repository standards arena (Rosen, 1994). Bruce Rosen 

and Barbara Cuthill at NIST continued to correspond with me over the summer about 

the PCTE standard and its status in the U.S. I acquired the book "PCTE: The 

Standard for Open Repositories" (Wakeman & Jowett, 1993) and began studying about 

the background and technical aspects of PCTE. My continuing dialog with members 

of NIST and vendors in the U.S. led me to Mr. Christian Bremeau and the Stanford 

Management Group (SMG) of Mountain View California. SMG was known within 
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the PCTE community for their ability to integrate MS-windows based tools within a 

PCTE framework. In my initial contact with Stanford Management Group I received 

strong encouragement about the potential for PCTE to serve as standard-based 

repository environment for integration of our group modeling tools with other stand

alone CASE tools (Bremeau, 1994). 

The qualities of the PCTE architecture with its ability to serve as the basis for a 

truly distributed, heterogeneous BPRE environment inspired me to attend the PCTE 

'94 Conference in San Francisco (28 Nov-2 Dec 1994). I also invited representatives 

from the Air Force Medical Support Agency (AFMSA) and Knowledge-Based Systems 

Inc., so we could respectively evaluate the technology for our joint purposes. KBSI 

and the University of Arizona were mutually interested in testing PCTE as a CASE 

integration framework and AFMSA was interested in evaluating PCTE as a repository 

framework for the Proposed Air Force Medical Information Repository System 

(AFMIRS, Appendix G). At that time, Maj Alford of AFMSA suggested that we 

collaborate on the research and expressed a willingness to fund a prototype 

development if the research results could be rolled into the AFMIRS project in the 

form of technology transfer and lessons learned for AFMSA (Alford, 1994). A 

decision was made to proceed with a prototype development research to support our 

mutual goals. By February of 1995, AFMSA had developed a contractual agreement 

with SMG for the ProRep Project. Details of the actual development are elaborated in 

subsequent sections. Prior to the details of the ProRep development, the backdrop of 
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systems development research is specified in the next section. 

3.4.2 - Evolution of System Development Research. 

Systems development research has been in the mainstream at the University of 
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Figure 16 - SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT WITH CASE EVALUATION 

Arizona for a number of years. As noted earlier (Nunamaker, Purdin, & Chen, 1991), 
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the original model of system development research had a predominantly experimental 

flavor. A slight modification of the approach can be made (see the figure above) to 

accommodate a case study evaluation of a developed artifact. This more correctly 

describes the approach used in this dissertation. Case studies are designed to draw 

from multiple sources of data (archival, interviews, personal observations, surveys, 

prototype developments, etc.) to bring a richer group of unstructured data to bear on 

the propositions under study (Yin, 1994). Likewise, within the systems development 

SyateDli 
Developmeat 

Figure 17 - SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT RESEARCH LIFE CYCLE 
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methodologies there is evolving recognition of the growing number of evaluation 

methods appropriate to the study of systems development. The System Development 

Research LIFE CYCLE shown above (Nunamaker, 1992) is yet another view of the 

relationship of referent methodologies to system development research. The unique 

application of the Case study is ideally suited to situations in which a contemporary 

phenomenon under study is closely linked to, and often difficult to distinguish from its 

environment or context (Yin, 1994). Also, case studies are appropriate where the 

researcher has little control over the environment or context. In this case study there 

are really two levels of environment for the repository. The closest and most 

observable is the BPR environment of the Enterprise Analyzer research group. The 

larger context is the repository standards community in general and the PCTE 

community in particular. In the EA unit of analysis, the repository research stream 

represents just one of many tasks done in support of the Waterways Evaluation Station 

(WES) research stream. As such, it is not the central concern of the WES research 

and really must seek its own level of importance as the prototype demonstrates its 

ability to achieve WES research objectives in the area of repository and case 

integration. 

In the larger standards context, PCTE is really at the "ground floor" in terms of 

serious implementations within the U.S. While it is central to some significant IT 

developments in Europe, (European Space Agency) and in Japan (NTT Data), it is still 

awaiting a large, high-level example for a U.S. implementation (Bremeau, 1995). It is 
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interesting to note that the multi-million dollar Integrated CASE (ICASE) tool contract 

for the U.S. DoD required a PCTE-compliant repository structure and Logicon, the 

winner of the contract (under a protest) does not yet have the vehicle for their PCTE 

repository. This suggests that there will be an increasing interest in the PCTE 

standards as many DoD-related software development contracts are executed using 

ICASE tools. The following sections will deal with the actual ProRep development 

project. 

3.4.3 - PCTE Process Repository (ProRep) Project. 

The ProRep project began as the collaborative search to find a CASE integration 

and repository strategy between members of the U of A Enterprise Analyzer team, 

Knowledge Based Systems Inc. and the Air Force Medical Support Agency 

3.4.3.1 - Overview 

The following figure provides a functional overview of the ProRep Project. I 

developed the initial version of this IDEFO representation of the ProRep function 

model and collaborated with Stanford Management Group on refining it to its final 

form. We used the KBSI IDEFO Modeling tool and exchanged files over the Internet. 

We did this as an initial requirements validation of the ProRep project prior to any 

schema design or bridge development. Using KBSI not only gave us a common 
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Figure 18 - PROREP FUNCTION MODEL 

environment for requirements validation, it also gave SMG an opportunity to get 

functional experience with IDEF and one of the tools they were going to integrate. 

The final version with all its decompositions is located in Appendix C. In addition 

to producing the integrated tool set based on the PCTE standard, SMG was responsible 

for affecting a technology transfer to select members of the Enterprise Analyzer team 

and the AFMSA engineering staff. The expressed aims of the technology transfer 

were documented in the service contract between AFMSA and SMG. Maj Alford at 

AFMSA (ProRep Program Manager) asked me to coordinate on the contract to ensure 

that the technology transfer issues and technical aspects of the deliverables were 

clearly spelled out. The technology transfer is intended to establish an independent 

ability of both staffs to continue repository management and extension for their 



respective research and operational environments. Figure 20 is the IDEFO context 
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Figure 19 - TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER CONTEXT DIAGRAM 

diagram for the technology transfer portion of the ProRep project. The following 

diagram is the first-level decomposition of this activity. 

Both sets of engineers will be able to design schemas, extend schemas, and code 
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Figure 20 - TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER DECOMPOSITION DIAGRAM 
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the bridges between tools and between the persistent and non-persistent levels of the 

repository. The following figure shows the architecture of the ProRep Repository. In 

terms of design order, the engineers begin with the design of the persistent repository 

schema. This is were the modeling data will permanently reside after a modeling 

session is complete. For the ProRep project, the schemas are based on FIPS 183, the 

ModeffiuilderlKBSI Encapsulation in a peTE 
.. ~ 

KBSl'. AlOWIN1 
. -.',' 

Adapted: SlIIIf'onl ~ Oroup· 1995 

Figure 21 - ENCAPSULATION PROCESS 
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c++ Header Files .. 

PCTE CLASSlmpiementation: 
C++ Code 

Pmlstent ReposllllrY.i.: 
IDEFO SDSs from PCTE DDL 

standard for IDEFO Function modeling and its representations in the target 

environments (KBSI and ModeIBuilder). Since both tools are designed to support 
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IDEFO, there will be a lot of commonality in the object base and a high degree of data 

(object) sharing. When there are unique data objects that are particular to the 

individual tools, objects for that tool's working schema will be extended to 

accommodate the differences. Even though AIOWIN and ModelBuilder are IDEFO 

tools, because one is a stand-alone case analysis tools (AlOWIN) and the other is a 

group modeling tool (ModelBuilder), they will have some unique objects and 

relationships in the object base that will only be visible to that tool. 

3.4.3.2 - Emeraude V-12 Framework. 

The Emeraude V 12 framework is an example of a peTE implementation. This is 

the environment c~ently in place at Arizona State University to aid in the 

development of a conformance test suite (Lindquist, 1994) as well as at the University 

of Arizona for the our research on standards-based repositories. This is also the 

environment for the ProRep model repository prototype effort. 



The Emeraude environment runs in a Unix, PO SIX, or an number of System V 

compliant platforms. There are currently examples of the Emeraude repository 

running on a Unix server with DOS and Windows clients (Geronimi, 1994). A 

similar architecture allows us to layer or "encapsulate" our windows-based client on 
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DQMCS· DATA QUERY AND MANIPULATION COMMON SERVICB 
VMCMCS· VERSION MANAOEMEI'IT AND CONFIOURATION 
MANAOEMEI'ITCOMMONSERVICB 

Figure 22 - EMERAUDE V-12 FRAMEWORK 

(SYSTEM V, DSD, OSFl, 
AIX, DOS, Hpux, Sun OS, 
UltriI; on various bardware) 

top of this peTE server to enable repository development and management. We are 

currently running an environment in which we are attaching to a Sun Sparc 5 
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Workstation host with PC development and operational clients 

3.4.3.3 - Design Philosophies of PCTE. 

The design philosophies of PCTE are what distinguish it from rival approaches and 

are what motivated us to pursue it as an approach to tool integration for the University 

of Arizona Business Process Re-engineering Environment. The flexibility of tool 

"plug and play" is an important feature that allows the environment builders or 

integrators to select or design tools that are in line with the strategic and tactical needs 

Process 
Management 
and User 
Interface 

Tool Plug and Play 

Communications 
Interface 

Figure 23 - TOOL PLUG AND PLAY 
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of the organization. This feature implies loose coupling of the tools to the repository. 

Against the larger context of the ECMAINIST "toaster model", those tools designed to 

access the object base, and the control features and presentation features directly (as 

opposed to using the PCTE services) are highly portable, but less likely to integrate 

ECMAINIST TECHNICAL REFERENCE 
MODEL 

User Interface Services 

Communication services 

Figure 24 - TOASTER MODEL 

with other tools. Conversely, tools that only employ the services for data, control and 

presentation integration afford a greater opportunity for integration but are less 



portable to other environments (Wakeman & Jowett, 1993). The figure below 
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illustrates these two extremes with the dotted arrows illustrating the highly portable 

tool with direct access to the public tool interface (i.e., PCTE) and the highly 

integrable tool which employs the common services. These are the design trade-off 

decisions that tool builders and integrators must make when embarking on a PCTE-

based integration approach. 
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Another significant feature of PCTE is its ability to employ "dynamic working 

schemas" in the integration of its tool sets. The working schema is the combination of 

WORKING SCHEMA AS A FILTER 

(Adapted Wakemao, 1993) 

Figure 26 - WORKING FILTER AS A SCHEMA 

Schema Definition Sets that describe the metadata and data instances of a particular 

tool. PCTE, unique among all rival approaches, allows for tools to have dynamically 

changing working schemas with the flexibility to change both the schemas and their 

data instances without having to recompile the code for the tools (Bremeau, 1995). 
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As seen above, the working set serves as a "filter" for tools operating with a certain 

PCTE object base. Each tool only "sees" the objects it cares about and for which it 

has access and security rights as granted by the object base administrator and schema 

designers. This is at once both a security and complexity management feature. This is 

security at the type-level, which is unique to PCTE and is not found in any rival 

integration or database approach, either relational or object oriented. 
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4 - FINDINGS 

4.1 QUESTIONNAIRE FINDINGS 

Questionnaires were submitted to key informants to surface major issues dealing 

with the technical and organizational aspects of PCTE implementation. Key 

informants represented different groups within the PCTE Community. I questioned 

PCTE Implementation suppliers from Transtar and EDS, PCTE integrators from Mark 

V Systems and the Stanford Management Group, Standards workers from NIST, and 

users from NTT Data in Tokyo. Again the design of this study was not to establish 

statistical conclusion validity from a large representative sample, but was to uncover a 

number of central technical and management themes of common concern to key 

informants in the PCTE community. 

Mr. Marc Chanliau, Vice President of Marketing and General Manager of the 

Transtar U.S. Operation, is considered a key informant because the Transtar Emeraude 

V -12 is our chosen research environment and Transtar is currently the leading 

developer of PCTE-based offerings. He listed a number of benefits of PCTE 

technology: 

- Provides a single storage place for complex structures and related 

information. 

- Allows user to attach meaning (semantics) to stored information 

- Allows mix and match of best-of-breed development tools and ensures a path 

for "environment migration" 



- Shares system information across mUltiple applications "integrated view" 

"Tool interoperability" and "Information storage, Management and Sharing" 

- Eliminates redundant corporate data 

- Ensures system integrity 

- Simplifies system maintenance 

- Supports distributed processes 

- Quality improvements: "product performance, lightweight code 
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His only caveat about the weaknesses of the technology was that proper 

implementation was dependent on having a staff trained in modeling and in the proper 

use of the tools. Complexity of PCTE implementation was also an issue (Chanliau, 

1995). 

Jonathan Jowett is a PCTE Technical Consultant for Andersen Consulting was 

also previously employed by Transtar. He is also coauthor of PCTE: The Standard for 

Open Repositories (Wakeman & Jowett, 1993). He made the following observations 

about PCTE: 

- "Flexibility" is a strength of PCTE as well as "Completeness" 

- Although not designed to be an integration environment for existing tools, it 

can help with this anyway 

- "Complexity and Completeness" make PCTE a strategic and not a tactical 

solution to short-range problems 

- The huge investment in man-years to define PCTE would have to be 

duplicated by any other rival technology and then it would still only be a 

proprietary, defacto standard and not a real public standard 

- Lack of organizational understanding of the technology is a major roadblock 

to successful implementation (expectation management) 
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- PCTE is not a trivial standard and will take adequate training to ensure that 

it is effectively implemented 

Mihir Shah is President and CEO of Stanford Management Group (SMG). 

SMG are the contractors who collaborated with us on the development of ProRep. 

SMG has the reputation as being the foremost experts in the area of encapsulating 

existing PC tools onto a PCTE framework. They have extensive experience with 

implementing PCTE with Japanese clients. An outspoken advocate of PCTE, he 

offered the following insights about PCTE: 

- Provides portable environment for tool "interoperability" 

- Reuse of software assets is key benefit 

. - Streamlines the Software development process 

- "Openness" of PCTE superior to RDBMSs and "scalability" superior to 

OODBMSs 

- Scalability implies controllable hardware and software expenses 

- More secure environment and higher quality software improve ROJ 

- Current market acceptance are strongest for PCTE than any other standard 

(actual or defacto) 

- PCTE must be properly supported and understood by adopting companies 

- Pilot projects are good for PCTE technology insertion 

- CSFs for successful implementation: 

-- Knowledgeable sponsor commitment at the right level 

-- "Champions" (project managers) for pilot projects are critical 

-- Pilot must appeal to stakeholders of the implementation 

-- Cost-effective pilots must be selected 

-- Outside consultants are needed to affect technology transfer 
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- PCTE needs "Critical Mass" of people in the industry to firmly establish the 

standard 

- There is a perceived adequacy of the standard among knowledgeable users 

- Cost of purchase and operation v.s. the alternatives is better for PCTE 

Herm Fischer is President and CEO of Mark V Systems which is a company that 

specializes in tool integration using approaches like PCTE. He was also Chair of the 

North American PCTE User's Group (NAPUG) from 1991-1993 until it became the 

Object Management Group (OMG) PCTE Special Interest Group (SIG). He is also 

President and Chair of OMG Application Development (AppDev) SIG since 1993 as 

well as a member of Workflow Management Coalition. His opening statement in the 

questionnaire indicates less than total support for the technology: 

"As a person who has put so much of my life into promulgating PCTE 
and related technology, it's sad that so many of the answers to your 
questions are on the negative side. I think the PCTE proponents didn't 
keep their eyes on the business issues as the world around them changed 
a few years ago. I now feel we have to keep our eyes on the 
mainstream of technology developments and evolution, and bring the 
legacy of PCTE, and its technology, into current delivery vehicles. That 
way we can recognize a success from the investment, yet get that 
success onto a sustainable track for the future!" 

In addition to this opening volley, Herm had some reservations about the cost and 

complexity of PCTE and the lack of "ubiquity" compared to rival approaches such as 

Open Data Base Connectivity ( ODBC - supported by Microsoft) which support access 

to "major" RDBMSs (Oracle, Sybase, and Informix). Relative to cost he said, "To sell 

a product on PCTE is now not cost effective; our CASE product would have to fit its 
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royalties into price tags as low as $800, and that ain't in the cards." He stated that 

PCTE had missed some significant opportunities to achieve market presence in the last 

several years, but did not capitalize on those opportunities for a number of reasons 

(Fischer, 1995). 

Mo Bjornstadt, Mark V Systems VP of Marketing and Sales, has been evaluating 

and following the PCTE standards and technology since he joined Mark V Systems in 

1989. He had similar comments to his boss, Herm Fischer. He believed that some of 

the strengths of peTE are its ability to handle distributed data (object) management for 

fine grain modeling and data integration of tools. Mark V is now moving toward an 

ODBC approach to tool integration and repository service. He said that the greatest 

contribution are the lessons learned from PCTE standards and implementations and 

should be "husbanded" into "replacement" technologies such as ODBC. His reason for 

this was that "technology and expectations have often moved faster than even the 

greatest minds considered. The result is that peTE does not address all current 

expectations." He also echoed the concerns about complexity and the need for proper 

training in order for peTE to succeed (Bjornstadt, 1995). 

Bruce Rosen of the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) works 

in the Computer Systems Laboratory, Information Systems Engineering Division as 

Manager of the Data Administration Group. He is also Chair of ANSI X3H4 

(repository) committee and member of ECMAINIST working group for repository 

reference models. He believes that PCTE's contributions include tool integration, 
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provision of a basis for enterprise wide repository and the tracking information 

resources throughout the life cycle. He sess the weakness as a lack of implementors 

and poor support for fine-grained, non-network type objects such as SSAN. He advises 

that those considering PCTE should make sure their tool vendors are committed to 

PCTE. He considers commercial availability of good product offerings more 

important than organizational implementation issues (Rosen, 1995). 

Barbara Cuthill, also of NIST is a Computer Scientist in the Software Engineering 

Group. She was tasked to help set up the North American PCTE Initiative (NAPI) 

before it evolved into the OMG PCTE SIG. She was also responsible to represent 

NIST for the mapping of DoD's Integrated CASE (ICASE) specifications to the 

ECMAINIST "toaster model." She believes PCTE could help enterprise integration 

and the development of standards for enterprise repository. She also remarked that the 

flexible security features of PCTE are a strength. Weaknesses include that PCTE has 

not gained general acceptance in the software industry and there are no government 

implementations of PCTE at this time. Other shortcomings include a lack of fine 

grain support and 00 support, although she believes these are being addressed. Other 

concerns are the complexity and lack of C++ and IDL "bindings" for PCTE (Cuthill, 

1995). 

Aoyama Toshiaki is the Chief of the Planning Group for the First Financial 

Systems Sector of NIT Data Communications Systems Corp in Tokyo, Japan. NIT 

Data are among the most sophisticated users of PCTE technologies in support of 
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operational software development in the Japanese fmancial world. He believes that 

PCTE is "superior to other offerings" for creating ICASE "corporate repository." He 

likes that it has international standards recognition and support. He lists its strengths 

as strong coverage for the software development life cycle (SDLC), powerful schema 

design functions, ISO standardization, and platform independence. These qualities 

result in high productivity and high resource reusability. He considers "reusability" to 

be the biggest strategic factor in favor of PCTE. He cites the weaknesses as 

complexity and difficulty to learn and that it is not yet popular in Japan. He 

encourages industry support for this standard (non-proprietary) approach. 

Among these key informants, there was general agreement that PCTE strengths 

included openness, support for data integration, overall effectiveness and security. 

There was less consensus on the issues of productivity, quality, and the ease of tool 

portability. Recurring themes of concern centered around cost, complexity, and the 

Ubiquity of the standard within the software community. 
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4.2 INTERVIEW FINDINGS 

Two types of interviews were conducted as a complement to the questionnaires and 

the Pro Rep data collections. I conducted a select number of questionnaire follow-up 

interviews to the key informants based on issues of clarity or content. I also did some 

corollary interviews with industry experts associated with a non-PCTE repository effort 

by IBM known as the AD/Cycle repository. The purpose of the follow-up and 

corollary interviews was to drill more deeply into some of the central issues of 

repository implementation from both a technical and an organizationallbusiness 

perspective. 

AD/Cycle related interviews began with Mr. John Zachman, who was one an 

IBM Senior Consultant in the development of AD/Cycle and its enabling repository 

base. When asked about the lessons learned through the failure of AD/Cycle, John 

began by emphasizing that there are no "silver bullets" in the world of automated 

support for software development. He stated that the idea that there can be any single 

"package" or approach that suits everyone is fallacious. He said it was a case of 

telling the customers that "they could have any color they wanted as long as it was 

black." He said there were two main problems with AD/Cycle. The fIrst was that 

there wasn't a common data model to serve as a basis for the repository. Therefore 

IBM tried to reverse engineer the 
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repository to support their chosen CASE partners and the CASE partners couldn't 

agree on what the repository should look like. John had suggested to IBM that rather 

than backing into the data model by looking at the tools, they should try to architect 

the model, top-down, based on a good framework (See Zachman Framework above). 

IBM persisted with their reverse engineering approach. In the end, neither the CASE 

vendors nor the customers liked it. IBM had hoped that AD/Cycle and its repository 

would be good enough to become the defacto repository and applications development 

standard. It wasn't. It was too monolithic and too inflexible to appeal to the market 

(Zachman, 1995). 

The KnowledgeWare CASE tool set was arguably the best known and most 

successful of the AD/Cycle "Business Partners" and very influential in AD/Cycle 

methodologies and technologies. The failure of AD/Cycle and the CASE tool vendors 

to maintain market interest resulted in stunning business losses and eventually resulted 

in KnowledgeWare being acquired by Sterling Software as part of its Application 

Development Group. To gain some perspective on this series of events, I interviewed 

Mr. Dennis Fitzpatrick who is now the Western u.S. regional Vice President of 

Sterling Consulting. Formerly he was with KnowledgeWare as a consultant. He sees 

much of the continuing vulnerability of CASE and repository technology due to a 

mutual misunderstanding by the vendor and the user communities. He thinks the 

CASE and repository industry is rife with sales and marketing people who really don't 

understand anything about the nature or niche of the products they are vigorously 
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marketing. Likewise, the CIOs of many firms are ignorant of what they are 

purchasing when they set about to acquire a "repository." One of the biggest problems 

come when executives make million dollar expenditures for repository software, with 

its hardware and training, thinking they are getting an Executive Information System 

on a Data Warehouse foundation. Often the project managers know exactly what they 

are getting, but the corporate sponsors (executives) do not. Of course when this 

happens, there is plenty of blame to go around. Dennis was quick to point out that 

this dilemma is common to practically all information technology implementations and 

not just to repository and CASE. He thinks the blame is "50/50" on the marketers and 

the corporate sponsors for poor "expectation management" (Fitzpatrick, 1995). 

The Assistant Director for the University of Arizona's MIS Department Center for 

the Management of Information (CMI) is Mr. Andy Hartman. Andy was employed by 

IBM for 12 years and was involved with the development and the marketing/training 

for the AD/Cycle. He has also been administratively and technically involved in 

supporting the standards-based repository work going on here at the University of 

Arizona. As such, he has unique insights into both the technical and business aspects 

of AD/Cycle and how the lessons learned by the tremendously expensive and 

disappointing experience of IBM might apply to PCTE. 

He saw the predecessors of the AD/Cycle approaches grow out of early 

developments at IBM's Santa Theresa Labs. The culture of the developers and the 

intended targets for AD/Cycle came from the large mainframe world. AD/Cycle was 
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actually envisioned and developed as a concept at Santa Theresa with little or no direct 

input from the market. It was created and the concept was "sold" internally to IBM as 

the way to help their large, mainframe customers collapse their development times for 

applications. The culture passively resisted any consideration of networked client

server applications and the organization actively resisted anything that wasn't aimed at 

the mainframe market. The marketing claims for AD/Cycle were that any CASE tool 

could repose on the AD/Cycle platform, but in reality the repository data model was a 

poor compromise between IBM's major CASE "Business Partners." One of the 

"glaring holes" in the AD/Cycle approach is that it lacked a complete and robust data 

model and a corresponding modeling methodology. The promise of AD/Cycle was 

that it would provide a repository containing both the "Enterprise Model" and the 

software development artifacts derived from that Enterprise Model. The time line for 

ultimately defining the model and its attendant methodology kept slipping on the 

schedule because the major CASE partners could not agree. Each one had too much 

to lose in terms of installed client bases if they compromised on their own data model. 

Andy felt that the overall process was too ambitious and IBM was unable to "freeze 

the market" to their way of doing things because they could not define the model or 

the method in a complete or timely enough fashion to maintain market interest. 

In supporting the PCTE research both technically and administratively Andy has 

been able to compare and contrast it with the AD/Cycle approach. In terms of client 

server architectures, it does not appear that PCTE is either culturally or technically 
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resistant, as was AD/Cycle. He believes that PCTE is not trying to "over-reach" itself 

by trying to impose one way for all programmers to work. The tool "plug and play" 

philosophy gives PCTE a type of flexibility that was not wanted or designed for 

AD/Cycle and its repository. PCTE seems to come to the market with an 

appreciation that organizations are going to have heterogeneity in both their 

development and operational environments and does not require them to be one 

"color" (all Blue). 

One of the problems that Andy foresees for PCTE is that frameworks are most 

successful when they are invisible and approaching the status of a "utility." It seems 

that, ironically, a mark of success for a standard like PCTE is that it becomes a 

commodity, even if it is performing extremely well. He said you can't expect to 

make "the big bucks" when you are a utility. He also warned about the extreme 

importance of "managing expectations" are the part of managers and corporate 

sponsors. It is very important not to over-reach or over-sell the technology. He sees 

the U.S. IT culture as a difficult one for standards like PCTE. He says that in Europe 

and elsewhere there seems to be better cultural support for standards, but that in the 

U.S. there is more of a mentality by vendors to capture the market and have their 

product take on the status of defacto standard. They don't want to join the world. 

They want the world to join them. He calls it the "Microsoft mentality (Hartman, 

1995)." 

Bryan Basdell is the Business Development Manager for Electronic Data Systems 
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(EDS) Software Engineering Business Area in the U.K. He is EDS's expert on the 

contribution of their PCTE offering called "Portos" and was selected by executives in 

EDS to provide me with data on Porto's benefits to its customer base. In terms of 

support for "Integrability" he points to PCTE's implementation of C runtime libraries 

which allow users with tools written in C to be directly integrated "without any form 

of modification." This means that an organization doesn't have to change its process 

or tools, but can "encapsulate them" on the PCTE framework. He agrees with 

Bremeau of SMG that PCTE does not drive the development of quality software. The 

developed software will "only be as good as the staff developing [it]." It will provide 

a basis for good development teams to select or build a tool set with solid integration 

and use them to build software of the highest quality. He believes that the newness of 

the technology has not allowed for good comparative productivity data of PCTE

supported approaches versus traditional. Openness of PCTE has been born out by the 

ability of virtually any tool set to be encapsulated onto the PCTE framework. Because 

its standard is a "public tool interface" its openness is demonstrable in current tool 

encapsulations. Portos PCTE has demonstrated "portability" of both the PCTE 

framework itself and the tools using it. The "PCTE+" extension to the standard has 

removed UNIX dependencies and added security features. With both discretionary and 

mandatory security features, ISO PCTE has addressed criticisms of early versions of 

PCTE (Basdell, 1995). 

A follow-up with Jonathan Jowett of Andersen Consulting uncovered some 
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additional issues. Jonathan clarified that a pure peTE implementation without some 

standard schemas could do nothing to integrate "foreign" tools. Integrators will always 

have to create public schemas from which common object repositories can be 

constructed. Such schemas will have value as far as they are supported within the tool 

vendor community. Transtar attempts to achieve this by the creation of the Neutral 

Information Model. The same is true for control integration. There has to be a 

commonly recognized message server in order to have process integration. peTE 

really provides an opportunity to have a common basis for such integration, but 

standard data models have to be accepted by the community of users for it to be 

widely useful. On the issue of quality, Jonathan believes that quality software is more 

a result of the developers than the enabling framework. peTE can provide a more 

efficient, secure, and integrated environment so that developers can pay more attention 

to quality issues in their software development. He believes that the integration of 

most "third party software tools" is very difficult and the results are often 

disappointing." Effectiveness may suffer, in fact, due to the complexity of the 

implementation. It is not something for novice users. Jonathan clarifies the issue of 

"openness" by saying that peTE is open in the sense that the APIs are public 

standards and the Object Bases are highly open and visible to the developers. 

However, there are political and business barriers to effective openness that must be 

addressed as well. The technical problems are simple compared to these. Since data 

integration services are well supplied by peTE, Jonathan suggests a referent standard 
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for control integration. He states that the COSE CDE be implemented as the common 

control services standard for PCTE would result in a "very nice" public tool interface 

for tool developers (Jowett, 1995a). He believes that the "on-line" schema 

extensibility of PCTE without the need to recompile it in the tools makes PCTE 

unique and powerful compared to OODBs and RDBMSs. OODBs and RDBMS are 

inflexible by comparison. Scalability and heterogeneous physical distribution are also 

unique strengths of PCTE compared to the rivals. His conclusion is that there is no 

other approach to CASE integration which provides "such a complete array of services 

required in a framework for CASE environments"(Jowett, 1995a). 

A follow-up interview with Christian Bremeau of Stanford Management Group 

addressed many of the issues arising from other questionnaires and interviews. 

Christian believes that one of the challenges of successfully implementing PCTE deals 

with the difficulty of placing the PCTE technology within known IT frames of 

reference. PCTE is not really an OODB, but neither is it strictly a distributed 

operating system. It is a unique combination of both of these things. He characterizes 

PCTE as "a heterogeneous , distributed Object-Oriented Database with distributed 

operating system characteristics." A unique strength of PCTE and its current COTS 

implementations is that it does not suffer the performance degradation of OODBs or 

RDBMSs when you reach a certain number of "objects" managed by the repository. 

Because of the distributed nature of the navigation process, it does not suffer the same 

kind of degradation that plagues its rivals whether the objects are in the thousands or 
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millions. The performance remains the same. He believes that PCTE represents a 

superior architecture to either mainframe or client-server repository approaches because 

it avoids the "single point of failure" problem. He also emphasized the extreme 

flexibility of "dynamic working schemas" in PCTE compared to the brittle and 

inflexible schemas in RDBMSs and OODBs. Changing a working schema in these 

rival technologies is a disastrous affair. Tool working schemas can be extended or 

modified at any time without having to recompile the schema in the tools and without 

having to move the object (data) instances in the object base. Another unique and 

powerful feature of PCTE is its ability to introduce security by "type checking." 

Object types can be created in the object base and given "visibility" only to certain 

processes, tools, or groups through defining the objects "usage modes." Thus only 

certain objects in a common object base are "visible" to users based on the granted 

usage mode (see figure 25). Finally Christian declared the superiority of the 

concurrency control and security mechanisms of PCTE versus its rivals. Sophisticated 

nesting of transactions and processes allows for superior concurrency control. Flexible 

and powerful security options was a particular standout in comparison to the rivals 

(Bremeau, 1995). 



4.3 PROTOTYPE DEVELOPMENT FINDINGS 

4.3.1 Overview and Databench Architecture 
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The findings from the prototype development were illuminating on several fronts. 

Before getting into the development findings, a brief background on Dbench, the 

PCTE-based prototype development environment are needed. Dbench is the tool set 

for 00 software development created by the Stanford Management Group that sits 

atop a PCTE repository and facilitate the integration of third party software 

development tools into and Integrated Software Engineering Environment (ISEE) or 

Business Process Re-Engineering Environment (BPRE). 

One of the challenges of creating and maintaining a state-of-the-art ISEE is to have 

a flexible and evolutionary environment that can migrate toward ever changing and 

improving techniques and tools that support software developers while maintaining a 

cohesive and well integrated tool set. This is the challenge that Dbench was designed 

to address and is the environment in which the Pro Rep repository was built. SMG 

classifies themselves as "environment builders" who are trying to facilitate the creation 

of dynamic and robust ISEE or BPREs for their customers. Pro Rep is a pilot test for 

one such effort. The ECMAINIST "toaster model" (Figure 16) illustrates the basic 

framework services needed for a BPRE, but does not define the required environment

level tools. Environmental tools can fall into two broad categories of horizontal or 

vertical. Horizontal Tools are those which represent shared framework services that 

cross software development life cycle (SDLC) phases while Vertical Tools fall within 
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a specific phase (e.g., design phase) of the SDLC. 

The design philosophies for DBench include a commitment to using existing 

industry standards, if possible, to provide the framework services. This commitment to 

standards at all levels of the framework was one of the things that drew us to strongly 

consider DBench and SMG in the ProRep collaboration. They use standard 

approaches and tools to achieve data, process, control, platform and presentation 

integration of a proposed ISEE or BPRE. While DBench is currently employs 

Transtar's Emeraude as an ISO PCTE repository it could also be hosted on and OODB 

or a RDBMS. DBench currently integrates a number of UNIX and MS-Windows 

Figure 28 - X/MOTIF peTE OBJECT MANAGER 
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to include new tools. Both the UNIX and the Windows tools are managed with DBench 

by an 00 desktops called the AI Motij peTE Object Manager (APOM) on the UNIX 

clients and the Windows Obj ect Manager (WOM) for the Windows clients. Figure 29 

illustrates the UNIX XPOM interface in which 1.[. rOj ectsldbench.[. rjl TESTdir. el 

genl.DataBench Project is the current object selected from the object base. The menus 

of allowable processes on these objects open up when the objects are selected making 

them accessible to various environment tools. Certain objects can be accessible to 

different tools. Source code, for instance, can be accessible to both an editor and a 

compiler. DBench offers the same sort of object access to the PC clients through the 

WOM (Figure 30 below). 

Figure 29 - WINDOWS PCTE OBJECT MANAGER 
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The various objects that environment users manipulate with their tools are "typed," 

iconized and presented to the users. These types are customizable through the full 

range of 00 concepts in DBench's Icon Managers. Users can define the icon 

Figure 30 - UNIX ICON FILE MANAGER 

appearance and specify the methods (tools) which can be invoked for each type. 

Although each object is defined with a default method (tool), the entire list of 

available methods can be invoked with a double-click of the mouse. 

Figure 31 is the UNIX Icon manger (UOM) and figure 32 is its windows 
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Figure 31 - WINDOWS 00 ICON FILE MANAGER 

Figure 31 is the UNIX Icon manger (UOM) and figure 32 is its windows equivalent 

(WOM). Both of these icon managers offer distinct advantages over rival graphical 

environments. They allow for type inheritance, customizability, common interlace across 

platforms, migration path from native file systems to distributed OODB, and code reuse 

among XPOM, WPOM, UOM and WOM. Users familiar with the UOM can move easily 

to WOM and vice-versa. This the DBench features that support integration at the 

"presentation" (look and feel) level. 

Control integration among tools is implemented through PCTE notification queues 

which automatically generate update messages to the various tools when an object in 

their domain is changed. This provides heterogeneous, cross-platform control integration 

in the ISEEIBPRE. No other rival repository technology can support this critical 

function. 
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In addition to the tool message queues, users can define their own SDLC process 

by using the integrated Process Weaver tool to create Work Breakdown Structures, 

which are activity decompositions structures conforming to the IDEFO standard and 

refine them into IDEF3-like representations in the Cooperative Procedure Editor. The 

distributed qualities of the SDLC are then documented in the Work Context Editor 

which defines how the SDLC will be executed and the resulting objects modified 

during the SDLC process enactment. All participants in the SDLC who are in this 

particular PCTE network play certain roles. Each participant will receive icons 

representative of their role in the SDLC process. These icons can serve as 

notifications (enactments) to begin their process (e.g. document review) or they can 

serve as a request for a response. Such an environment allows users to track "state 

transitions" and the status of various "artifacts" (objects) being accessed within the 

distributed, heterogeneous object base. Such a scenario can take place in both LAN 

and WAN (Internet) environments. Once such and SDLC process is defined (with its 

participants, roles, enactments, etc.) it can be reused for any development project. 

This is true for any sub-process within the overall SDLC as well. It is within the 

context of this DBench environment that the ProRep schemas and bridges were built to 

bring KBSI's AlOWIN tool and the University of Arizona's ModelBuilder into a 

common repository framework. 
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4.3.2 Schema Design for ProRep 
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Figure 32 - SCHEMA DESIGN CONTEXT DIAGRAM 

This is the context diagram for the Pro Rep schema design process. The end result 

of the function is the production of a validated list of Schema Definition Sets (SDSs) 

that will define the common object base for both tool sets which we are integrating. 

The design consists of three phases: The Conceptual Design, The Logical Design and 

the Physical Implementation. For the decomposition of this process refer to the 

Pro Rep Function Model in the appendices. 

The Conceptual Design determines the data requirements for the tools. For ProRep 

this entails the ability to store FIPS 183, IDEFO-compliant models from both AlOWIN 

and ModelBuilder. This required an itemization of the terms and concepts of FIPS 

183 (See Appendix D). The Logical Design focuses on the specific applications being 
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integrated. CASE Data Interchange Fonnat (CDIF) was used as the modeling syntax 

to enhance standardization and extensibility in the future. For instance, if designers in 

the Enterprise Analyzer Group at the U of A want to extend the schema to support an 

IDEFIX data modeling tool, the could use CDIF syntax to expand the Pro Rep 

schemas. 

A dual schema approach was selected to implement ProRep, one schema to 

represent an IDEFO Library and the other to represent an IDEFO Model. The library 

schema supports version and control management while the model schema is used to 

support actual model instances as defined in FIPS 183. 

The Emeraude PCTE implementations of ProRep IDEFO includes three schema 

definition sets (SDSs): 

1. The IDEFO _Common SDS for the type definitions and links which are 

Figure 33 - COMMON TYPE HIERARCHY 
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shared between the Library Schema and the Model Schema. 

2. The IDEFO_Library SDS which extends IDEFO_Common to include those 

which are unique to the library. 

3. The IDEFO_Model SDS extends the first two to include those additional 

types and links needed to build model instances. 

These same objects will appear in the next two type hierarchies. The type hierarchy is 

actually put into the Emeraude repository using Emeraude's sds_design tool. Objects 

in the Common SDS are shared between the Library and the Model SDS and serve as 
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the foundation of working schemas for integrated both IDEF tools. The common 

types are foundational to the description of the IDEFO standard itself. The screen 

representation of the IDEFO_Common SDS is seen in figure 35. 

Figure 35 - LIBRARY TYPE HIERARCHY 

The Library Type Hierarchy reveals some object types that are going to be 

necessary for building "pools" of IDEFO activities according to FIPS 183. These pools 

represent the raw material from which IDEF models can be constructed. Having the 

Library of activities allows for version and configuration management. Users can 
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have activities defined and instantiated in the object base using Library Types, but they 
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Figure 36 - LIBRARY SCHEMA DEFINITION SET 

are not yet official parts of a discrete model. They are like tinker toys in the can that 

are not yet part of the model. Figure 36 is the Library SDS. 
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The final Type Hierarchy is for the actual IDEF Model itself. It is the final 

Figure 37 - MODEL TYPE HIERARCHY 

extension of the previous type hierarchy which introduces objects that are necessary 

for instantiating an actual model. Now we must take the tinker toy parts out of the 

can (Library) and build a model. The AminusO_Diagram is uniquely a model object 

and is needed to create an instance of an actual model in the object base, as are the 

TopLevelDiargram and TopLevelBoxlnterface objects. These objects define the types 

that will form the actual instances of modeling data persistently stored in the peTE 
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object base. The attributes on the objects and on the links describe the storage data 

that will be captured and manipulated by both sets of IDEF modeling tools. The 

Emeraude sds_design tool interface is where the schema designers manage and update 
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the schema. Changes can be made here without having to compile these changes in 

the tools. This is known as a"dynamic working schema" environment and is unique to 

PCTE. 
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4.3.3 c++ Bridge Development and Tool Encapsulation 

Figure 40 is the general picture of the bridging and encapsulation goals. It 

illustrates ProRep's initial functionality. Modeling data from AlOWIN will have a 

ProRep Integrated 'Tools 
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, 
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--------------~ 
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I 
Persistent Repository I 

~ ___________ (ID __ EF_O_s_c_he_~ ___ on __ Is_o_P_C_TE __ &_~_O_s_ito_ry __ ) __________ ~ 
Figure 39 - PROREP INTEGRATED TOOLS 

direct and indirect route into ModelBuilder. It will be able to move models directly 

into ModelBuilder via a non-persistent repository structure consisting of a C++ Class 

Library. It can also move modeling data into ModelBuilder via the persistent, PCTE 

Object Base (Persistent) repository. This indirect method requires bridges into and out 
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of the persistent repository through the non-persistent layer. The benefit of having such 

an architecture is that you can have tool integration without the persistent layer. Your 

environmental tools can exchange models directly without the persistent PCTE 

repository. The bridge code is reusable for any and all model exchange between those 

tools. Figure 40 is the general model of the tool bridging architecture and figure 41 

the Pro Rep instance. The "repository import bridges" scan the software models of the 

exporting tool in order to translate those models into a common CDIF schema. The 

"repository export bridges" scan the CDIF representations of the models and translate 

Tool 
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Figure 40 - TOOL BRIDGES 
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those into the native data structures needed by the importing tool. "Direct bridges" 

translate models from one tool to another and don't even access the persistent objects. 

The direct bridge is represented by the direct line that does not pass through the 

persistent repository level. 

There are a number of advantages to having a repository architecture and exchange 

policy based on a two-level strategy. The first great advantage is that of code reuse at 

both the persistent and the non-persistent layers. Once an import bridge is coded, it 
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will service all model data exchanges thereafter, being able to consistently take models 

from cached memory and generate a representation in the persistent or non-persistent 

repository as required. Similarly, the export bridge can scan any model representation 

in the repository and recreate the cached representation for the tool wishing to import 

the model. Such an architecture produces "robustness" in which changes to the 

repository schemas can be made without affecting the source code of the supported 

tools. Another benefit of this architecture is "extensibility" allowing developers to 

add new tools to the set on either the import or export side without affecting the 

existing bridges. Since this approach does not directly access the peTE API, the 

integrated tool sets can be ported to other repository environments such as an RDBMS, 

IRDS, or OODB. Therefore, "portability" is yet another quality of this approach. To 

do such a port to another repository platform would require only recoding of the 

bridges between the persistent and non-persistent layers. 
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5 - DISCUSSION 

The discussion portion covers the triangulation of the three data sources on the 

research question and its seven propositional structures. Since the questionnaires were 

the only source that dealt with the propositions structurally they are discussed in 

sequence in that section of the discussion. The interview and prototype data is 

discussed in general. Thematic and theoretic pattern matching is used to triangulate on 

the research question and propositions since the goal of a case is to generalize to 

theory (Yin, 1994). 

5.1 QUESTIONNAIRE DISCUSSION 

In terms of this case study, the key informant questionnaire was developed to 

gather one source of data to triangulate on the research question and its propositions 

by gathering important environment data. The industry and the standards community 

for peTE form its larger technology and cultural environment. In studying the case of 

this peTE implementation at the University of Arizona, the larger context is 

significant. As in most case studies, this is a situation in which the artifact of interest 

(the repository) is intricately inter-related to its environment (Yin, 1994). 

The key informant questionnaires were sent to some of the central figures in the 

peTE community today, particularly those with knowledge in dealing with ISEE and 

BPRE issues of integrating foreign (DOS) tools using peTE. The most knowledgeable 

informants from industry and government standards groups were selected with 
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antagonists and protagonists of the peTE standard being selected to surface alternative 

and rival hypotheses. 

If particularly contentious issues arose or vastly different opinions on one of the 

propositional structures, I often returned to the key informants on both sides of the 

issue for clarification. Some of the recurring themes among the informants became the 

focus of my attention. As the questionnaires returned, I became aware that the seven 

propositional structures I originally identified were not all at the heart of the most 

important technological and organizational issues surrounding the question of how 

standards-based (peTE) repositories can support a BPRE. In the way of a reminder 

the seven propositional structures (and supposed benefits of the peTE standard and 

technologies) were openness, integrability, productivity, quality, effectiveness, 

portability, and security. 

Among the antagonists and protagonists there was surprising agreement on these 

propositions. Openness, integrability, overall effectiveness, and security seemed to be 

the consensus strengths of peTE. Productivity, quality, and portability were not 

believed to be directly attributable to the peTE standard itself. There were actually 

some important characteristics about peTE that were echoed frequently among the key 

informants that were not a part of the propositions at all. The actual text of the email 

responses to these questionnaires and to some of the follow-up questions can be found 

in Appendix B. The remainder of the interview data consists of tape-recorded sessions 

with the key informants. 
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5.1.1 - Openness: 

The openness of the PCTE standard was the first of the consensus strengths. 

Jonathan Jowett considered it "a plus" that was in addition to its technical prowess. 

Mr. Aoyama a user/advocate from NTT Data in Japan considers the acceptance as an 

"ISO standard" to be significant. This also appears to be a double-edged sword. 

While PCTE represents the most significant and accepted standard for CASE 

integration, it is continuing to fight for market recognition, particularly in the u.S. 

where defacto standards seem to be the rule (Hartman, 1995). Several of the 

respondents indicated that "openness" is a fuzzy term, but most agreed that the 

standard made the syntax and the models technically "open" to everyone. The main 

caveat here is that PCTE, like IBM's AD/Cycle does not report to have an public data 

model that is part of the standard. 

5.1.2 - Integrabilitv of Tools 

This was another proposition about which the key informants were in general 

agreement. However there was some important discussion surrounding this 

proposition. Within the PCTE world, there are really three dimensions of integration 

of global concern: data integration, presentation integration and control integration 

(Wakeman & Jowett, 1993). There are also two other dimensions of integration 

(SDLC Process and Platform integration) which came out in the comments (Bremeau 

& Thomas, 1995). Among these, data integration seemed to be the dimension of 
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greatest concern. This is primarily because it is possible to have integration in all the 

other dimensions and still be exchanging "apples and oranges" at the data level. In 

fact, integration that does not first address the centrality of the data issue can be 

dangerous because it can give the appearance of integration where it truly does not 

exist. Importantly, of all the dimensions of integration, the data dimension is the 

strong suite of peTE (Bremeau, 1995) and (Wakeman & Jowett, 1993). 

5.1.3 - Productivity 

This proposition did not seem to achieve the same degree of consensus for a variety 

of reasons. When pressed for data (qualitative or quantitative) peTE implementors 

and tool integrators both responded that the technology is so new that it hasn't yet 

generated data for comparative study in the area of increased productivity. This is 

particularly true in the U.S. since there are no significant PeTE-based environments or 

projects to study. However, there were significant comments on the issue of 

productivity based on the technological potentials. 

Jonathan Jowett, believes that while in many cases it is "too soon to tell or too 

difficult to judge" the productivity increases, the "power provided by the integrated 

environment, and the advantages gained, are blatant" (Jowett, 1995). 

While there were no negative responses on the productivity issue, those who were 

neutral stated the lack of collective data as the reason. Either they did not use a peTE 

implementation or had not observed enough usage to generate reliable figures. 
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5.1.4 - Quality 

The quality issue was an interesting one. The proposition that PCTE would 

achieve better quality software development compared to rival approaches did not 

achieve a consensus. The recurring theme of the respondents seems to indicate that no 

matter how powerful or elegant an enabling technology was, one could produce poor 

quality software with it. The quality of the hammer does not ensure the quality of the 

house built with it. This proposition seemed to be unfounded because inevitably, the 

quality issue came down to human factors, both in achieving and evaluating quality. 

However, Marc Chanliau of Transtar stated that PCTE did produce better quality 

software by virtue of "better product performance and lightweight code" in which you 

achieve greater functionality with less code (Chanliau, 1995). 

5.1.5 - Effectiveness 

The overall effectiveness of PCTE vs. its rivals did seem to be an issue with a 

consensus. A recurring theme for effectiveness was that there are no other approaches 

which have nearly the robustness, flexibility, and completeness of PCTE. However, 

like the quality issue, effectiveness had strong ties to human factors. Anyone can use 

a powerful tool in an ineffective manner. Training, consultant assistance, pilot 

projects, sponsorship, management of expectations and other organization issues 

seemed to be key to effective use of the technology. The technological sufficiency of 
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PCTE seemed to be assumed with the technology insertion and organizational issues 

being strong mediating variables. 

5.1.6 - Portability 

The ability to port environment tools "easily and effectively" among compliant 

frameworks was another issue that did not stimulate a consensus among the key 

informants. Since the portability of tools is tied so closely to the type of integration 

(data, process, presentation, platform, etc.) that one wishes to achieve, this was not a 

simple question. The original idea for PCTE and Integrated Software Engineering 

Environments (ISEEs) was that "native" tools were going to be produced in PCTE that 

made use of all framework services for achieving data, control, and presentation 

integration. The attempt to integrate foreign (e.g., DOS) tools using the framework is 

a reality that the industry is trying to address today. 

Actually, the consensus was achieved because PCTE seems to still be superior to 

any rival approaches in producing data integration, which is arguably at the top of the 

integration hierarchy. Toshiaki Aoyama of NTT Data is encouraged, even at these 

early stages of evaluating portability, that they can "easily make use of PCTE's 

richness in schema design" to enhance the portability of their tools (Aoyama, 1995). 

Marc Chanliau remarked about the ability of PCTE to encapsulate foreign tools 

without changing their native code by creating a "PCTE wrapper" around the tool 

(Chanliau, 1995). This encapsulation process is precisely what the ProRep prototype 
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exemplifies. 

5.1.7 - Security 

Security was the proposition that received the strongest universal support among the 

key informants. PCTE seems to be without rival in its ability to provide a flexible, 

but yet powerful number of security features. Proprietary repository structures, 

whether based on OODBs, RDBMSs, or native structures have not demonstrated the 

power and flexibility. The flexibility of the PCTE security standard are also its 

weakness. Security is not a mandatory, but rather a discretionary aspect of the 

standard and its implementations. The strength of these features will only be as good 

and the commitment to their use. This is not unique to PCTE or repository 

technologies in general, but to any technological artifact. If the user doesn't employ 

them and enforce their use (e.g., seat belts) they will offer no benefit in the final 

analysis. 

5.2 INTERVIEW DISCUSSION 

The interviews added to thematic pattern matching when looking across interviews 

and questionnaire responses, some central issues began to come to the forefront. John 

Zachman warned about looking for the "silver bullet" solution to application 

development in any CASE or repository solution. This is not a realistic technical or 

political expectation. There will never be a single solution or approach that will be all 
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things to all people. The issue of culture effects on the success of standards was also 

a common theme. The U.S. tends to have a culture that runs after defacto standards 

and is hesitant to support industry, national, or international standards. This is 

especially true of the "plug-and-play" philosophy of PCTE integration. Tool vendors 

who are wanting to capture and freeze the market to their tool's defacto standard 

(which seems to dominate the U.S. thinking) don't like the idea of plug-and-play. It 

makes them vulnerable to competitors. 

Another theme was the importance of "expectation management" on the part of 

PCTE implementors and users. Tied closely to the myth of the silver bullet, repository 

and CASE claims should not over-reach their technical and political limitations. 

Caution must also be taken to ensure the knowledgeable support of corporate sponsors. 

It is critical that the both the proponents (marketers and internal champions) and the 

corporate sponsors take responsibility for knowing exactly what they are getting when 

they acquire a "repository." Ignorance of the what the technology represents is an 

enemy to successful implementation wherever it is found. 

Infighting among the CASE tool vendors to be integrated over the proper 

representation of a repository "data model" can be the death of any Business Process 

Re-engineering Environment (BPRE). Current standards-based developments within 

the PCTE using the CASE Data Interchange Format (CDIF) and the Rumbaugh Object 

Management Technique (OMT) seem to be ameliorating that problem (Bremeau & 

Thomas, 1995) and (Chanliau,. 1995). 
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The technical capability to support "on-line" or "dynamic" schema extensibility is 

a singular quality of the PCTE standard and its implementations. No other rival 

approach (OODBs, RDBMSs, or proprietary) have anything like that (Bremeau, 1995) 

and (Chanliau, 1995). The need to incorporate new tools or to accommodate changing 

SDLC processes will be an on-going requirement for any BPRE. The only thing that 

is constant is change. Other approaches are "brittle" by comparison to PCTE and 

changes to the working schema for other repository approaches is a so costly and 

painful that it practically eliminates any reasonable chance of migration to improved 

tools or approaches. That is why so many CASE vendors and companies are locked 

into a defacto standard approach with hopes of capturing or freezing the market. It 

didn't work for IBM and it is doubtful for any PCTE vendor (Hartman, 1995). 

PCTE has a unique problem of having to properly identify itself technically to the 

market. Since it is not simply a distributed operating system, nor is it just a 

heterogeneously distributed object base it has an identity crises. The term "repository" 

has become so overloaded in the industry and literature that it has come to mean 

everything and nothing at the same time (Bremeau, 1995). To be successful, the 

market has to know exactly what PCTE is and what makes it a true "repository" as 

opposed to those rival technologies laying claim to the same territory. 

A final observation on repository technology is that its success will most likely lead 

to its "failure" in terms of monetary impact. As enabling frameworks (like PCTE) 

become better and better at what they do, they begin to take on the status of a utility 
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(Hartman, 1995). Since their performance is in the background, it is never anything 

that will drive corporate information technology decisions. No one will acquire a 

technology simply because it is PCTE. Integrators and corporate sponsors will only 

care if it works and gives them operational and competitive advantages. The fact that 

a repository is PCTE-compliant will probably never be too significant to the decision

makers putting resources against it. To become successful, Herm Fischer noted that 

PCTE must achieve "ubiquity" within the market. As it does so, its profit margins 

will decline to the point of a commodity. Even if it is an extremely useful and 

functional utility, there won't be "big bucks in it" (Hartman, 1995). 

5.3 PROTOTYPE DEVELOPMENT CASE DISCUSSION 

The discussion of the ProRep prototype development really consisted of three major 

parts, the development of the IDEFO Schema for the PCTE persistent repository, the 

development of the c++ class libraries for the non-persistent layers, and the DBench 

development environment in which Pro Rep was built. Findings on the development 

are discussed in their respective areas. 

5.3.1 - ProRep PCTE Persistent Repository Schema Design. 

The development of the IDEFO persistent repository is the first of it kind to be 

built anywhere in industry, academia, or government. As such, it represents an 

instantiation of a standards-based framework (ISO PCTE) to support the integration of 
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two standards-based (IDEFO, FIPS-183) modeling tools. Since no other exists at this 

point, ProRep is essentially the defacto standard for PCTE-compliant IDEFO model 

repositories. It should be noted that the schema's conceptual model was not taken 

from the tools that were encapsulated (AIOWIN and ModelBuilder) but from the FIPS-

183 standard. This gives more legitimacy to its position as a defacto standard schema. 

It's object types and definitions were lifted from the standard and not from tool 

documentation. To be sure, in order to gain wider industry support this schema will 

have to be made publicly available and alliances establish to integrate additional 

IDEFO tools into the BPRE. 

5.3.2 - ProRep Non-Persistent Repository Development. 

The C++ bridge development represents the top layer of the two-stage repository 

structure. It allows for direct model exchanges between the tools without having to 

use the persistent repository if that serves the goals of the users. There may be no 

plan on the part of an enterprise to have a central model repository, but rather just a 

naked desire to have tools interoperate with one another. This would allow vendors to 

import and export models to one another and to reuse the import and export bridges 

every time without having to worry about code to get into and out of the persistent 

repository. For purposes of scalability this has technical and marketing implications. 

It doesn't force anyone into the "one size fits all" approach of an AD/Cycle and gives 

users the flexibility to decouple from tools and repositories as it fits their enterprise 
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goals and strategies. This has obvious implications for flexibility and migration 

strategies. It also highlights the pragmatic and political realities of openness. There 

is no magic here, nor "silver bullets" but the openness of the standard allows those 

who wish to, to integrate to the breadth and depth of their corporate desires. 

5.3.3 . DBench Development Environment. 

Although not formally part of the PCTE standard, the DBench environment and its 

part in the Pro Rep development are worthy of discussion. As a result of gathering 

data on the ProRep case study, I gained exposure to the Stanford Management Group 

(SMG) and their repository development environment called DBench. SMG follows a 

commitment to standards, not only in the selection of their PCTE framework, but in 

the development of integrated environments which sit on that framework. 

Since the lack of a common data model was at the heart of the failure of AD/Cycle 

(Zachman, 1995) and (Hartman, 1995), it is noteworthy that DBench is attempting to 

embrace CDIF and OMT as the syntax and semantic of a common data model. 

Although there are no currently accepted standards for this, these two are arguably the 

front-runners for 00 schemas. This is a pragmatic attempt to provide a standards

based data model for users housed within a standards-based repository. 

Again a pragmatic support of evolving standards marks DBench's offering in the 

area of presentation integration. DBench GUls are based upon XlMotif and Microsoft 

Windows in an attempt to employ defacto standards where no official standards exist. 
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Both GUIs provide actual access to the repository design and operational instances of 

modeling data. Having such similar interfaces, likely will have impacts on 

integrability, portability, effectiveness, security, and productivity. However, there is 

not yet hard data to sustain this since the environment is so new and has seen 

relatively little exposure to the market. 
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6 - CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH 

6.1 - CONCLUSIONS 

6.1.1 - Illumination of Research Question. 

Revisiting the research question, "how do standards-based repository frameworks 

support the creation, function, and maintenance of Business Process Re-Engineering 

Environments (BPREs)?", we have some strong indications based on the strength of 

thematic pattern matching from the three sources of data for this case study. A priori, 

it was necessary to expose the confusion and overloading of the term "repository" and 

give a narrow, but concise definition for our repository as an IDEFO model repository 

in support of Business Process Re-engineering. 

The data indicates that peTE standards and their implementations do support 

ISEEIBPREs by serving as a framework for the integration of BPRE tools and 

processes. The data triangulates to support the assertion that standards-based (peTE) 

frameworks provide superior openness, integrability, overall effectiveness, portability, 

and security when compared to thee rival approaches of QODBs, RDBMSs, and 

proprietary repository implementations. 

The newness of the standard and its implementations made it less clear that there 

was any direct relationship to productivity, quality, and portability of integrated tools. 
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6.1.2 - Related Conclusions Arising from the Case. 

Related conclusions from the study indicate that the culture in the U.S. is not as 

receptive to standards and perhaps the Europeans, giving attention instead to the 

development of defacto standards and market forces. Lessons from the AD/Cycle are 

that there are no "silver bullets" including PCTE. No one approach or solution will 

work for all. So flexibility should be a key philosophy of any viable approach. 

Regardless of the technology, expectation management will be key to successful 

implementation in order. The lack of a consensus data model for modeling enterprises 

puts PCTE in the same peril as AD/Cycle, but the emerging use and continued support 

of the CASE Data Interchange Format (CDIF) and the Object Modeling Technique 

approaches may ameliorate that danger. 

The identity crises resulting from PCTE being a mixture of a distributed operating 

system and a distributed heterogeneous object base makes it difficult to position it in 

the market. This confusion also compounds the aforementioned problem of 

expectation management. Both proponents and supporters must be clear on what the 

technology is and on its strengths and limitations. 

Ironically, the ultimate mark of "success" for a framework technology like PCTE 

may be that it will pass from an essential product status to that of a commodity or a 

utility. Those who are working hard to achieve intellectual and product recognition 

for PCTE may have succeed at last when they work themselves out of a job. 
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6.2 - CONTRIBUTIONS 

The contributions of this research will be stated in terms of Brinberg and 

McGrath's Validity Network Schema (VNS) seen below. The rationale and structure 

for this study was built around the VNS and it is appropriate that its contributions be 

summarized against that backdrop. The contributions of the research fall into three 

"Stage One" (primary) contributions and a "Stage Two" (ProRep Case Study) 

contribution. 

VALIDITY NETWORK SCHEMA 

PROPERTIES 

RELATIONS 

PARADIGMS 

(BRINBERG & MCGRATH) 

Figure 42 - CONTRIBUTIONS TO MIS RESEARCH 

PIlENOMENA 

PATrERNS 

SYSTEMS 

MEmOD 

COMPARISON 
TECHNIQUES 

STRATEGIES 
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6.2.1 - The Conceptual Domain. 

The Stage One contribution to the Conceptual Domain is the marriage of the 

Business Process Re-Engineering context to the Integrated Software Engineering 

Environment to create the concept of the Business Process Re-Engineering 

Environment (BPRE, Figure 2). This is important because the current world of PCTE 

comes from a software engineering culture and are not fonnally attuned to the business 

world. There is an unspoken, and often unfulfilled assumption that the strategic 

business interests are subsumed in the software engineering approach. The BPRE 

concept elevates the business context to the pre-eminent status it deserves in tenns of 

sponsorship and funding of continuing systems efforts. For a BPRE to be properly 

encapsulated on a PCTE framework, the business objects manipulated by the BPR 

tools would have to be designed into the supporting schema. Such a marriage is 

essential if business objects are going to have traceable relationships to the software 

objects that are designed to support them. 

6.2.2 - The Substantive Domain. 

Another stage one contribution is in the substantive domain. The substantive 

domain represents the "thing" or concept that researchers want to study in some sort of 

Stage Two research (experiment, survey, case, etc.). For MIS research, this artifact is 

often a system or prototype. In this study, the artifact is the ProRep IDEFO repository. 
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ProRep is the first known example of an IDEFO, function model repository. It was 

explicitly designed to be the first portion of a larger BPRE. The University of Arizona 

MIS department is the first in the nation to conduct a business oriented study of this 

type on the part that standards-based repository technologies play in the re-engineering 

of businesses. 

6.2.3 - The Methodological Domain. 

The Stage One contribution to the Methodological domain is the analysis of why 

quality MIS research is so difficult to do well. All good research is difficult to do 

well, but this has particular significance for the MIS researcher. The challenge of 

systems development research, in particular, is analyzed to show why it is so 

demanding. Brinberg and McGrath point out that Stage One researchers and Stage 

Two researchers in most disciplines are rarely the same person because of the physical 

and intellectual burdens this places on anyone person. Additionally, the skill mix 

necessary for Stage One and Stage Two research is often diverse and not reasonably 

expected to be mastered by a single researcher. In most disciplines those who develop 

or discover an artifact in the Substantive Domain are rarely the same researchers who 

do follow-up studies on the artifact, while this has historically been the model in most 

system development research (Nunamaker, Purdin, & Chen, 1991) and (Nunamaker, 

1992). The implication is that MIS research might be better done by teams of research 

specialists. One team which develops or builds the artifact to study (Stage One) and 
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another which designs studies (Stage Two) around the artifact. 

6.3 - LIMITATIONS 

The limitations of this study are the classic limitations of any single case study. 

Case study research, by its design, is limited to theoretical generalizations and makes 

no attempt at generalization to or across populations based on statistical conclusions. 

This single case study is most properly analogous to a single experiment and focuses 

only on the topic of standards-based repositories and their associated propositions (Yin, 

1994). The data collected is analyzed to see if it triangulates or converges on the 

expected theory or propositions. 

This study could have been strengthened through the use of a mUltiple case 

design, studying the implementation of the PCTE repository multiple sites. Currently 

there are not any other cases known to the PCTE community where something similar 

is happening. This would increase the number of knowledgeable users to function as 

key informants. The immaturity of this technology has made it difficult to obtain 

much quantitative or qualitative data on the actual impact of PCTE on the Business 

Process Re-Engineering efforts. Virtually all industry experience has been in the area 

of Software Engineering Environments (SEEs) and has been extrapolated to a Business 

Process Re-engineering Environment. 

The rival hypotheses (approaches) could have been more systematically dealt with 

to achieve "ramification extinction" (Yin, 1994). Increasing the number of cases 
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studied, the variety of data sources and the number of rival hypotheses dealt with 

increases the credibility and quality of any case study by increasing its "degrees of 

freedom" (Lee, 1989). Gaining access to more key informants from the "PCTE User" 

category would strengthen the study as well. 

6.4 - FUTURE RESEARCH 

Due to the exploratory nature of this research, it has opened the portal to a rich and 

varied research stream (experimental, field experiments, survey, or additional systems 

development) centered around the PCTE repository artifact. The delivery of the 

artifact represents completed Stage One research in the Substantive Domain and has 

given MIS researchers a robust and functioning system for many future studies. 

Extensions of the repository schema to accommodate other group systems and 

CASE tools would be a natural extension of this research. Further refinement of the 

Business Process Re-engineering methods could be encapsulated, along with their 

supporting tools, in a dynamically extendable BPRE schema. 

Additionally, the contributions in the Methodological Domain could provide the 

necessary impetus to further scrutinize and evolve the systems development research 

methodologies to accommodate the challenges of Stage One and Stage Two research. 

Finally, additional research needs to be done to formalize and add structure to the 

marriage of Business Process Re-engineering and its enabling technologies. This 
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amalgam will be necessary to ensure that the enabling technologies are knowledgeably 

supported by corporate strategic mangers and properly architected by the system 

development engineers who support them. 
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APPENDIX A - peTE QUESTIONNAIRE 

Members of OMG PCTE SIG: 

I am currently conducting research for the University of Arizona into 
the 
question of how PCTE technologies and standards support Business Process 
Reengineering Environments (BPRE) or Functional Process Improvement. To 
that 
end I have fashioned a short (8 question) email questionnaire in five 
different versions to cover PCTE workers from the following five 
categories: 

1. PCTE Corporate Sponsors: (CEOs, COOs, CIOs, or other power/ 
authority position which is supporting PCTE insertion into their 
organization) 

2. PCTE Implementation Suppliers: (Makers/consultants of a PCTE 
implementation) 

3. PCTE Integrators or Tool Builders: (Integrators/builders or 
consultants of PCTE-based environment tools for CASE or BPREs) 

4. PCTE End Users (PCTE-supported software developers, CASE and 
BPRE users) 

5. PCTE Standards Workers: (Those individuals involved in 
working 
with or promoting the PCTE standard nationally or internationally) 

Many of you may wear several of these "hats" in terms of which 
category 
you fall into. If you are interested in participating in the research, 
please select and complete the appropriate questionnaire from the 
attached 
family of questionnaires. Results of this research will be made 
available to 
the OMG PCTE SIG. Thank you for your willingness to participate and for 
your 
contribution to this research. If you have any questions please call me 
at 
the number listed below. 

Jon Stapley 
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* 
* JONATHAN S. STAPLEY, Lt Col, USAF, MSC * "Man's flight through life 
* 
* AFIT Ph.D. Program/Sr Research Associate * is sustained by the power 
* 
* MIS Dept, University·of Arizona 
* 
* Tucson, AZ 85721 
* 
* (520) 621-8670 
* * jstapley@bpa.arizona.edu 
* 

* of his knowledge." 

* 

* 

* 

************************************************************************ 

* 

************************************************************************ 

* 
************************************************************************ 

* 

~================================================================ 

CORPORATE SPONSOR'S QUESTIONNAIRE 
================================================================= 

Questionnaire Background and Instructions: 

This questionnaire is being circulated to a select group of 
sponsor/advocates, developers and users of integration 
technologies based on the Portable Common Tool Environment 
(PCTE). Your time and thoughtful answers to these questions are 
sincerely appreciated and of great importance to this research. 

Please use your email editor or a simple ASCII editor to respond 
to the following short questionnaire. Return the completed 
questionnaire to: jstapley@bpa.arizona.edu. 
================================================================= 

1. Please complete the following Information(This question is 
optional if you wish confidentiality) : 

Name: 

Title/Department: 



Years/Months in current position: 

Years/Months as sponsor of peTE project: 

2. How and when did you become aware of peTE? 

3. In what way would you expect peTE technology to make a 
contribution to your organization or to systems development? 

4. Has your organization considered or used other approaches to 
integration besides peTE? If so, what are they and how do you 
think they generally compare to peTE? 

5. What do you believe are the strengths and weaknesses of peTE 
based on your exposure to the concept? 

6. What advice would you give to other organizations considering 
an investment in peTE or other standards-based integration 
technologies? 

7. What are the most important organizational and technical 
considerations in the effective use of peTE or other 
standards-based integration technologies? 

=============================================================== 

Please respond to the following statements by typing your 
numerical response after the "Answer:" block and providing 
narrative for any associated follow-up questions (preceded with 
*) : 

=============================================================== 

STATEMENT #1: "The fact that peTE is an "Open Systems" standard 
is one of its most salient features." 
Answer: 

1 
Strongly 
Disagree 

2 
Disagree 

3 
Neutral 

4 
Agree 

5 
Strongly 
Agree 

====a_._.====a=====_====_== ___ =_:=================_============ 

STATEMENT #2: "The use of a peTE-based approach will result in 
greatly improved integration of my organization's system 
development tools." Answer: 

1 
Strongly 
Disagree 

2 
Disagree 

3 
Neutral 

4 
Agree 

5 
Strongly 
Agree 
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=============================================================== 

STATEMENT #3: "My system development shop would experienced no 
significant increase in productivity due to the use of peTE-based 
technologies." 
Answer: 

1 
Strongly 
Disagree 

2 
Disagree 

* Why or why not?: 

3 
Neutral 

4 
Agree 

5 
Strongly 
Agree 

=============================================================== 

STATEMENT #4: "I expect a noticeable improvement in the 
quality of our products and services as a result of introducing 
peTE technology." Answer: 

1 
Strongly 
Disagree 

2 
Disagree 

3 
Neutral 

4 
Agree 

5 
Strongly 
Agree 

* If so, what type of quality improvement? If not, why not?: 

====~=======================================================~== 

STATEMENT #5: "The overall effectiveness of systems development 
will improve with the use of peTE-based technologies." 
Answer: 

1 
Strongly 
Disagree 

2 
Disagree 

3 
Neutral 

4 
Agree 

5 
Strongly 
Agree 

=============================================================== 

STATEMENT #6: "Our existing investment in development tools will 
be safe because the tools can be ported to the peTE framework." 
Answer: 

1 
Strongly 
Disagree 

2 
Disagree 

* Why or why not?: 

3 
Neutral 

4 
Agree 

5 
Strongly 
Agree 

==============a================================================ 

STATEMENT #7: "The peTE technology would provide a great 
improvement in data and process security for our development 
environment. " Answer: 

1 
Strongly 

2 
Disagree 

3 
Neutral 

4 
Agree 

5 
Strongly 
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Disagree Agree 
=============================================================== 

8. Do you believe there are any other important issues related 
to how PCTE might support your organization? If so, please 
explain how and why they are important. 

Thank you for you time and effort. Please return your completed 
file or email documentto:jstapley@bpa.arizona.edu 

================================================================= 

PCTE IMPLEMENTATION SUPPLIER QUESTIONNAIRE 
================================================================= 

Questionnaire Background and Instructions: 

This questionnaire is being circulated to a select group of 
sponsor/advocates, developers and users of integration 
technologies based on the Portable Common Tool Environment 
(PCTE). Your time and thoughtful answers to these questions are 
sincerely appreciated and of great importance to this research. 

Please use your email editor or a simple ASCII editor to respond 
to the following short questionnaire. Return the completed 
questionnaire to: jstapley@bpa.arizona.edu. 

1. Please complete the following Information(This question is 
optional if you wish confidentiality) : 

Name: 

Title/Department: 

Years/Months in current position: 

Years/Months as sponsor of PCTE project: 

2. How and when did you become aware of PCTE? 

3. In what way does PCTE technology make a contribution to your 
organization's overall product and service lines? 

4. Has your organization considered or used other approaches to 
integration besides PCTE? If so, what were they and how do they 
generally compare to PCTE? 

5. What do you believe are the strengths and weaknesses of PCTE 
based on the experiences in your organization? 
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6. What advice would you give to other suppliers considering the 
development of their own peTE implementation (assume they are not 
your competitor)? 

7. What are the most important organizational and technical 
considerations in the effective use of peTE? 

=============================================================== 

Please respond to the following statements by typing your 
numerical response after the "Answer:" block and providing 
narrative for any associated follow-up questions (preceded with 
*) : 

=============================================================== 

STATEMENT #1: "The fact that peTE is an "Open Systems" standard 
was critical to selecting it for my product line." 
Answer: 

1 
Strongly 
Disagree 

2 
Disagree 

3 
Neutral 

4 
Agree 

5 
Strongly 
Agree 

=============================================================== 

STATEMENT #2: "The use of a peTE-based approach has resulted in 
greatly improved integration of both my own and my client's 
system development tools." Answer: 

1 
Strongly 
Disagree 

2 
Disagree 

* In what way?: 

3 
Neutral 

4 
Agree 

5 
Strongly 
Agree 

========================a:===================================== 

STATEMENT #3: "My clients' system development shops have 
experienced no significant increase in productivity due to the 
use of peTE-based technologies." 
Answer: 

1 
Strongly 
Disagree 

2 
Disagree 

* Why or why not?: 

3 
Neutral 

4 
Agree 

5 
Strongly 
Agree 

STATEMENT #4: "I have seen a noticeable improvement in the 
quality of our products and services as a result of using to a 
peTE technology." Answer: 
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1 
Strongly 
Disagree 

2 
Disagree 

3 
Neutral 

4 
Agree 

* If so, what type of quality improvement? 

5 
Strongly 
Agree 

If not, why not?: 

=============================================================== 

STATEMENT #5: "The overall effectiveness 
consulting have improved with the use of 
technologies." 

of our products and 
peTE-based 

Answer: 
1 

Strongly 
Disagree 

* If so, how? 

2 3 
Disagree Neutral 

If not, why not? 

4 
Agree 

5 
Strongly 
Agree 

=============================================================== 

STATEMENT #6: "Our clients' existing development tools or 
environments have easily and effectively ported to (or were 
developed on) the peTE framework." Answer: 

1 
Strongly 
Disagree 

2 
Disagree 

* Why or why not?: 

3 
Neutral 

4 
Agree 

5 
Strongly 
Agree 

=============================================================== 

STATEMENT #7: "The peTE technology provides a great improvement 
in data and process security for our clients." Answer: 

1 
Strongly 
Disagree 

2 
Disagree 

3 
Neutral 

4 
Agree 

5 
Strongly 
Agree 

============================================================== 

8. Do you believe there are any other important issues related 
to how peTE supports your product line or service? If so, please 
explain how and why they are important. 

Thank you for you time and effort. Please return your completed 
file or email documentto:jstapley@bpa.arizona.edu 

================================================================= 

INTEGRATOR/ENVIRONMENT SUPPLIER QUESTIONNAIRE 
================================================================= 
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Questionnaire Background and Instructions: 

This questionnaire is being circulated to select group of 
sponsor/advocates, developers and users of integration 
technologies based on the Portable Common Tool Environment 
(PCTE). Your time and thoughtful answers to these questions are 
sincerely appreciated and of great importance to this research. 

Please use your email editor or a simple ASCII editor to respond 
to the following short questionnaire. Return the completed 
questionnaire to: jstapley@bpa.arizona.edu. 
================================================================= 

1. Please complete the following Information(Question #1 is 
optional if you wish confidentiality) : 

Name: 

Title/Department: 

Years/Months in current position: 

Years/Months as a developer using PCTE technologies: 

2. How and when did you become aware of PCTE? 

3. Why have you selected PCTE over other integration approaches 
or technologies? 

4. Have you and your develcpers considered or used other 
approaches to integration besides PCTE? If so, what are they and 
how do they generally compare to PCTE? 

5. What do you believe are the strengths and weaknesses of PCTE 
based on the experiences in your organization? 

6. What advice would you give to other suppliers considering a 
move to PCTE (assume they are not your competitors)? 

7. What are the most important organizational and technical 
considerations in the effective use of PCTE? 

Please respond to the following statements by typing your 
numerical response after the "Answer:" block and providing 
narrative for any follow-up questions (highlighted with *) : 

=a============================================================= 

STATEMENT #1: "The fact that PCTE is an "Open Systems" standard 
was critical to selecting it for my product line." 
Answer: 

1 2 3 4 5 

11 
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Strongly 
Disagree 

Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly 
Agree 

=============================================================== 

STATEMENT #2: "The use of a peTE-based approach has resulted in 
greatly improved integration of both my and my client's system 
development tools." Answer: 

1 
Strongly 
Disagree 

2 
Disagree 

* In what way?: 

3 
Neutral 

4 
Agree 

5 
Strongly 
Agree 

=============================================================== 

STATEMENT #3: "My clients' system development shops have 
experienced no significant increase in productivity due to the 
use of peTE-based technologies." 
Answer: 

1 
Strongly 
Disagree 

2 
Disagree 

* Why or why not?: 

3 
Neutral 

4 
Agree 

5 
Strongly 
Agree 

=============================================================== 

STATEMENT #4: "I have seen a noticeable improvement in the 
quality of our products and services as a result of moving to a 
peTE technology." Answer: 

1 
Strongly 
Disagree 

2 
Disagree 

3 
Neutral 

4 
Agree 

* If so, what type of quality improvement? 

5 
Strongly 
Agree 

If not, why not?: 

======= ____ =aa====_=_==========_======================a======== 

STATEMENT #5: "The overall effectiveness 
consulting have improved with the use of 
technologies." 
Answer: 

4 

of our products and 
peTE-based 

1 
Strongly 
Disagree 

2 
Disagree 

3 
Neutral Agree 

5 
Strongly 
Agree 

* If so, how? If not, why not? 
===========================~================================aa= 
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STATEMENT #6: "Our clients' existing development tools easily and 
effectively ported to (or were developed on) the PCTE framework." 
Answer: 

1 
Strongly 
Disagree 

2 
Disagree 

* Why or why not?: 

3 
Neutral 

4 
Agree 

5 
Strongly 
Agree 

=============================================================== 

STATEMENT #7: "The PCTE technology represents a great improvement 
in data and process security for our clients." Answer: 

1 
Strongly 
Disagree 

2 
Disagree 

3 
Neutral 

4 
Agree 

5 
Strongly 
Agree 

=============================================================== 

8. Do you believe there are any other important issues related 
to how PCTE supports your product line or service? If so, please 
explain how and why they are important. 

Thank you for you time and effort. Please return your completed 
file or email documentto:jstapley@bpa.arizona.edu 

=====:========_==============:=====:=========:=:=:=::=a========== 
USER'S (Software Developer's) QUESTIONNAIRE 

================================================================= 

Questionnaire Background and Instructions: 

This questionnaire is being circulated to a select group of 
sponsor/advocates, developers and users of integration 
technologies based on the Portable Common Tool Environment 
(PCTE). Your time and thoughtful answers to these questions are 
sincerely appreciated and of great importance to this research. 

Please use your email editor or a simple ASCII editor to respond 
to the following short questionnaire. Return the completed 
questionnaire to: jstapley@bpa.arizona.edu. 
===============::=:=======:=================:==:=:==::=========== 

1. Please complete the following Information(Question #1 is 
optional if you wish confidentiality) : 

Name: 
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Title/Department: 

Years/Months in current position: 

Years/Months using peTE technologies: 

2. How and when did you become aware of peTE? 

3. In what way would you expect peTE technology to make a 
contribution to your systems development? 

4. Have you and your developers considered or used other 
approaches to integration besides peTE? If so, what are they and 
how do they generally compare to peTE? 

5. What do you believe are the strengths and weaknesses of peTE 
based on the experiences in your organization? 

6. What advice would you give to other organizations considering 
an investment in peTE? 

7. What are the most important organizational and technical 
considerations in the effective use of peTE? 

=======================:======================================= 

Please respond to the following statements by typing your 
numerical response after the "Answer:" block and providing 
narrative for any follow-up questions (preceded by "*"): 

=============================================================== 

STATEMENT #1: "The fact that peTE is an "Open Systems" standard 
was critical to selecting it for my organization." 
Answer: 

1 
Strongly 
Disagree 

2 
Disagree 

3 
Neutral 

4 
Agree 

5 
Strongly 
Agree 

=============================================================== 

STATEMENT #2: "The use of a peTE-based approach will result in 
greatly improved integration of my organization's system 
development tools." Answer: 

1 
Strongly 
Disagree 

2 
Disagree 

* In what way?: 

3 
Neutral 

4 
Agree 

5 
Strongly 
Agree 

==========:=:================================================== 
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STATEMENT #3: "My system development shop will experience no 
significant increase in productivity due to the use of peTE-based 
technologies." 
Answer: 

1 
Strongly 
Disagree 

2 
Disagree 

* Why or why not?: 

3 
Neutral 

4 
Agree 

5 
Strongly 
Agree 

=============================================================== 

STATEMENT #4: "I expect a noticeable improvement in the 
quality of our products and services as a result of peTE 
technology." Answer: 

1 
Strongly 
Disagree 

2 
Disagree 

3 
Neutral 

4 
Agree 

5 
Strongly 
Agree 

* If so, what type of quality improvement? If not, why not?: 

=============================================================== 

STATEMENT #5: "The overall effectiveness of systems development 
will improve with the use of peTE-based technologies." 
Answer: 

1 
Strongly 
Disagree 

2 
Disagree 

3 
Neutral 

4 
Agree 

5 
Strongly 
Agree 

=============================================================== 

STATEMENT #6: "Our existing development tools effectively and 
easily ported into the peTE framework." Answer: 

1 
Strongly 
Disagree 

2 
Disagree 

* Why or why not?: 

3 
Neutral 

4 
Agree 

5 
Strongly 
Agree 

============================================:=============c==== 

STATEMENT #7: "The peTE technology will provide a great 
improvement in data and process security for our development 
environment." Answer: 

1 
Strongly 
Disagree 

2 
Disagree 

3 
Neutral 

4 
Agree 

5 
Strongly 
Agree 
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=============================================================== 

8. Do you believe there are any other important issues related 
to how PCTE supports your system development? If so, please 
explain how and why they are important. 

Thank you for you time and effort. Please return your completed 
file or email documentto:jstapley@bpa.arizona.edu 

================================================================= 

STANDARDS WORKER QUESTIONNAIRE 
================================================================= 

Questionnaire Background and Instructions: 

This questionnaire is being circulated to a select group of 
sponsor/advocates, developers and users of integration 
technologies based on the Portable Cornman Tool Environment 
(PCTE). Your time and thoughtful answers to these questions are 
sincerely appreciated and of great importance to this research. 

Please use your email editor or a simple ASCII editor to respond 
to the following short questionnaire. Return the completed 
questionnaire to: jstapley@bpa.arizona.edu. 
================================================================= 

1. Please complete the following Information{This question is 
optional if you wish confidentiality) : 

Name: 

Title/Department: 

YearS/Months in current position: 

Years/Months as sponsor of PCTE project: 

2. How and when did you become aware of PCTE? 

3. In what way will PCTE technology and standards make a 
contribution to business organizations or to systems development? 

4. Have you worked with other approaches to integration besides 
PCTE? If so, what are they and how do they generally compare to 
PCTE? 

s. What do you believe are the strengths and weaknesses of PCTE 
based on your experiences working with the evolving standard and 
its implementations in industry or government? 
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6. What advice would you give to organizations considering an 
investment in peTE? 

7. What are the most important organizational, regulatory and 
technical considerations in the effective use of peTE? 

=============================================================== 

Please respond to the following statements by typing your 
numerical response after the "Answer:" block and providing 
narrative for any associated follow-up questions (preceded with 
*) : 

=============================================================== 

STATEMENT #1: "The fact that peTE is an "Open Systems" standard 
is one of its most salient characteristics." 
Answer: 

1 
Strongly 
Disagree 

2 
Disagree 

3 
Neutral 

4 
Agree 

5 
Strongly 
Agree 

========~============================================= ========= 

STATEMENT #2: "The use of a peTE-based approach will result in 
greatly improved integration of most organization's system 
development tools." Answer: 

1 
Strongly 
Disagree 

2 
Disagree 

* In what way?: 

3 
Neutral 

4 
Agree 

5 
Strongly 
Agree 

=============================================================== 

STATEMENT #3: "Most system development shop will experienced no 
significant increase in productivity due to the use of peTE-based 
technologies." 
Answer: 

1 
Strongly 
Disagree 

2 
Disagree 

* Why or why not?: 

3 
Neutral 

4 
Agree 

5 
Strongly 
Agree 

=============================================================== 

STATEMENT #4: "I expect to see a noticeable improvement 
in the quality of commercial products and services as a result 
of introducing peTE technology." Answer: 
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1 
Strongly 
Disagree 

2 
Disagree 

3 
Neutral 

4 
Agree 

5 
Strongly 
Agree 

* If so, what type of quality improvement? If not, why not?: 

=============================================================== 

STATEMENT #5: "The overall effectiveness of systems development 
will improve with the use of peTE-based technologies and 
standards." 
Answer: 

1 
Strongly 
Disagree 

2 
Disagree 

3 
Neutral 

4 
Agree 

5 
Strongly 
Agree 

=============================================================== 

STATEMENT #6: "Most existing investment in software development 
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tools by organizations will be safe because the tools can be ported to 
the peTE framework." Answer: 

1 
Strongly 
Disagree 

2 
Disagree 

* Why or why not?: 

3 
Neutral 

4 
Agree 

5 
Strongly 
Agree 

=============================================================== 

STATEMENT #7: "The peTE standard provides a great improvement in 
data and process security for most development environments." 
Answer: 

1 
Strongly 
Disagree 

2 
Disagree 

3 
Neutral 

4 
Agree 

5 
Strongly 
Agree 

=============================================================== 

8. Do you believe there are any other important issues related 
to how peTE supports software or business reengineering? If so, 
please explain how and why they are important. 

Thank you for you time and effort. Please return your completed 
file or email documentto:jstapley@bpa.arizona.edu 
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APPENDIX B '" QUESTIONNAIRE AND FOLLOW-UP RESPONSES 



From: SMTP%"Jonathan.Jowett@emeraude.transtar.fr" 21.-MAR-1.995 
07:37:1.5.1.9 
To: JSTAPLEY 
CC: 
Subj: PCTE QUESTIONNAIRE 

Date: Tue, 21. Mar 1.995 1.4:53:26 +01.00 
From: Jonathan Jowett <Jonathan.Jowett@emeraude.transtar.fr> 
Message-Id: <1.9950321.1.353.0AA07892@tstar51..transtar.fr> 
To: jstapley®bpa.arizona.edu 
Subject: PCTE QUESTIONNAIRE 

================================================================= 
PCTE IMPLEMENTATION SUPPLIER QUESTIONNAIRE 

================================================================= 
Questionnaire Background and Instructions: 

This questionnaire is being circulated to a select group of 
sponsor/advocates, developers and users of integration 
technologies based on the Portable Common Tool Environment 
(PCTE). Your time and thoughtful answers to these questions are 
sincerely appreciated and of great importance to this research. 

Please use your email editor or a simple ASCII editor to respond 
to the following short questionnaire. Return the completed 
questionnaire to: jstapley®bpa. arizona. edu. 
================================================================= 

1.. Please complete the following Information(This question is 
optional if you wish confidentiality) : 

Name: 
Jonathan JOWETT 

Title/Department: 
PCTE Technical Consultant 
TRANSTAR (Emeraude) PCTE Development Team 

(although technical consultant for TRANS TAR (Emeraude) 
I am in fact currently employed by Syseca/THOMSON-CSF, 
but am hired by Transtar to support their development 
of PCTE and PCTE based products.) 

Years/Months in current position: 
5 Years 

Years/Months as sponsor of PCTE project: 
GIE Emeraude (a joint venture between Syseca & BULL) 
has been involved with the development of the PCTE 
specifications and implementations (plus a large 
number of PCTE related projects) for over ten years. 

2. How and when did you become aware of PCTE? 
In joining the Emeraude team about 5 years ago. 

3. In what way does PCTE technology make a contribution to your 
organization's overall product and service lines? 
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TRANSTAR has commercialized the Emeraude implementation 
of PCTE, and is also in the process of bringing out a 
complete (strict) implementation of the ISO standard, 
call TRANS TAR PCTE. 

Alongside these implementations of PCTE, TRANSTAR 
provides other products based upon PCTE, in particular 
the TRANS TAR REPOSITORY (also known as lSD, in Europe) , 
which provides a complete repository solution for the 
development and management of information system data 
models. 

SYSECA has developed a complete SEE on top of PCTE, 
known as Enterprise II, which has been commercialized 
by Ell Software and THOMSON SOFTWARE (previously known 
as ALSYS). In addition, Syseca has been involved in the 
implementation of the PCIS Framework specifications on 
top of TRANS TAR PCTE, and is currently migrating the 
Enterprise II SEE onto this new framework. 

4. Has your organization considered or used other approaches to 
integration besides PCTE? If so, what were they and how do they 
generally compare to PCTE? 

In addition to using PCTE as a means of supporting data 
integration through the provision of a unique, environment
wide data repository for tools, we have also worked on the 
integration of this data repository with other complementary 
tool intergration technologies, such as Message Servers 
(ToolTalk, BMS), GUls, etc ... 

Work in this domain continues, for example, in France, 
Transtar is responsible for Technical Support of Bull's 
version of SoftBench for all Bull customers, so integration 
of this technology and toolset with PCTE is a natural 
target. Integration of PCTE with implementations of CORBA 
is also a real possibility, as and when these start to be 
really used by tool developers, and work in this domain 
has already started. 

In the Transtar Repository, CDIF data models have been mapped 
onto PCTE SDSs, and a briding technology has been integrated 
with the PCTE OMS, to help the fine grain data integration of 
many different COTS development (design) tools. 

5. What do you believe are the strengths and weaknesses of PCTE 
based on the experiences in your organization? 
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The strengths of PCTE are its flexibility and its completeness. 
It succeeds at achieving what it sets out to do, i.e. to provide 
a technology upon which sophisticated tool, application and 
environment repositories can be developed which meet all the 
technical requirements of such repositories. 

PCTE was not designed to be an integration technology for 
existing tools, but it does go some way to providing technology 
for achieving this. 

Weakness of PCTE are non-technical, and are related to problems 



of investment, due to the completeness and complexity of the 
technology. It does not provide an overnight solution to major 
problems. It is rather a technology which provides long term 
solutions which require a certain amount of investment. 
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As part of a framework (e.g. the Emeraude Integration Framework) 
peTE does provide the means of creating repository based prototype 
tools, applications and environments very quickly. 

6. What advice would you give to other suppliers considering the 
development of their own peTE implementation (assume they are not 
your competitor)? 

First of all, I think that I would make the question more 
general. What we are interested in is not only people who 
wish to implement peTE, but also people interested in 
implementing and providing equivalent repository technology 
(e.g. Microsoft and TI) . 

The specification of PCTE alone has been a very long, 
iteractive process, which has taken a lot of time and 
resources, and which has involved a lot of people, and 
moreover, is still going on (cf. OMG-PCTE SIG). One can 
only imagine, therefore, that if what has been learned 
is not taken into account in the specification of equivalent 
(or "improved") technology, the cost and time of development 
may be equivalent. 

In addition, the implementation of the PCTE standard has 
also proved to be a non-trival and expensive task, requiring 
a thorough understanding of PCTE, and all of the concepts 
which it supports. 

Finally, I would advice any potential developers to look not 
only at existing successful implementations (e.g. EMERAUDE, 
TRANS TAR , and PORTOS), and to talk to their implementors, 
but also to look at the failures (a prime example being IBM, 
which appears to fail often in this domain, inspite of their 
experience) . 

To conclude, by taking the example of Microsoft and TI, 
we have to hope that implementors of new repository 
technology take a long hard look at what has gone into 
PCTE, so that, if nothing more, they build upon the experience 
and understanding which has been developed in this domain 
in order to produce something at least as good (even if 
they decide not to build upon the PCTE standard itself) . 

7. What are the most important organizational and technical 
considerations in the effective use of PCTE? 

One of the major problems found in organizations use 
of PCTE today is due to a lack of understanding of 
what PCTE is and how it should be used. 

To take advantage of the facilities which PCTE provides, 
i.e. to get a return on investment, investment in learning 



about what peTE is and how it should be used is really 
required. peTE is a complex standard which implies a certain 
level of complexity in its implementations. This complexity 
necesites a certain level of proper training on how to use 
peTE before its full potential can be realized. 

=============================================================== 
Please respond to the following statements by typing your 
numerical response after the "Answer:" block and providing 
narrative for any associated follow-up questions (preceded with 
*) : 

=============================================================== 

STATEMENT #1: "The fact that peTE is an "Open Systems" standard 
was critical to selecting it for my product line." 
Answer: 3 

1 
Strongly 
Disagree 

* Why?: 

2 
Disagree 

3 
Neutral 

4 
Agree 

5 
Strongly 
Agree 

The peTE technology is the best technology for repositories in 
the market place today. The fact that it is an "Open Systems" 
Standard is purely a plus! 
=============================================================== 

STATEMENT #2: "The use of a peTE-based approach has resulted in 
greatly improved integration of both my own and my client's 
system development tools." Answer: 3 

1 
Strongly 
Disagree 

2 
Disagree 

* In what way?: 

3 
Neutral 

4 
Agree 

5 
Strongly 
Agree 

In some cases, where an investment has been made by the customer, 
integration of existing system development tools have been a 
result, but in many cases the main advantages of using peTE are 
not a consequence of the tool integration it supports, but rather, 
is a result of the repository services it provides. 

=============================================================== 

STATEMENT #3: "My clients' system development shops have 
experienced no significant increase in productivity due to the 
use of peTE-based technologies." 
Answer: 3 

1 
Strongly 
Disagree 

2 
Disagree 

* Why or why not?: 

3 
Neutral 

4 
Agree 

5 
Strongly 
Agree 

In many cases it is too soon to tell, or too difficult to judge, 
but in the cases where a real investment has gone into developing 
an integrated environment on top of peTE, the power provided 
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by the integrated environment, and the advantages gained, are 
blatant. 

=============================================================== 

STATEMENT #4: "I have seen a noticeable improvement in the 
quality of our products and services as a result of using to a 
peTE technology." Answer: 3 

1 
Strongly 
Disagree 

2 
Disagree 

3 
Neutral 

4 
Agree 

5 
Strongly 
Agree 

* If so, what type of quality improvement? If not, why not?: 
(I am not sure that this question make sense in our case.) 

=============================================================== 

STATEMENT #5: "The overall effectiveness 
consulting have improved with the use of 
technologies." 

of our products and 
peTE-based 

Answer: 5 
1 

Strongly 
Disagree 

2 
Disagree 

3 
Neutral 

* If so, how? If not, why not? 

4 
Agree 

5 
Strongly 
Agree 

(I am not sure that this question make sense in our case.) 

=====================::======================================== 

STATEMENT #6: "Our clients' existing development tools or 
environments have easily and effectively ported to (or were 
developed on) the peTE framework." Answer: 4 

1 
Strongly 
Disagree 

2 
Disagree 

* Why or why not?: 

3 
Neutral 

4 
Agree 

5 
Strongly 
Agree 

This question can only really be answered on a case by case 
basis. Judging the success and ease of porting of any existing 
tool to peTE depends upon the initial objectives set out, i.e. 
what was hoped to be achieved by interfacing the tool with a 
peTE repository. In addition, the ease of porting a tool to peTE 
very much depends upon the tool's initial architecture and 
the peTE repository services which you would like the tool 
to make use of (e.g. the end degree of integration between the 
tool and the repository, and possibly between the tool 
and other tools using the repository) . 
Moreover, the ease with which tools are ported to peTE often 
depend upon the peTE implementation, and possibly the framework 
which is provided alongside that implementation. 
===c===:=::======::=:=====:=========:============:============= 

STATEMENT #7: "The peTE technology provides a great improvement 
in data and process security for our clients." Answer: 4 
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1 
Strongly 
Disagree 

2 
Disagree 

* Why or why not?: 

3 
Neutral 

4 
Agree 

5 
Strongly 
Agree 

This again depends upon how PCTE is used. The possibilities for 
providing secure environments based on a PCTE repository are 
tremendous, if this is important and the facilities provided 
by PCTE are used correctly. However, if security is not an 
issue in the environment, these services can be ignored 
completely. 
============================================================== 

8. Do you believe there are any other important issues related 
to how PCTE supports your product line or service? If so, please 
explain how and why they are important. 

Once a developer has an understanding of how PCTE works, extensions 
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to the PCTE repository (creation of new, and extension of existing, 
SDSs, and the population of the repository with new tools and objects), 
is very easy to do, and can quickly result in very simple, useful 
solutions for a wide range of problems (not just in the development 
of environments). This flexibility, and openness, of the PCTE 
repository technology, plus the power that it provides when used 
correctly, are the keys to the PCTE technology's future success. 

I think that the conclusion has to be that as far as technology 
goes, PCTE has provide its usefulness, the question today therefore 
has to be, do the companies developing and supporting PCTE have 
the commercial arguments (alongside the technical arguments) needed 
to make other companies invest in this technology. 

Thank you for you time and effort. Please return your completed 
file or email document to: jstapley®bpa. arizona. edu 

Warm Regards, 

Jonathan Jowett 
(PCTE Technical Consultant) 

======================================================================== 
======= 

/\/\/\ 

/ > / /\ EMERAUDE 

\ {\ / PCTE 

I J\/\/ 
@emeraude.transtar.fr 

TRANSTAR Tel: +33 1 46 94 77 67 

14, rue de la Ferme Fax: +33 1 46 94 77 99 

92100 Boulogne Email: Jonathan.Jowett 

France. 
I 

==========~============================================================= 

======= 

From: SMTPtlfischer®markv.com" 5-APR-1995 12:40:40.19 
To: JSTAPLEY 



CC: 
Subj: PCTE questionnaire 

Date: Wed, 05 Apr 1995 12:37:31 PDT 
From: Herm Fischer <fischer®markv.com> 
Message-ID: <2f82f17c.bento@bento.markv.com> 
Organization: Mark V Systems Limited 
To: jstapley@bpa.arizona.edu 
Subject: PCTE questionnaire 

John, 

As a person who'se put so much of my life into promulgating PCTE and 
related technology, it's sad that so many of the answers to your 
questions 
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are on the negative side. I think the PCTE proponents didn't keep their 
eyes on the business issues as the world around them changed a few years 
ago. I now feel we have to keep our eyes on the mainstream of 
technology 
developments and evolution, and bring the legacy of PCTE, and its tech
nology, into current delivery vehicles. That way we can recognize a 
success from the investment, yet get that success onto a sustainable 
track for the future! 

Herm 

================================================================= 
CORPORATE SPONSOR'S QUESTIONNAIRE 

================================================================= 
Questionnaire Background and Instructions: 

This questionnaire is being circulated to a select group of 
sponsor/advocates, developers and users of integration 
technologies based on the Portable Common Tool Environment 
(PCTE). Your time and thoughtful answers to these questions are 
sincerely appreciated and of great importance to this research. 

Please use your email editor or a simple ASCII editor to respond 
to the following short questionnaire. Return the completed 
questionnaire to: jstapley@bpa.arizona.edu. 
================================================================= 

1. Please complete the following Information(This question is 
optional if you wish confidentiality) : 

Name: Herman "Herm" Fischer 

Title/Department: President, Mark V Systems Limited 
also, I was chairperson of KITIA 1983-1987 (US stds grp for 
CAIS) + chair of NAPUG 1991-1993 until it became OMG PCTE SIG 

1993-pres, 
and chair of OMG AppDev since 1993, & now involved in the Workflow 
Management Coalition too. 

Years/Months in current position: 10y/1m 

Years/Months as sponsor of PCTE project: 12y (since before Mark V) 



2. How and when did you become aware of PCTE? 1981 (known then as 
Alpage, 

became PCTE about 1983 or so) 

3. In what way would you expect PCTE technology to make a 
contribution to your organization or to systems development? 
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I had hoped it would become the backplane for repository and 
like services for my organization's ObjectMaker and ProcessMaker 
products; additionally, my organization was the exclusive US 

distrib-
utor from 1988 or so (more distributors added in early 1990s, 
and more successfully a Japan distributor from 1991 - 1993 or so 
of PCTE (and EAST, until it's demise) 

4. Has your organization considered or used other approaches to 
integration besides PCTE? If so, what are they and how do you 
think they generally compare to PCTE? 

Before we were able to sell PCTE (1987-1991) we had to "roll our own", 
so I did a "home brew" database based on PCTE for ObjectMaker, using the 
then-popular Ctree stuff. 

When we finally started to sell PCTE (1991-1992) we kept worrying 
about 
the price hit for forcing our customers to have it; it was really 
expensive 
then compared to our product, so we procrastinated ... 

We always looked at OODBs but there were each incompatible from the 
other so it was easy to keep procrastinating 

I generally felt RDBs were the wrong technology (boy was I wrong), so 
didn't take them seriously until 1994 (see below) . 

In 1993 as I moved into OMG circles I discovered ODMG, and actually 
supported ODMG in both DoD and OMG work, thinking they'd get product out 
and survive. I was wrong. In 1994 they politically decided to exclude 
Oracle (so I'm told, may be a distortion), and now they're kind'a gone. 
Customers lost patience, companies too small, and Oracle is doing SQL 3 
instead. 

In 1994 ODBC became more popular and I was "forced" to look into it, 
and the more I looked the better it looked. At the end of 1994 
Microsoft 
released the "ODBC fulfillment kit", essentially providing free drivers 
for 
each major RDB plus a free Access (JET) engine to be distributed at no 
royalty. That was the straw which pushed us to revamp Object- and 
Process 
Maker to use ODBC. The price is right, the ubiquity important, and 
suppor.t 
of the Majors (Oracle, Sybase) of utmost importance. And we can 
distribute 
Access's engine free for evals, demos, browsers, shareware, etc. 

Today there's no choice, we gotta support majors, and the improvement 
to 
our marketing pitch which the ODBC commitment made was amazing. 
Suddenly 
customers (both DoD and other) who from year to year bitched and moaned 
about 
my homebrew PCTEish database became very supportive I 

5. What do you believe are the strengths and weaknesses of PCTE 
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based on your exposure to the concept? 

As a techie or as a businessperson? 

Techie answer used to say that navigational stuff is/was hot and that 
we needed that technology to support software eng1neering. Now that we 
have designed a client server schema for ODBC/RDBs I recognize that that 
perception was that was more a hang up, than a supportable fact. 

Multiuser systems with navigational use of databases failed 
pragmatically 
as page faulting and medium-low granularity access slowed down too much; 
users of OODBs are happy with small numbers of users, and bitch with 
very 
large numbers of users. 

So, client server seems to rule for now. 

As a businessperson I echo my friend Nick Wybolt's cry for ubiquity. 
(He used to be with Cadre, now with Anderson.) The backplane we use has 
to be ubiquitous or we can't survive with it. PCTE had opportunities to 
become ubiquitous in the 1985 era (I was then personally involved) and 
failed. It had opportunities to become part of OMG Object Services in 
the 1993/1994 era but failed to seek concensus or merging of ideas, so 
it failed then again. Each time PCTE had a chance to approach methods 
of 
distribution which would get it more ubiquitous it fails to play ball. 
Disappointing for a guy who has so much of his life in it. 

To sell a product on PCTE is now not cost effective; our CASE product 
would have to fit its royalties into price tags as low as $800, and that 
ain't in the cards. Ubiquity is the only way to make that work (as 
"proven" by the microsoft decision to release ODBC and Access engine 
free) . 

6. What advice would you give to other organizations considering 
an investment in PCTE or other standards-based integration 
technologies? 

They should be proactive in both the technical AND business sides; 
they 
should keep a business model open and mind the bottom line numbers of 
how 
much it will cost users to receive the technology compared to others in 
the 
field at the time of delivery; they must consider the currency of the 
tech-
nology at time of delivery; they must have plans to keep the standard up 
to date and in a position of forming joint really working relationships 
with vogue and de facto technologies. 

My advice is mostly nontechnical, that is where I think PCTE failed. 

7. What are the most important organizational and technical 
considerations in the effective use of PCTE or other 
standards-based integration technologies? 

I probably covered them above . 

..•. 1 hour to answer questons to here .... 



=============================================================== 

Please respond to the following statements by typing your 
numerical response after the "Answer:" block and providing 
narrative for any associated follow-up questions (preceded with 
*) : 

=============================================================== 

STATEMENT #1: "The fact that PCTE is an "Open Systems" standard 
is one of its most salient features." 
Answer: 4, but what does "open" mean? 

1 
Strongly 
Disagree 

2 
Disagree 

3 
Neutral 

4 
Agree 

5 
Strongly 
Agree 

=="============================================================ 

STATEMENT #2: "The use of a PCTE-based approach will result in 
greatly improved integration of my organization's system 
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development tools." Answer: 2 (I no longer see anything to integrate 
with based on PCTE around, so that's a two edged question; if there were 
other things based on PCTE it would be a 5) 

1 
Strongly 
Disagree 

2 
Disagree 

3 
Neutral 

4 
Agree 

5 
Strongly 
Agree 

=============================================================== 

STATEMENT #3: "My system development shop would experienced no 
significant increase in productivity due to the use of PCTE-based 
technologies." 
Answer: n/a - we never started using PCTE 

1 
Strongly 
Disagree 

2 
Disagree 

* Why or why not?: 

3 
Neutral 

4 
Agree 

5 
Strongly 
Agree 

=============================================================== 

STATEMENT #4: "I expect a noticeable improvement in the 
quality of our products and services as a result of introducing 
PCTE technology." Answer: 2 - current answers from the field are 
pushing the need for client-server technologies, and the use of 
decoupled component based softare construction (more an OLE/COREA 
than a central database paradigm) 

1 
Strongly 
Disagree 

2 
Disagree 

3 
Neutral 

4 
Agree 

5 
Strongly 
Agree 

* If so, what type of quality improvement? If not, why not?: 



=============================================================== 

STATEMENT #5: "The overall effectiveness of systems development 
will improve with the use of PCTE-based technologies." 
Answer: 2, same as previous answer 
123 

Strongly Disagree Neutral 
Disagree 

4 
Agree 

5 
Strongly 
Agree 

=============================================================== 

STATEMENT #6: "Our existing investment in development tools will 
be safe because the tools can be ported to the PCTE framework." 
Answer: 1, what tools can so be ported? Our main development tools 
are Visual c++ (PC) and gnu emacs/gdb (Unix), neither of which can 
be ported as you suggest. 

1 
Strongly 
Disagree 

2 
Disagree 

* Why or why not?: 

3 
Neutral 

4 
Agree 

5 
Strongly 
Agree 

=============================================================== 

STATEMENT #7: "The PCTE technology would provide a great 
improvement in data and process security for our development 
environment. " Answer: 3 

1 
Strongly 
Disagree 

2 
Disagree 

3 
Neutral 

4 
Agree 

5 
Strongly 
Agree 

=============================================================== 

8. Do you believe there are any other important issues related 
to how PCTE might support your organization? If so, please 
explain how and why they are important. 

I think the business issues raised above are important; as are the 
product pricing, market positioning, and like issues. 

As I mentioned on the phone, I believe there's a key need for the 
products and standards to keep up to date with the de facto and 
de jure standards in a field, and that's what we've been trying to 
do with OMG. 

1.3 hrs to here and go back over answers and tweak them .... 

Thank you for you time and effort. Please return your completed 
file or email document to: jstapley®bpa. arizona. edu 
From: SMTPt"mob@markv.com" 21-MAR-1995 11:36:58.96 
To: JSTAPLEY 
CC: 
Subj: Re: Questionnaires as We Discussed 

Subject: Re: Questionnaires as We Discussed 
To: JSTAPLEY@BPA.Arizona.EDU 
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Date: Tue, 21 Mar 1995 10:34:38 -0800 (PST) 
From: Mo Bjornestad <mob@markv.com> 
Cc: Mo Bjornestad <mob®markv.com> 
In-Reply-To: <950321103035.60404493@BPA.Arizona.EDU> from 
"JSTAPLEY@BPA.Arizona.EDU" at Mar 21, 95 10:30:35 am 
X-Mailer: ELM [version 2.4 PL23] 
Content-Type: text 
Content-Length: 7941 
Message-ID: <9503211034.aa20177@hermix.markv.com> 

> 

Jon (Sorry about the exta "h" last time) 

> 
> ================================================================= 
> INTEGRATOR/ENVIRONMENT SUPPLIER QUESTIONNAIRE 
> ================================================================= 
> Questionnaire Background and Instructions: 
> 
> This questionnaire is being circulated to select group of 
> sponsor/advocates, developers and users of integration 
> technologies based on the Portable Common Tool Environment 
> (PCTE). Your time and thoughtful answers to these questions are 
> sincerely appreciated and of great importance to this research. 
> 
> Please use your email editor or a simple ASCII editor to respond 
> to the following short questionnaire. Return the completed 
> questionnaire to: jstapley®bpa. arizona. edu. 
> ================================================================= 
> 
> 
> 1. Please complete the following Information(Question #1 is 
> optional if you wish confidentiality) : 
> 
> Name: Mo Bjornestad 
> 
> Title/Department: VP Marketing & Sales 
> 
> Years/Months in current position: 6 years 1 month 
> 
> Years/Months as a developer using PCTE technologies: None 
> 
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> 2. How and when did you become aware of PCTE? When I joined Mark V 
in early 1989 the product strategy was to build plug and play tool 
for PCTE based enviroments. In the absense of these enviroments in the 
marketplace we decided to build our own subset, enough to support our 
own CASE technology, and wait for PCTE based enviroments to flourish. 
We are still waiting. 
> 
> 3. Why have you selected PCTE over other integration approaches 
PCTE offered the distributed data management services needed to support 
the fine grain models we believed necessary to support the software 
engineering process. Data integration offered the possibility to share 
artifacts with other tools in the lifecycle, again very important to 
the development process. 
> 
> 4. Have you and your developers considered or used other 



> approaches to integration besides PCTE? If so, what are they and 
> how do they generally compare to PCTE? 

~76 

We built our own set of services as a subset of PCTE. To this we added 
control integration services. Today we are adding ODBC services. 
> 
> S. What do you believe are the strengths and weaknesses of PCTE 
> based on the experiences in your organization? 
The most important value is the knowledge and lessons-learned in the 
minds of the people who have developed the specifications and built 
the implementations. The strenght then is the knowledge and experience 
which need to be carefully husbanded in order to be available for the 
evolution of future PCTE upgrades or replacements. 

The weaknesses are simple and to be expected. Over the years required 
for such a great work, technology and expectations have often moved 
faster than even the greatest minds considered. The result is that 
PCTE does not address all current expectations. PCTE must cover more 
platforms, operating systems, standards, and present itself with 
easy installation and maintenance on a standard look and feel desktop. 
> 
> 6. What advice would you give to other suppliers considering a 
> move to PCTE (assume they are not your competitors)? 

Support the OMG PCTE SIG. 

> 
> 7. What are the most important organizational and technical 
> considerations in the effective use of PCTE? 

It is a complex product requiring training. 

> 
> ==========:==================================================== 
> Please respond to the following statements by typing your 
> numerical response after the "Answer:" block and providing 
> narrative for any follow-up questions (highlighted with *) : 
> 
> =============================================================== 
> 
> STATEMENT #1: liThe fact that PCTE is an "Open Systems" standard 
> was critical to selecting it for my product line. II 
> Answer: 5 
> 
> 1 
> Strongly 
> Disagree 
> 
> 

2 
Disagree 

3 
Neutral 

4 
Agree 

5 
Strongly 
Agree 

> e============================================================== 
> 
> STATEMENT #2: liThe use of a PCTE-based approach has resulted in 
> greatly improved integration of both my and my client's system 
> development tools." Answer: 2 
> 
> 1 
> Strongly 
> Disagree 
> 

2 
Disagree 

3 
Neutral 

4 
Agree 

5 
Strongly 
Agree 

> * In what way?: I do not think we have seen this benefit yet. 
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> 
> =============================================================== 
> 
> STATEMENT #3: "My clients' system development shops have 
> experienced no significant increase in productivity due to the 
> use of peTE-based technologies." 
> Answer: 3 
> 
> l. 
> Strongly 
> Disagree 
> 

2 
Disagree 

3 
Neutral 

4 
Agree 

5 
Strongly 
Agree 

> * Why or why not?: Again, I don't think we have reached this point 
yet. 
> 
> =============================================================== 
> 
> STATEMENT #4: "I have seen a noticeable improvement in the 
> quality of our products and services as a result of moving to a 
> peTE technology." Answer: 3 
> 
> l. 
> Strongly 
> Disagree 
> 

2 
Disagree 

3 
Neutral 

4 
Agree 

5 
Strongly 
Agree 
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> * If so, what type of quality improvement? If not, why not?: 
> 

Same 

> =============================================================== 
> 
> STATEMENT #5: "The overall effectiveness 
> consulting have improved with the use of 
> technologies." 

of our products and 
peTE-based 

> Answer: 3 
> l. 
> Strongly 
> Disagree 
> 

2 
Disagree 

3 
Neutral 

4 
Agree 

5 
Strongly 
Agree 

> * If so, how? If not, why not? From our point of view it has not 
happened yet. 
> =============================================================== 
> 
> 
> STATEMENT #6: "Our clients' existing development tools easily and 
> effectively ported to (or were developed on) the peTE framework." 
> Answer: 3 
> 
> 1 
> Strongly 
> Disagree 
> 
> 

2 
Disagree 

3 
Neutral 

4 
Agree 

5 
Strongly 
Agree 

> * Why or why not?: We are not integrated. We are encapsulated. We 
could integrate but a small tool vendor can not lead the integration 
effort. Integration of our product will cost resources, and will not 
act as the catalyst for others to integrate. So we would be integrated 
with no value to us, no market, because no other tools are deeply 
integrated to take advantage of the models we populate. 
> =============================================================== 
> 



> STATEMENT #7: "The PCTE technology represents a great improvement 
> in data and process security for our clients." Answer: 3 
> 
> 1 
> Strongly 
> Disagree 
* If you had 
agreement. 

2 
Disagree 

3 
Neutral 

4 
Agree 

said "great""potential""improvement" 

5 
Strongly 
Agree 

you would get 

> =============================================================== 
> 
> 
> 
> 8. Do you believe there are any other important issues related 
> to how PCTE supports your product line or service? If so, please 
> explain how and why they are important. 

Small tool vendors need to use standands and support industry 
requirements. 
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We have as a small vendor encouraged the larger players to adopt PCTE 
and to make the commitments needed to make a market. The investment 
required is large, and moving and evolving due to the rush of other 
technologies, and with uncertain results as the tools and techniques we 
expect to be able to support in future software engineering environments 
are often still very immature themselves. 

From: 
To: 
CC: 
Subj: 

SMTPt"bcuthill@sst.ncsl.nist.gov" 
JSTAPLEY 

Questionnaire 

Date:" Thu, 6 Apr 95 15:36:07 EDT 

6-APR-1995 12:36:50.45 

From: Barbara Cuthill <bcuthill@sst.ncsl.nist.gov> 
Message-Id: <9504061936.AA08395@sst.ncsl.nist.gov> 
To: jstapley®bpa.arizona.edu 
Subject: Questionnaire 

Here is my response to your questionnaire. These are my personal 
opinions. They do NOT reflect the views of anyone else at NIST or 
NIST as an organization. 

Sorry for the delay, 

Barbara 

==============================================:"================== 
STANDARDS WORKER QUESTIONNAIRE 

==============::================================================= 
Questionnaire Background and Instructions: 

This questionnaire is being circulated to a select group of 
sponsor/advocates, developers and users of integration 
technologies based on the Portable Common Tool Environment 
(PCTE). Your time and thoughtful answers to these questions are 
sincerely appreciated and of great importance to this research. 

Please use your email editor or a simple ASCII editor to respond 
to the following short questionnaire. Return the completed 



questionnaire to: jstapley®bpa.arizona.edu. 
================================================================= 

1. Please complete the following Information(This question is 
optional if you wish confidentiality) : 

Name: Barbara Cuthill 

Title/Department: Computer Scientist/Software Engineering Group 

Years/Months in current position: 2 years 6 months 
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Years/Months as sponsor of PCTE project: on PCTE project, not sponser 
2 years 6 months 

2. How and when did you become aware of PCTE? I was told that 
I would be involved with setting up the North American PCTE 
Initiative. Also, I had the task of mapping the ICASE 
specifications to the NIST/ECMA Framework Reference Model. The 
ICASE specs included PCTE. 

3. In what way will PCTE technology and standards make a 
contribution to business organizations or to systems development? 
It could make an important contribution to enterprise integration 
and development of a standard enterprise repository for applications 
throughout an enterpise to gain access to enterprise data; however, 
for PCTE to make this kind of impact, it needs to gain general 
acceptance in the software industry which it so far has not done. 

4. Have you worked with other approaches to integration besides 
PCTE? If so, what are they and how do they generally compare to 
PCTE? I have worked with several other integration standards, but 
not other repository standards. 

5. What do you believe are the strengths and weaknesses of PCTE 
based on your experiences working with the evolving standard and 
its implementations in industry or government? There are no 
government implementations of PCTE. It's strengths are in its 
ability to tailor locking and security policies to meet 
organizational needs and that it is a standard. Two weaknesses 
currently being addressed are the need for fine grain and object 
oriented data handling. Another weaknesses is the overall size 
and cost to implement of the standard. It also needs a C++ 
binding and, probably, an IDL binding. 

6. What advice would you give to organizations considering an 
investment in PCTE? Examine the current PCTE implementations to 
see if they meet the needs of your organization for integrating 
applications. 

7. What are the most important organizational, regulatory and 
technical considerations in the effective use of PCTE? 

The lack of general acceptance of PCTE as an enterprise integration 
standard. Integration standards only work if many vendors 
are willing to use them. 



=============================================================== 

Please respond to the following statements by typing your 
numerical response after the "Answer:" block and providing 
narrative for any associated follow-up questions (preceded with 
*) : 

=============================================================== 

STATEMENT #l.: "The fact that peTE is an "Open Systems" standard 
is one of its most salient characteristics." 
Answer: 4 

l. 
Strongly 
Disagree 

2 
Disagree 

3 
Neutral 

4 
Agree 

5 
Strongly 
Agree 

=============================================================== 

STATEMENT #2: "The use of a peTE-based approach will result in 
greatly improved integration of most organization's system 
development tools." Answer: 4 at high initial cost 

l. 
Strongly 
Disagree 

2 
Disagree 

* In what way?: 

3 
Neutral 

4 
Agree 

5 
Strongly 
Agree 

=============================================================== 

STATEMENT #3: "Most system development shop will experienced no 
significant increase in productivity due to the use of peTE-based 
technologies." 
Answer:3 There is no data on this one way or the other. 

l. 
Strongly 
Disagree 

2 
Disagree 

* Why or why not?: 

3 
Neutral 

4 
Agree 

5 
Strongly 
Agree 

=============================================================== 

STATEMENT #4: "I expect to see a noticeable improvement 
in the quality of commercial products and services as a result 
of introducing peTE technology." Answer:3 There is no data 
on this one way or the other. The assumption is that peTE 
or integration technology will make a difference in 
quality and productivity, but this is not proved. 

l. 
Strongly 
Disagree 

2 
Disagree 

3 
Neutral 

4 
Agree 

5 
Strongly 
Agree 

* If so, what type of quality improvement? If not, why not?: 

.. 
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=============================================================== 

STATEMENT #5: "The overall effectiveness of systems development 
will improve with the use of PCTE-based technologies and 
standards." 
Answer:3 see above 

1 
Strongly 
Disagree 

2 
Disagree 

3 
Neutral 

4 
Agree 

5 
Strongly 
Agree 

=============================================================== 

STATEMENT #6: "Most existing investment in software development 
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tools by organizations will be safe because the tools can be ported to 
the PCTE framework." Answer: 3 There are no studies on this. 

1 
Strongly 
Disagree 

2 
Disagree 

* Why or why not?: 

3 
Neutral 

4 
Agree 

5 
Strongly 
Agree 

=============================================================== 

STATEMENT #7: "The PCTE standard provides a great improvement in 
data and process security for most development environments." 
Answer: 4 

1 
Strongly 
Disagree 

2 
Disagree 

3 
Neutral 

4 
Agree 

5 
Strongly 
Agree 

=============================================================== 

B. Do you believe there are any other important issues related 
to how PCTE supports software or business reengineering? If so, 
please explain how and why they are important. 

Thank you for you time and effort. Please return your completed 
file or email documentto:jstapley@bpa.arizona.edu 

From: 
To: 
CC: 
Subj: 

SMTPt"rosen@speckle.ncsl.nist.gov" 
JSTAPLEY 

Re: PCTE Questionnaire 

4-APR-1995 12:5B:02.30 

Message-Id: <9504041957.AA12B60@speckle.ncsl.nist.gov> 
X-Sender: rosen@speckle.ncsl.nist.gov 
X-Mailer: Windows Eudora Version 2.0.3 
Mime-Version: 1.0 
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii" 
Date: Tue, 04 Apr 1995 15:57:49 -0400 



To: JSTAPLEY@BPA.Arizona.EDU 
From: rosen@speckle.ncsl.nist.gov (Bruce Rosen) 
Subject: Re: PCTE Questionnaire 

Jon, 

And you thought I'd fallen off the end of the earth, or was just 
ignoring 
you, didn't yal 

--Bruce 
>================================================================= 
> STANDARDS WORKER QUESTIONNAIRE 
>================================================================= 
>Questionnaire Background and Instructions: 
> 
>This questionnaire is being circulated to a select group of 
>sponsor/advocates, developers and users of integration 
>technologies based on the Portable Common Tool Environment 
> (PCTE) . Your time and thoughtful answers to these questions are 
>sincerely appreciated and of great importance to this research. 
> 
>Please use your email editor or a simple ASCII editor to respond 
>to the following short questionnaire. Return the completed 
>questionnaire to: jstapley@bpa.arizona.edu. 
>================================================================= 
> 
>1. Please complete the following Information(This question is 
>optional if you wish confidentiality) : 
> 
>Name: Bruce K. Rosen 
> 
>Title/Department: NIST, Computer Systems Laboratory, Information 
Systems 
Engineering Division, Manager, Data Administration Group 
> 
>Years/Months in current position: About 7 
> 
>Years/Months as sponsor of PCTE project: About 12 months 
> 
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>2. How and when did you become aware of PCTE? Through coordinated work 
here at NIST with Division involved in ECMA. 
> 
>3. In what way will PCTE technology and standards make a 
>contribution to business organizations or to systems development? 
> 
It should help bring together the software tools used to develop other 
software, and it should also form the basis for an enterprise wide 
repository to track and manage information resources throughout the full 
lifecycle of that information. 
> 
>4. Have you worked with other approaches to integration besides 
>PCTE? If so, what are they and how do they generally compare to 
>PCTE? 

Yes, the Information Resource Dictionary System. It lacks the "tool 
management" aspects of peTE, although it is ahead in the management of 
information through its production use portion of the lifecycle. 
> 



>5. What do you believe are the strengths and weaknesses of peTE 
>based on your experiences working with the evolving standard and 
>its implementations in industry or government? 
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Lack of implementors. Lack of ability to easily access a fined grained 
object by way of a simple unique (non-network type) identifier. More of 
a 
unique name or "social security number" type id. 
> 
>6. What advice would you give to organizations considering an 
>investment in peTE? 

Make sure that the developers of the tool suites you wish to use are 
committed to integration with peTE. 
> 
>7. What are the most important organizational, regulatory and 
>technical considerations in the effective use of peTE? 

Commercial availability is more important then any of the above. 
> 
> 
>=============================================================== 
> 
>Please respond to the following statements by typing your 
>numerical response after the "Answer:" block and providing 
>narrative for any associated follow-up questions (preceded with 
>*) : 
> 
>=============================================================== 
> 
>STATEMENT #l.: "The fact that peTE is an "Open Systems" standard 
>is one of its most salient characteristics." 
>Answer: 5 
> 
> l. 
>Strongly 
>Disagree 
> 
> 

2 
Disagree 

3 
Neutral 

4 
Agree 

5 
Strongly 
Agree 

>=============================================================== 
> 
>STATEMENT #2: "The use of a peTE-based approach will result in 
>greatly improved integration of most organization's system 
>development tools." Answer: 5 

But only if vendors implement it in many packages. 
> 
> l. 
>Strongly 
>Disagree 
> 

2 
Disagree 

3 
Neutral 

4 
Agree 

5 
Strongly 
Agree 

>* In what way?: It would provide the needed repository of information 
that 
is currently fragmented. 
> 
>=============================================================== 
> 
>STATEMENT #3: "Most system development shop will experienced no 
>significant increase in productivity due to the use of peTE-based 



>technologies." 
>Answer: 3 
> 
> l. 
>Strongly 
>Disagree 
> 

2 
Disagree 

>* Why or why not?: 
> 

3 
Neutral 

4 
Agree 

5 
Strongly 
Agree 

>=============================================================== 
> 
>STATEMENT #4: "I expect to see a noticeable improvement 
>in the quality of commercial products and services as a result 
>of introducing peTE technology." Answer: 4 
> 
> l. 
>Strongly 
>Disagree 
> 
> 

2 
Disagree 

3 
Neutral 

4 
Agree 

5 
Strongly 
Agree 

>* If so, what type of quality improvement? If not, why not?: I 
consider 
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the ability to move information between tool sets to be a high quality 
improvement. 
> 
>=============================================================== 
> 
>STATEMENT #5: "The overall effectiveness of systems development 
>will improve with the use of peTE-based technologies and 
>standards." 
>Answer: 5 
> 
> l. 
>Strongly 
>Disagree 

2 
Disagree 

3 
Neutral 

4 
Agree 

5 
Strongly 
Agree 

>=============================================================== 
> 
> 
>STATEMENT #6: "Most existing investment in software development 
>tools by organizations will be safe because the tools can be ported to 
>the peTE framework." Answer: 3 
> 
> l. 
>Strongly 
>Disagree 
> 
> 

2 
Disagree 

3 
Neutral 

4 
Agree 

5 
Strongly 
Agree 

>* Why or why not?: Will depend on the structure of the tool and what 
and 
how it saves information in its current "repository." 
>=============================================================== 
> 
>STATEMENT #7: "The peTE standard provides a great improvement in 
>data and process security for most development environments." 
>Answer: 3 
> 
> l. 
>Strongly 
>Disagree 

2 
Disagree 

3 
Neutral 

4 
Agree 

5 
Strongly 
Agree 



> 
>=============================================================== 
> 
> 
> 
>8. Do you believe there are any other important issues related 
>to how PCTE supports software or business reengineering? If so, 
>please explain how and why they are important. 
> 
> 
> 
> 
>Thank you for you time and effort. Please return your completed 
>file or email documentto:jstapley®bpa.arizona.edu 
> 
> 
> 

***********MESSAGE FROM************** 
Bruce K. Rosen 
NIST 
Technology Bldg. Room A-266 
Gaithersburg, MD 20899 
Voice: 301-975-3246 
FAX: 301-948-6213 
email: brosen@nist.gov 
http://speckle.ncsl.nist.gov/-rosen/rosen.htm 

************************************** 

From: 
To: 

SMTP%'''aoyamat@noa.nttdata.jp" 26-MAR-1995 02:26:46.37 
JSTAPLEY 

CC: 
Subj: RE: Research Questionnaire for OMG PCTE SIG Members 

From: aoyamat@noa.nttdata.jp 
Message-Id: <9503260919.AA18769@noagw.noa.nttdata.jp> 
Date: Sun, 26 Mar 95 18:19:25 GMT+9:00 
To: jstapley®bpa.arizona.edu 
Subject: RE: Research Questionnaire for OMG PCTE SIG Members 

>================================================================= 
> INTEGRATOR/ENVIRONMENT SUPPLIER QUESTIONNAIRE 
>================================================================= 
>Questionnaire Background and Instructions: 
> 
>This questionnaire is being circulated to select group of 
>sponsor/advocates, developers and users of integration 
>technologies based on the Portable Common Tool Environment 
> (PCTE) . Your time and thoughtful answers to these questions are 
>sincerely appreciated and of great importance to this research. 
> 
>Please use your email editor or a simple ASCII editor to respond 
>to the following short questionnaire. Return the completed 
>questionnaire to: jstapley®bpa. arizona. edu. 
>================================================================= 
> 
> 
>1. Please complete the following Information(Question #1 is 

.. 
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>optional if you wish confidentiality) : 
> 
>Name: 

Toshiaki Aoyama (Mr.) 

>Title/Department: 

Planning Group 
First Financial Systems Sector 
NTT DATA Communications Systems Corp. (Tokyo, Japan) 

>Years/Months in current position: 

2 years 

>Years/Months as a developer using PCTE technologies: 

1 year and 6 months 

>2. How and when did you become aware of PCTE? 
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When we considered building I-CASE environment early '93, our business 
partner in California introduced it to us as a powerful basis for tool 
integration. 

>3. Why have you selected PCTE over other integration approaches 
>or technologies? 

In view of so called "Corporate Repository" creation following our 
endeavour of I-CASE development, PCTE seemed to be superior to any other 
approaches because it was being rapidly accepted as de facto standard 
for 
open repository. (And was ratified as ISO standard last year.) 

>4. Have you and your developers considered or used other 
>approaches to integration besides PCTE? If so, what are they and 
>how do they generally compare to PCTE? 

NO. 

>5. What do you believe are the strengths and weaknesses of PCTE 
>based on the experiences in your organization? 

Strength 
-It covers various aspects of software development. 

(from data integration thru control integration, security, auditing 
and 

so on ... ) 
-It has powerful and~$~(Jand rich functions for schema design. 
-It has been ratified as ISO standard. 
-It is neutral from platform. 

weakness 
-It is too complexed and difficult to learn. 
-It is not yet so popular in Japan. 

>6. What advice would you give to other suppliers considering a 
>move to PCTE (assume they are not your competitors)? 
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I strongly recommend it because from macro point of view, such movement 
does good for PCTE's position as a standard amongst industries. 

>7. What are the most important organizational and technical 
>considerations in the effective use of PCTE? 

From I-CASE point of view, benefits originated from the peTE adoption 
are, 
I think, high productivity and high reusability. As to the latter one, 
we 
can enjoy it only by creating a corporate repository. So, in the long 
run, I think the latter point is more important and this, I believe, is 
the issue with top-priority strategically. 

>=============================================================== 
>Please respond to the following statements by typing your 
>numerical response after the "Answer:" block and providing 
>narrative for any follow-up questions (highlighted with *) : 
> 
>=============================================================== 
> 
>STATEMENT #l.: "The fact that PCTE is an "Open Systems" standard 
>was critical to selecting it for my product line." 
>Answer: 5 
> 
> l. 
>Strongly 
>Disagree 
> 
> 
> 

2 
Disagree 

3 
Neutral 

4 
Agree 

5 
Strongly 
Agree 

>============================================================ 
> 
>STATEMENT #2: "The use of a PCTE-based approach has resulted in 
>greatly improved integration of both my and my client's system 
>development tools." Answer: 5 
> 
> l. 
>Strongly 
>Disagree 
> 

2 
Disagree 

>* In what way?: 

3 
Neutral 

4 
Agree 

5 
Strongly 
Agree 

By designing a neutral schema for tool integration, we can 
integrate various tools provided by various tool vendors and 
covering vaarious roles. (Design, Code development, DTP, Database, 
etc. ) 

> 
>=============================================================== 
> 
>STATEMENT #3: "My clients' system development shops have 
>experienced no significant increase in productivity due to the 
>use of PCTE-based technologies." 
>Answer: 3 
> 
> l. 
>Strongly 
>Disagree 

2 
Disagree 

3 
Neutral 

4 
Agree 

5 
Strongly 
Agree 



> 
>* Why or why not?: 

Our environment is yet to be applied to commercial project. 

> 
>=============================================================== 
> 
>STATEMENT #4: "I have seen a noticeable improvement in the 
>quality of our products and services as a result of moving to a 
>--$@tlp.-(JPCTE technology." Answer: 4 
> 
> 1 
>Strongly 
>Disagree 
> 

2 
Disagree 

3 
Neutral 

4 
Agree 

5 
Strongly 
Agree 

>* If so, what type of quality improvement--$@~--(J f, , ,If not, why 
not?: 

By means of creating a user-interface tool using PCTE, we could 
come up with better system usability. Other data (cost reduction, 
code quality, etc.) are yet to be collected. 

> 
>=============================================================== 
> 
>STATEMENT #5: "The overall effectiveness of our products and 
>consulting have impP--$@y--(Jroved with the use of PCTE-based 
>technologies." 3 
>Answ:er: 
> 1 
>Strongly 
>Disagree 
> 

2 
Disagree 

3 
Neutral 

>* If so, how? If not, why not? 

4 
Agree 

5 
Strongly 
Agree 

Our environment is yet to be applied to commercial project. 

>============================================================== 
> 
> 
>STATEMENT #6: "Our clients' existing development tools easily and 
>effectively ported to (or were developed on) the PCTE framework." 
>Answer: 5 
> 
> 1 
>Strongly 
>Disagree 
> 
> 

2 
Disagree 

>* Why or why not?: 

3 
Neutral 

4 
Agree 

5 
Strongly 
Agree 

Though our environment is yet in experimental stage, I believe we 
can make it easily making use of PCTE's richness in schema design. 

>=============================================================== 
> 
>STATEMENT #7: "The PCTE technology represents a great improvement 
>in data and process security for our clients." Answer: 5 
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> 
> 1 2 3 4 5 
>Strongly Disagree Ne3~$@s~(Jutral Agree Strongly 
>Disagree Agree 
>================~$@[~(J=============================================== 
> 
> 
> 
>8. Do you believe there are any other important issues related 
>to how PCTE supports your product line or service? If so, please 
>explain how and why they are important. 
> 
It supports heterogeneous distributed network. That way we can save 
investment by making cross-platform network with UNIX as server and 
PC as clients. 

Toshiaki Aoyama 
Planning Group 
First Financial Systems Sector 
NTT DATA Communications Systems Corporation 
3-3-3 Toyosu, Koto-Ku, Tokyo 135 JAPAN 
Phone: +81-3-5546-8854 
FAX: +81-3-5546-2534 
e-mail:aoyamat@noa.nttdata.jp 

From: 
To: 
CC: 
Subj: 

SMTPt"m.chanliau@transtar.com" 31-MAR-1995 12:53:13.95 
JSTAPLEY 

Questionnaire 

Date: Fri, 31 Mar 1995 14:52:57 -0500 
From: marcc@crash.ma30.bull.com (Marc Chanliau) 
Message-Id: <9503311952.AA26268@crash.ma30.bull.com> 
To: jstapley®bpa.arizona.edu 
Subject: Questionnaire 
Reply-To: m.chanliau@transtar.com 

Jonathan, please find below my answers to the questionnaire. 
In fact, from my point of view, all the answers are expanded in my 
Emeraude PCTE brochure (you should have it, if you dont, I'll fax it 
to you) . 

HERE GOES: 

STANDARDS WORKER QUESTIONNAIRE 
================================================================= 
Questionnaire Background and Instructions: 

This questionnaire is being circulated to a select group of 
sponsor/advocates, developers and users of integration 
technologies based on the Portable Common Tool Environment 
(PCTE). Your time and thoughtful answers to these questions are 
sincerely appreciated and of great importance to this research. 

Please use your email editor or a simple ASCII editor to respond 
to the following short questionnaire. Return the completed 
questionnaire to: jstapley®bpa.arizona.edu. 
================================================================= 



1. Please complete the following Information(This question is 
optional if you wish confidentiality) : 

Name: Marc Chanliau 

Title/Department: VP of Marketing - Transtar Software, Inc. 

Years/Months in current position: 7 months 

Years/Months as sponsor of PCTE project: 8 years 

2. How and when did you become aware of PCTE? 

Our company's (Transtar) corporate sponsors contributed to the 
establishment of the PCTE standard itself. 

3. In what way will PCTE technology and standards make a 
contribution to business organizations or to systems development? 

Please see the answers in the Emeraude PCTE brochure that I have 
recently published (Too many answers to fit here) . 

4. Have you worked with other approaches to integration besides 
PCTE? If so, what are they and how do they generally compare to 
PCTE? 

No 

s. What do you believe are the strengths and weaknesses of peTE 
based on your experiences working with the evolving standard and 
its implementations in industry or government? 

Again, I refer you to the Emeraude PCTE brochure mentioned above 
(it really speaks for itself) . 

6. What advice would you give to organizations considering an 
investment in peTE? 

Get trained on PCTE when acquiring the product. Focus on 
information modeling. Follow the classic lifecycle 
process (requirements, analysis, design, coding, testing, 
maintenance). That's where peTE is really helpful because it 
can integrate best-of-breed tools in a seamless fashion. 

7. What are the most important organizational, regulatory and 
technical considerations in the effective use of PCTE? 

Again, information modeling is key. Every corporate endeavor 
should fit in a model. When corporate rules must be changed, 
modify the model accordingly (instead of using a 
"code-and-go approach" to borrow Dan Kara's phrasel) 

=============================================================== 

Please respond to the following statements by typing your 
numerical response after the "Answer:" block and providing 
narrative for any associated follow-up questions (preceded with 
*) : 

.. 
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=============================================================== 

STATEMENT #~: "The fact that peTE is an "Open Systems" standard 
is one of its most salient characteristics." 
Answer: 4 

~ 
Strongly 
Disagree 

2 
Disagree 

3 
Neutral 

4 
Agree 

5 
Strongly 
Agree 

================:============================================== 

STATEMENT #2: "The use of a peTE-based approach will result in 
greatly improved integration of most organization's system 
development tools." Answer: 5 

1 
Strongly 
Disagree 

2 
Disagree 

3 
Neutral 

4 
Agree 

5 
Strongly 
Agree 

* In what way?: control integration AND data integration 

=============================================================== 

STATEMENT #3: "Most system development shop will experienced no 
significant increase in productivity due to the use of peTE-based 
technologies." 
Answer: 2 

1 
Strongly 
Disagree 

2 
Disagree 

* Why or why not?: 

3 
Neutral 

4 
Agree 

5 
Strongly 
Agree 

=============================================================== 

STATEMENT #4: "I expect to see a noticeable improvement 
in the quality of commercial products and services as a result 
of introducing peTE technology." Answer: 4 

1 
Strongly 
Disagree 

2 
Disagree 

3 
Neutral 

4 
Agree 

5 
Strongly 
Agree 

* If so, what type of quality improvement? If not, why not?: 
product performance, lightweight (less code, more functionality) 

========:=======:============================================== 

STATEMENT #5: "The overall effectiveness of systems development 
will improve with the use of peTE-based technologies and 
standards." 
Answer: 4 

1 
Strongly 

2 
Disagree 

3 
Neutral 

4 
Agree 

5 
Strongly 
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Disagree Agree 
=============================================================== 

STATEMENT #6: "Most existing investment in software development 
tools by organizations will be safe because the tools can be ported to 
the PCTE framework." Answer: 5 

1 
Strongly 
Disagree 

2 
Disagree 

3 
Neutral 

4 
Agree 

5 
Strongly 
Agree 

* Why or why not?: Just need to add a PCTE wrapper for any tool 
to be integrated without changing its original code. 

=============================================================== 

STATEMENT #7: "The PCTE standard provides a great improvement in 
data and process security for most development environments." 
Answer: 5 (thru lock and nested transactions) 

1 
Strongly 
Disagree 

2 
Disagree 

3 
Neutral 

4 
Agree 

5 
Strongly 
Agree 

=============================================================== 

8. Do you believe there are any other important issues related 
to how PCTE supports software or business reengineering? If so, 
please explain how and why they are important. 

Again, please refer to our corporate brochures. In two words, 
PCTE supports information modeling, process management (which is 
what BPR is all about) and data management (which is necessary if 
BPR information is to be reused by analysis tools). Plus, PCTE 
allows tools to be integrated in terms of control (tools 
can exchange messages) and in terms of data (tools can 
share information in neutral form). 

Thank you for you time and effort. Please return your completed 
file or email document to: jstapley®bpa. arizona. edu 

****************************************************************** 
* MARC CHANLIAU V.P., Marketing & General Manager, U.S. * 
* Operation * 
* Tel: 508 294-3298 Transtar Software, Inc. * 
* Fax: 508 294-4405 300 Concord Road, MA 01821 -- U.S.A. * 

* email: m.chanliau@transtar.com * 
* or: 73543.2467@compuserve.com * 
****************************************************************** 
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Preface 

ProRep Overview: 

The Process Model Repository (ProRep) is a research and development project launched 
by the United States Air Force Medical Support Agency (USAFMSA). The goal of the 
project is to develop a prototype for an integrated activity model repository system. 

The ProRep system is based on the Integration Definition for Function Modeling (IDEFO) 
standard, as published in Federal Infonnation Processin~ Standards Publication 183. 
ProRep uses an underlying repository based on the ISO Portable Common Tool 
Environment (PCTE) standard. The system integrates third-party IDEFO modeling tools 
through this common repository, which supports added-value services including version 
and configuration management and discretionary security. 

ProRep delivers powerful tools for the realization of robust, model-driven data 
administration systems through the use of a common, standards-based, object-oriented 
repository . 

Prepared by: 

Prepared for: 

Stanford Management Group, Inc. 
650 Castro Street, Suite 270 

Mountain View, California 94041 U.S.A. 

United States Air Force Medical Support Agency 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

This document describes the design and implementation of the IDEFO function modeling 
schemas for the ProRep project. These schemas are used to store and manage IDEFO 
function models in the persistent (PCTE) and non-persistent (C++) repositories. The 
document assumes that the reader is familiar with the basic principles of object-oriented 
schema design as presented in [W AKE93] . 

. . 

Section 2 describes the constraints used during the schema design process, including both 
functionality and extensibility requirements for the Pro Rep repository. Sections 3 
through 5 pres~nt the completed schemas. Section 6 presents the Pro Rep implementation 
of the schemas as a collection of schema definition sets (SDS) for Transtar's Emeraude 
PCTE. 

Throughout this document, the notation [FIPS 183] is used to identify the official IDEFO 
standard, defined in Federal Information Processin~ Standards Publication 183. 

2. DESIGN SPECIFICATIONS 

The Pro Rep schemas were designed according to a precise schema design process 
developed by Bremeau and Thomas [BrTh93][SMG95]. An IDEFO model for the 
schema design process is illustrated in Appendix A. The process consists of three 
activities: the conceptual design, the logical design, and the physical implementation of 
the repository schema. 

2.1 Conceptual Design 

During the conceptual design phase, the schema designers analyze the data requirements 
of the application to prepare for the task of supporting those requirements on an object 
management system. 

The primary requirement of the Pro Rep repository schemas was their ability to correctly 
store full representations of IDEFO-compliant activity models, without loss of 
information. Therefore, the conceptual design phase required an itemization of the terms 
and concepts presented in the IDEFO standard [FIPSI83] and an analysis of the internal 
relationships between them. 
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2.2 Logical Design 

The logical design phase considers the application domain of the system. Pro Rep will 
provide both data integration and activity model repository management services. The 
inclusion of repository management as a primary application introduced several 
additional requirements to the schema design process. 

First, the schemas must support version and configuration management. Specifically, the 
repository should be able to store multiple alternative implementations, or 
decompositions, for a particular activity. Users of the repository should be able to 
stabilize or "lock" a particular decomposition, so that it cannot be modified. Users should 
also be able to select specific implementations for use in a particular IDEFO model. 

Additionally, the schemas should be extensible. For example, designers wishing to 
expand the repository to support process description capture (lDEF3) should be able to do 
so by extending the existing ProRep schemas. To facilitate these extensions, the ProRep 
schema design should consider well-known standards for data modeling, so that the 
schemas can be easily understood, maintained, and extended by future designers. In 
particular, ProRep will borrow from the CDIF Data Modeling and CDIF Data Flow 
Modeling representations when appropriate. (Of course, similarities in syntax and 
schema representation do not in any way imply semantic equivalence between CDIF 
objects 'and IDEFO objects.) 

2.3 Physical Implementation 

The physical implementation of the schemas is discussed in the following sections. 

3. SCHEMA DEFINITIONS 

In order to support the application requirements for the ProRep repository, we decided to 
implement two schemas, one to represent an "IDEFO Library" and one to represent an 
"IDEFO Model". ProRep makes a clear distinction between a library and a model: 

3.1 IDEFO Library Schema 

A ProRep IDEFO Library contains a collection of activities, each of which is represented 
as an IDEFO Box. Each box in the library has a single interface and zero or more 
decompositions. The purpose of the library is to support version and configuration 
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management in the repository. This goal is achieved by the use of flat Box and 
Decomposition pools, or dictionaries. Each pool stores a collection of unrelated items, 
which can be assembled into an activity hierarchy for a particular model. 

3.2 IDEFO Model Schema 

A ProRep IDEFO Model corresponds directly to the [FIPS183] definition of an IDEFO 
Model. An instance of a model requires that a corresponding library already exists in the 
repository: a model is created by selecting specific activities and versions of 
decompositions from the flat pools in the library and assembling them into an activity 
hierarchy. A model also contains an A-O diagram, which is not instantiated in the library. 

4. DATA CONCEPTS 

This section discusses the types of objects defmed in the IDEFO Library and IDEFO 
Model schemas. 

4.1 Definitions of Object Types 

This section defmes the object types which are implemented by the ProRep schemas. 

A-O Diagram 

Corresponds directly to a [FIPSI83] A-O Diagram. This object represents a one-box 
IDEFO context diagram, which contains the top-level function of an IDEFO Model. An 
A-O Diagram contains attributes for a [FIPS 183] Purpose and a [FIPS 183] Viewpoint. 
An A-O Diagram is not instantiated in a ProRep IDEFO Library. 

Arc 

Corresponds to the data or object represented by a [FIPSI83] Arrow Segment. While an 
Arrow Segment exists on a single [FIPSI83] Diagram, an Arc exists across diagram 
boundaries. 
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Arrow Defmition 

Corresponds to a [FIPSI83] Arrow. An Arrow Definition can be applied in multiple 
places in an IDEFO Library or IDEFO Model. Each use of the Arrow Definition is 
represented by an instance of an Arc. 

Arrow Segment 

Corresponds directly to a [FIPSI83] Arrow Segment. In the ProRep repository, each 
Arrow Segment is bound to an Arc which represents the data or object being conveyed on 
the segment. 

Arrow Segment Source/Use 

An abstract type used to represent the source or use of an Arrow Segment. The non
abstract subtypes of an Arrow Segment SourcelUse are Branch, External Boundary, and 
Box Boundary. 

Boundary 

An abstract subtype of Arrow Segment SourcelUse. Non-abstract subtypes are External 
Boundary and Box Boundary. 

Box 

Corresponds to a [FIPS183] Box. A Box contains an attribute for a [FIPS183] Box 
Name. A Box cannot be decomposed unless it is instantiated as a Parent Box. 

Box Boundary 

Represents the point connecting an Arrow Segment and a Box on a decomposition 
diagram. 

Branch 

Corresponds directly to a [FIPS183] Branch. It represents a fork or join of two or more 
arrow segments. 
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Decomposition Diagram 

Corresponds to a [FIPS 183] Diagram. A Decomposition Diagram stores a decomposition 
for a particular Parent Box in an IDEFO Library or an IDEFO Model. This object type 
includes an attribute for a [FIPSI83] C-Number and a derived attribute for a [FIPSI83] 
Node Reference. An IDEFO Library can store multiple Decomposition Diagram 
instances for a given Parent Box, which allows for alternate implementations of functions 
in the library. However, an IDEFO Model can store at most one Decomposition Diagram 
for a given Parent Box. 

Defined Concept 

An abstract type which contains attributes applied towards defmable objects in the 
repository. Subtypes are Box and Arrow Definition. 

Diagram 

An abstract type which contains a Glossary and attributes for a [FIPS 183] Model Note 
and a [FIPS183] Title. Subtypes are Decomposition Diagram, Top-Level Diagram, and 
A-O Diagram. 

Dictionary of Arcs 

Instantiated in an IDEFO Library to store global references for the arcs defined in the 
library. An IDEFO Model uses the Dictionary of Arcs instantiated for its IDEFO Library. 

Dictionary of Arrow Defmitions 

Instantiated in an IDEFO Library to store global references for the Arrow Definitions used 
in the library. An IDEFO Model uses the Dictionary of Arrow Definitions instantiated by 
its IDEFO Library. 

Dictionary of Boxes 

Instantiated in an IDEFO Library to store global references for Box instances created in 
the library. Since the library can store mUltiple decompositions for a particular box, not 
all boxes in the Dictionary of Boxes need to be applied in a particular IDEFO Model. 
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Dictionary of Included Decomposition Diagrams 

Instantiated in an IDEFO Model to store copies of Decomposition Diagram instances 
which are selected from the corresponding IDEFO Library. 

External Boundary 

Represents the point connecting an Arrow Segment to a boundary of the current 
Decomposition Diagram. 

Glossary 

Corresponds directly to a [FIPSI83] Glossary. Any Diagram in an IDEFO Library or 
IDEFO Model can instantiate a Glossary. 

IDEFO Library 

Used to store a collection of Box instances. Each Box instance in the library has a single 
Interface and zero or more possible Decomposition Diagrams. 

IDEFOModel 

Used to represent a [FIPSI83] IDEFO Model. Stores an activity hierarchy, or node tree; 
each activity in the model has zero or one decomposition. Additionally, an IDEFO Model 
must instantiate an A-O Diagram; it may also have high-level context diagrams. 

Interface 

Corresponds to a [FIPSI83] Interface. Represents the collection of boundary points 
between a Decomposition Diagram and its Parent Box. 

Named Arrow Instance 

An abstract type which contains an attribute for a [FIPS 183] Arrow Label. Subtypes are 
Arc and Arrow Segment. 

Parent Box 

A Box which has a corresponding Decomposition Diagram. 
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Top-Level Box Interface 

The special case of an Interface which is defined for the single Box in a Top-Level 
Diagram. 

Top-Level Diagram 

A root diagram which contains a single Box. An A-O Diagram is a subtype of a Top
Level Diagram. 
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4.2 Composite Object Types 

To support version and configuration management, the ProRep IDEFO schemas include 
several composite objects. These objects can be isolated and "locked" within an IDEFO 
Library. Composite object types include: 

1. Interface. Instantiated in an IDEFO Library, but not in an IDEFO Model. An 
Interface is bound to a Box and is used to store the set of Input, Control, Output, and 
Mechanism (ICOM) External Boundary instances which are used by any 
Decomposition Diagram for the Box. 

2. Diagram. An abstract type which includes a Glossary for storing Glossary 
Definitions used for the diagram. 

3. Top-Level Diagram. A subtype of Diagram which includes a single Parent Box and 
a Top Level Box Interface. 

4. Decomposition Diagram. A subtype of Diagram which includes 

• a set of Arrow Segment instances which are used in the diagram 

• a set of External Boundary instances which represent the connections to the 
Parent Box of the diagram 

• a collection of links to child Box instances 

• a collection of links which bind the Arrow Segments to the External Boundary 
points and to the Box Boundary points of child Box instances. 

S. Top-Level Box Interface. A subtype of, Interface which contains both External 
Boundary and Arrow Segment instances. This extension is necessary to create a Top
Level Diagram in an IDEFO Model. 

4.3 Type Hierarchy 

Figure 1 presents the type hierarchy for the ProRep IDEFO Library and IDEFO Model 
schemas. Dashed lines indicate abstract types or derived attributes. Unshaded object 
types are used in both the IDEFO Library and the IDEFO Model schemas. Lightly-shaded 
types are included in the IDEFO Library schema but not in the IDEFO Model schema, and 
darkly-shaded types are included in the IDEFO Model schema but not in the IDEFO 
Library schema. 
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Figure 1: Type-Hierarchy Diagram for the ProRep IDEFO Library and IDEFO 
Model Schemas 
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5. SCHEMA DIAGRAMS 

This section presents the schema diagrams for the ProRep IDEFO Library and IDEFO 
Model schemas. 

5.1 Schema Diagram Syntax 

The schema diagrams are drawn using a syntax similar to that presented in [W AKE93]. 
However, some restrictions were applied to the [W AKE93] model to more accurately 
represent the Emeraude PCTE notation. 

Object Types 
TypeNamll 

An object type is used to model a concept in the database. Each type 
can have zero or more attributes and zero or more associations with, or links to, other 
types in the schema. A type of object is represented by a rectangle containing the type 
name, e.g. an "IDEFO Library" in Figure 2. 

Abstract Object Types 

An abstract type has all of the properties of an object type, but cannot 
be instantiated in the repository. Each abstract object type in a schema can have applied 
attributes and links. An abstract type is represented by a dashed rectangle containing the 
type name, e.g. a "Defined Concept" in Figure 2. 

Composite Object Types 

The semantic definition of a composite object is discussed in 
detail in [W AKE93]. However, the ProRep syntax for 
composite object types differs from the [WAKE93] syntax. In 
the Pro Rep schemas, a composite type is represented by a 
shaded rectangle containing the type name and links to the 
component object types, e.g. an "Interface" in Figure 2. (A "Diagram" as presented in 
Figure 2 is an abstract, composite object type.) 



Type Inheritance 

An object type can have zero or more parent types. A subtype, or "child" 
type inherits the properties (attributes and associations) of each of its 
parents. Parent/child type relationships are illustrated using a wide, 
shaded arrow from the parent to the child. In Figure 2, a "Parent Box" is a 
subtype of a "Box". 

Attributes C Attribute Name 

An attribute stores information about a particular object or link 
type. An attribute is drawn as an oval attached to the owner 
type. For example, in Figure 2 a "Box Name" is an attribute of 
a "Box" type. 

ObjeclType 

Links 

Links represent associations between object types. Links are drawn as 
lines connecting object types. Each link includes a directed triangle 
which indicates the type of the link. Additionally, each link has a 
name, a cardinality, and zero or more keys. Link names are preceded 
by a "." character. Cardinality is specified as one (represented by a 
single arrowhead) or many (represented by a double arrowhead). Keys 
are included as prefixes for the link name. For example, the link from 
an "IDEFO Library" object to a "Dictionary of Boxes" object in Figure 
2 is of type "c" and is named ".HasBoxDictionary". 

Link Cardinality 

ObjeclType 

Koy.U am. 

~ 
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Links of cardinality "one" are drawn with a single arrowhead; links of cardinality "many" 
are drawn with double arrowheads. 
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S 
,ReversednkName 

Cardinality "Many" 

i 
? 
Ke:Ze 

E:J 
Reverse Links 

Most links in a schema have a corresponding reverse link. A reverse link is always a 
reference link or an implicit link (see below). A reverse link is drawn as a triangle 
pointing in the opposite direction of the forward link; e.g. in Figure 2, 
".BoxDictionaryOfLibrary" is the reverse link of".HasBoxDictionary". 

Composition Links 

In ProRep, a composition link represents both a [W AKE93] Composition 
Link and a [WAKE93] Existence link. A composition link can be used to 
instantiate a new object (the destination of the link) from an existing 
instance (the origin of the link) in the repository. A composition link is 
labeled with a "c". An object can be created as the destination of the link. 
When the link is deleted, the destination object will also be deleted, unless 
the destination object has a second incoming composition link. In Figure 
2, ".HasBoxDictionary" is a composition link. 

Reference Links 

A reference link is used to represent a [W AKE93] Reference Link. This 
type of link connects an object instance in the repository to another object 
instance in the repository. A reference link is labeled with an "r". In 
Figure 2, the ".AppliedAsArc" link from an "Arrow Definition" to an 
"Arc" is a reference link. 

~
bject 

Type 

c 

* ~ 



Implicit Links 

The reverse link of a composition or a reference link can be implicit. The 
implicit links are created automatically when the forward links are 
created. An implicit link is labeled with an "i". In Figure 2, the 
".BoxDictionaryOtLibrary" link is an implicit link. 

~ y 
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5.2 The IDEFO Library Schema 

Figure 2 illustrates the "IDEFO Library" repository schema. The schema diagram is 
presented according to the syntax conventions discussed above. 

~-'1 = _0, '.-'_--, 
-

Figure 2: The ProRep IDEFO Library Schema 
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5.3 The IDEFO Model Schema 

Figure 3: The ProRep IDEFO Model Schema 
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6. EMERAUDE peTE IMPLEMENTATIONS 

The Emeraude PCTE implementation of the ProRep IDEFO schemas includes three 
distinct schema deflnition sets (SDS): 

1. The IDEFO_Common SDS includes type definitions and links which are shared by 
both the IDEFO Library schema and the IDEFO Model schema. 

2. The IDEFO_Library SDS extends the IDEFO_Common SDS to include type 
definitions and links which are necessary to construct an IDEFO Library. 

3. The IDEFO_Model SDS extends the IDEFO_Common and IDEFO_Library SDSs to 
include type definitions and links which are necessary to construct an IDEFO Model. 

The Emeraude PCTE SDS implementations are presented below. The documentation for 
each SDS includes the schema diagram, as created using Emeraude's sds_design tool, 
the object type hierarchy for the schema, and the Emeraude PCTE SDS DDL code. 
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Figure 5: The IDEFO_Common SDS object type hierarchy. 

The Emeraude DDL for the IDEFO Common SDS is shown here: 

new_sds IDEFO_Common is 

import sys-object as object 

Title : string := lin 

ModelNote : string ~::r 1111 

NodeReference : string : .. 1111 

C_Number : string :... 1111 ; 

BoxName : string :". 1111 

BoxNumber 

Mandatory 

integer := 0 

boolean := false 

ArrowLabel : string := 1111 
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ParentBox 

BoxBoundary 

ExternalBoundary 

I 



Number : integer := 0 

Rank : integer := 0 

Brief Description : string := "" ; 

FullDescription : string := "" 

Diagram : subtype of object 

Glossary : subtype of object 

DictionaryOfArrowDefinitions subtype of object 

DefinedConcept : subtype of object ; 

ArrowSegment_Source_use : subtype of object 

Branch : subtype of ArrowSegment_Source_Use 

Boundary: subtype of Arrowsegment_Source_Use 

BOxBoundary : subtype of Boundary ; 

ExternalBoundary : subtype of Boundary 

Box : subtype of DefinedConcept 

NamedArrowInstance : subtype of object 

DecompositiOnDiagram : subtype of Diagram 

DictionaryOfArCS : subtype of object ; 

Arc : subtype of NamedArrowInstance 

ParentBox : subtype of Box ; 

ArrowDefinition : subtype of DefinedConcept ; 

ArrowSegment subtype of NamedArrowInstance ; 

relationship 
HasGlossary : composition link to Glossary ; 
GlossaryOfDiagram : implicit link to Diagram 

relationship ( ... _ .... "'. .... 
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relationship ( 
ContainsArrowDefinition composition link 
( Number ) 
to ArrowDefinition ; 
DefinedlnArroWDictionary implicit link to 

DictionaryOfArrowDefinitions ) 

relationship ( 
IsFlowSynonym : reference link to Arc 
InstanceOfSynonym reference link 
( Number ) 
to ArrowSegment 

relationship ( 
HasChildBox 
( Number) 

composition link 

to Box ; 
NodeOfDecomposition implicit link to DecompositionDiagram 

relationship ( 
Calls : reference link 
( Number ) 
to DecompositiOnDiagram 
IsCalledBy : implicit link () 
to ParentBox ) ; 

relationship ( 
HasArrowSegment composition link 
( ArrowLabel ) 
to ArrowSegment 
ArrowSegmentOfDecomposition 

DecompositionDiagram) ; 

relationship ( 
HasBranch composition link 
( Number ) 
to Branch ; 

implicit link to 
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BranchOfDecomposition implicit link to DecompositionDiagram ) 

relationship ( 
HasExternalBoundary composition link 
( Number ) 
to ExternalBoundary 
ExternalBoundaryOfDecomposition 

DecompositiOnDiagram) ; 
implicit link to 



relationship ( 
DefinedAsArrow 
AppliedAsArC 
to Arc ) 

extend Diagram 
with 
attribute 

Title; 
ModelNote 

end Diagram ; 

: reference link to ArrowDefinition 
implicit link () 

extend ExternalBoundary 
with 
attribute 

Mandatory ; 
end ExternalBoundary 

extend Box 
with 
attribute 

BoxName 
end Box ; 

extend DecompositionDiagram 
with 
attribute 

NodeReference 
C_Number ; 

end DecompositiOnDiagram 

extend DefinedConcept 
with 
attribute 

Brief Description 
FullDescription 

end DefinedConcept ; 

extend NamedArrowlnstance 
with 
attribute 

ArrowLabel 
end NamedArrowlnstance 

extend HasChildBox 
with 
attribute 

BoxNumber 
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Figure 6: The IDEFO_Library SDS as implemented using Emeraude's sds_design. 

6.2 The IDEFO_Library SDS 
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Figure 7: The IDEFO_Library object type hierarchy. 

The Emeraude DDL for the IDEFO Library SDS is shown here: 

import IDEFO_Common-Number as Number 

import IDEFO_Common-Rank as Rank 

import sye-object as object 

import:IDEFO_Common-Box as Box 

import IDEFO_Common-Diagram as Diagram 

import IDEFO_Common-DecompositionDiagram as DecompositionDiagram 

import IDEFO_Common-DictionaryOfArrowDefinitions as 
DictionaryOfArrowDefinitions ; 

import IDEFO_Common-DictionaryOfArCS as DictionaryOfArcs 
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import IDEFO_Common-NamedArrowInstance as NamedArrowInstance 

import IDEFO_Common-Arc as Arc ; 

import IDEFO_Common-ArrowSegment as ArrowSegment ; 

import IDEFO_Common-Boundary-as Boundary ; 

import IDEFO_Common-ExternalBoundary as ExternalBoundary 

DecompositionId : integer := ° ; 
LibraryName : string :.. "" ; 

Library : subtype of object 

DictionaryOfBoxes subtype of object 

ParentBox subtype of Box ; 

Interface subtype of object 

relationship ( 
HasArrowDefinitionDictionary : composition link to 

DictionaryOfArrowDefinitions ; 
ADD_Of Library : implicit link to Library ) 

relationship ( 
HasBoxDictionary : composition link to DictionaryOfBoxes 
BoxDictionaryOfLibrary : implicit link to Library) ; 

relationship ( 
ContainsBox composition link 
( Number ) 
to Box ; 
BoxOfDictionary 

relationship ( 

implicit link to DictionaryOfBoxes ) 

HasDecomposition : composition link 
( DecompositionId ) 
to DecompositionDiagram ; 
DecompositionOfBox : implicit link to ParentBox ) 

relationship ( 
Has Interface composition link to Interface 
................. ' ....... .1:;' .............................. .., ~"'A I I 
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relationship ( 
Has InterfaceInput 
( Rank ) 
to ExternalBoundary 

composition link 

InputOfInterface : implicit link to Interface ) 

relationship ( 
Has InterfaceControl 
( Rank ) 
to ExternalBoundary 

composition link 

ControlOfInterface : implicit link to Interface ) 

relationship ( 
HasInterfaceOutput : composition link 
( Rank ) 
to ExternalBoundary 
OutputOfInterface implicit link to Interface ) 

relationship ( 
Has InterfaceMechanism composition link 
( Rank ) 
to ExternalBoundary ; 
MechanismOfInterface implicit link to Interface ) 

relationship ( 
MapsToDecomposition reference link 
( DecompositionId ) 
to ExternalBoundary 
MapsToInterface : reference link to ExternalBoundary ) 

IDEFO_Library : composition link 
( LibraryName ) 
to Library 

extend object 
with 
link 

IDEFO_Library 
end object 

relationship .( 
HasSource : reference link to ArrowSegment_Source_Use 
SourceOfArrowSegment : reference link 
( Number ) 
to ArrowSegment ) ; 
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relationship ( 
HasArcDictionary : composition link to DictionaryOfArcs 
ArcDictionaryOfLibrary : implicit link to Library ) 

extend Library 
with 
attribute 

LibraryName 
end Library ; 

end IDEFO_Library 

6.3 The IDEFO_Model SDS 
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Figure 8: The IDEFO_Model SDS as implemented using Emeraude's 
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1 .... ---------' 

Figure 9: The IDEFO_Model object type hierarchy. 

The Emeraude DDL for the IDEFO_Model SDS is shown here: 

new_sds. IDEFO_Model is 

import IDEFO_Common-Number as Number 

import IDEFO_Common-Rank as Rank ; 

import IDEFO_Common-ArrowLabel as ArrowLabel 

import IDEFO_Common-object as object ; 

import IDEFO_Common-Diagram as Diagram 
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import IDEFo_Library-Interface as Interface 

import IDEFO_Common-Boundary as Boundary ; 

import IDEFO_Common-ExternalBoundary as ExternalBoundary 

import IDEFO_Common-NamedArrowInstance as NamedArrowInstance 

import IDEFO_Common-ArrowSegment as ArrowSegment 

import IDEFO_Common-BoxBoundary as BoxBoundary ; 

import IDEFO_Common-DictionaryOfArcs as DictionaryOfArcs 

import IDEFO_Common-DictionaryOfArrowDefinitions as 
DictionaryOfArrowDefinitions 

ModelName : string := "" 

Purpose : string ::a "" ; 

Viewpoint : string :- "" 

Model : subtype of object. 

DecompositionDictionary : subtype of object 

TopLevelDiagram : subtype of Diagram ; 

TopLevelBoxInterface : subtype of Interface 

AminusO-Piagram : subtype of TopLevelDiagram ; 

relationship ( 
UsesArcDictionary : reference 
ArCDictionaryAppliedInModel 
to Model ) ; 

relationship ( 

link to DictionaryOfArcs 
implici t link () 

HasDecompositionDictionary : composition link to 
DecompositionDictionary ; 

DecompositionDictionaryOfModel : implicit link to Model ) 
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relationship ( 
HasActiveDecomposition reference link to DecompositiOnDiagram 
ActiVeDecompositionOfBox : implicit link to Box ) ; 

relationship ( 
HasBox : composition link to Box ; 
BoxOfDiagram : implicit link to TopLevelDiagram 

relationship ( 
HasTopLevelInterface composition link to TopLevelBoxlnterface 
TopLevellnterfaceOfBox : implicit link to Box ) ; 

relationship ( 
RequireSArrowSegment composition link 
( ArrowLabel ) 
to ArrowSegment ; 
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ArrowSegmentOfInterface implicit link to TopLevelBoxlnterface ) 

relationship 
HasTopSource : reference link to Boundary ; 
TopSourceOfSegment : implicit link to ArroWSegment 

relationship ( 
HasTopUse : reference link to Boundary ; 
TopUseOfSegment : implicit link to ArrowSegment 

relationship ( 
HasBoundary : reference link 
( Rank ) 
to BoxBoundary ; 
BoundaryO~BOX : implicit link to Box ) 

relationship ( 
Has_AminusO_Diagram : composition link to AminUSO_Diagram 
AminusO_DiagramOfModel : implicit link to Model ) ; 

relationship ( 
BindsToChildsExternalBoundary : reference link to ExternalBoundary 

BindsToparentsBoxBoundary : reference link to BoxBoundary) ; 

IDEFO_Model : composition link 
( ModelName ) 
to Model ; 



relationship ( 
LibraryDecomposition : reference link to DecompositiOnDiagram 
DecompositionAppliedlnModel : implicit link () 
to DecompositionDiagram) ; 

relationship ( 
UsesArrowDefinitionDictionary : reference link to 

DictionaryOfArrowDefinitions ; 
ADD_AppliedlnModel : implicit link () 
to Model ) ; 

relationship ( 
IncludesDecomposition composition link 
( Number ) 
to DecompositionDiagram 
UsedlnDecompositionDictionary implicit link to 

DecompositionDictionary) ; 

relationship ( 
HasBoxlnput : composition link 
( Rank ) 
to ExternalBoundary ; 
InputOfBox : implicit link to Box ) 

relationship ( 
HasBoxControl : composition link 
( Rank ) 
to ExternalBoundary ; 
ControlOfBox : implicit link to Box ) 

relationship ( 
HasBoxOutput : composition link 
( Rank ) 
to ExternalBoundary ; 
OutputOfBOX : implicit link to Box ) 

relationship ( 
HasBoxMechanism : composition link 
( Rank ) 
to ExternalBoundary ; 
MechanismofBox : implicit link to Box ) 

extend AminusO_Diagram 
with 
attribute 

Viewpoint 
Purpose 

end AminUSO_Diagram ; 
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extend Model 
with 
attribute 

ModelName 
end Model ; 

end IDEFO_Model 
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Preface 

ProRep Overview: 

The Process Model Repository (proRep) is a research and development project launched 
by the United States Air Force Medical Support Agency (USAFMSA). Th~ goal of the 
project is to develop a prototype for an integrated activity model repository system. 

The ProRep system is based on the Integration Definition for Function Modeling (IDEFO) 
standard, as published in Federal Information Processina Standards Publication 183. 
ProRep uses an underlying repository based on the ISO Portable Common Tool 
Environment (peTE) standard. The system integrates third-party IDEFO modeling tools 
through this common repository, which supports added-value services including version 
and configuration management and discretionary security. 

Pro Rep delivers powerful tools for the realization of robust, model-driven data 
administration systems through the use of a common, standards-based, object-oriented 
repository. 

Prepared by: 

Prepared for: 

Stanford Management Group, Inc. 
650 Castro Street, Suite 270 

Mountain View, California 94041 U.S.A. 

United States Air Force Medical Support Agency 
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1. Introduction 

libIDEFO is a C++ class library which implements the ProRep IDEFO Function Model 
Non-Persistent Repository. The classes and their public methods allow programmers to 
develop tools which store and manage complete IDEFO models. The libIDEFO C++ 
classes are based on the repository schemas presented in the document "IDEFO Function 
Modeling Schema Design & PCTE Implementation". 

This document is intended to serve as a technical reference for libIDEFO. It includes 
class and method definitions for the Application Programmer's Interface (API) for 
libIDEFO. The text documents the C++ class hierarchy and the public methods which are 
provided for these classes to implement the ProRep IDEFO schemas. For more 
information regarding the schema design, see the schema design document. 

Section 2 reviews the repository schemas. Section 3 presents the libIDEFO C++ class 
hierarchy. Section 4 documents the global constants defined by the library and available 
to applications programmers using the library. Section 5 documents the enumerated 
types which are defined by the library. Section 6 defmes the libIDEFO classes and their 
public methods. 

Throughout this document, the notation [FIPSI83] is used to identify the official IDEFO 
standard, as defined in Federal Information ProcessiOI: Standards Publication 183. 

2. ProRep IDEFO RepOSitory Schemas 

This section reviews the IDEFO Function Model Repository schemas, as presented in the 
document "IDEFO Function Modeling Schema Design & PCTE Implementation". 

The ProRep repository implements two schemas: one to represent an "IDEFO Library" 
and one to represent an "IDEFO Model". ProRep makes a clear distinction between a 
library and a model: 

2.1 IDEFO Library Schema 

A ProRep IDEFO Library contains a collection of activities, each of which is represented 
as an IDEFO Box. Each box in the library has a single interface and zero or more 
decompositions. The purpose of the library is to support version and configuration 
management in the repository. This goal is achieved by the use of flat Box and 
Decomposition pools, or dictionaries.. Each pool stores a collection of unrelated items, 
which can be assembled into an activity hierarchy for a particular model. 
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The IDEFO Library schema is shown in Figure I . 

.-------<0 "w..T~ 

Figure 1: ProRep IDEFO Library Repository Schema 

2.2 IDEFO Model Schema 

A ProRep IDEFO Model corresponds directly to the [FIPSI83] definition of an IDEFO 
Model. An instance of a model requires that a corresponding library already exists in the 
repository: a model is created by selecting specific activities and versions of 
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decompositions from the flat pools in the library and assembling them into an activity 
hierarchy. A model alsQ contains an A-O diagram, which is not instantiated in the library. 

The IDEFO Model schema is shown in Figure 2. 

Figure 2: The ProRep IDEFO Model Repository Schema 
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3. Class Hierarchy 

libIDEFO adheres to the repository schemas presented in section 2, with several minor 
modifications. The libIDEFO class hierarchy is shown below in Figure 3. The individual 
class APls are presented in section 6. 

I!I.II~ 

---
- -

-
-

--
Figure 3: IibIDEFO c++ Class Hierarchy 
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4. Constants 

libIDEFO defines several global constants which are used both internally by the library, 
and externally by applications which use the library. All exported constants are shown 
here. 

const int IDEFO_MAX_APPLIED_MODELS 
const int IDEFO_MAX_ARCS 
const int IDEFO_MAX_ARROW_DEFINITIONS 
const int IDEFO_MAX_ARROW_SEGMENTS_PER_DIAGRAM 
const int IDEFO_MAX_ARROW_SEGMENTS_PER_SOURCE_USE 
const int IDEFO_MAX_BOXES 
const int IDEFO_MAX_BRANCHES_PER_DIAGRAM 
const int IDEFO_MAX_CALLER_BOXES 
const int IDEFO_MAX_CHILD_BOXES_PER_DIAGRAM 
const int IDEFO_MAX_DECOMPOSITIONS_PER_BOX 
const int IDEFO_MAX_DECOMPOSITIONS_PER_MODEL 
const int IDEFO_MAX_DEFINED_OBJECTS 

= 16; 
= 512; 
= 256; 
= 128; 
= 16; 
= 512; 
= 24; 
= 8; 
= 16; 
= 8; 
= 128; 

= IDEFO MAX BOXES + IDEFO_MAX_ARROW_DEFINITIONS; 
const int IDEFO_MAX_MODELS_PER_LIBRARY = 8; 
const int IDEFO_MAX_SEGMENTS_PER_ARC 
const int IDEFO_MAX_INPUTS 
const int IDEFO_MAX_CONTROLS 
const int IDEFO_MAX_OUTPUTS 
const int IDEFO_MAX_MECHANISMS 
const int IDEFO_MAX_EXTERNAL_BOUNDARIES_PER DIAGRAM 

= 2; 
= 12; 
= 12; 
= 12; 
= 12; 
= 48; 

= -1; 
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5. ENUMERATED TYPES 

Additionally, libIDEFO defines several enumerated types which are used both internally 
and externally. All enumerated types which are intended for external use are presented in 
this section. 

5.1 IDEFO_ Type 

typedef enum ( 
IDEFO_OBJECT_TYPE, 
IDEFO_ARROW_SEGMENT_OWNER_TYPE, 
IDEFO_DECOMPOSITION_DIAGRAM_TYPE, 
IDEFO_ARROW_SEGMENT_SOURCE_USE_TYPE, 
IDEFO_BOUNDARY_TYPE, 
IDEFO_BOX_BOUNDARY_TYPE, 
IDEFO_EXTERNAL_BOUNDARY_TYPE, 
IDEFO_BRANCH_BOUNDARY_TYPE, 
IDEFO_BRANCH_TYPE, 
IDEFO_BOX_OWNER_TYPE, 
IDEFO_DIAGRAM_TYPE, 
IDEFO_TOP_LEVEL_DIAGRAM_TYPE, 
IDEFO_A_MlNUS_O_DIAGRAM_TYPE, 
IDEFO_LIBRARY_TYPE, 
IDEFO_DEFINED_CONCEPT_TYPE, 
IDEFO_ARROW_DEFINITION_TYPE, 
IDEFO_BOX_TYPE, 
IDEFO_PARENT_BOX_TYPE, 
IDEFO_DUPLlCATED_OBJECT_TYPE, 
IDEFO_TOP_LEVEL_BOX_INTERFACE_TYPE, 
IDEFO_EXTERNAL_BOUNDARY_OWNER_TYPE, 
IDEFO_INTERFACE_TYPB, 
IDEFO_MODEL_TYPB, 
IDEFO_NON_DUPLlCATBD_OBJECT_TYPE, 
IDEFO_NAMED_ARROW_INSTANCB_TYPB, 
IDEFO_ARC_TYPE, 
IDEFO_ARROW_SBGMENT_TYPB 

IDBFO_Type/ 

5.2 IDEFO_ErrorType 

typedef enum ( 
IDEFO_NO_ERROR, 
IDBFO_MAX_DECOMPOSITIONS_EXCEEDED, 
IDEFO_MAX_APPLIBD_MODELS_EXCEBDBD, 
IDEFO_ARROW_DEFINITION_NOT_FOUND, 
IDEFO_MAX_ARROW_DEFINITIONS_EXCEBDBD, 
IDEFO_MAX_ARROW_SEGMENTS_PER_SOURCE_USB_EXCEBDBD, 
IDEFO_MAX_ARCS_EXCEEDBD, 



IDEFO_MAX_ARROW_SEGMENTS_PER_DIAGRAM_EXCEEDED, 
IDEFO_BOX_NOT_FOUND, 
IDEFO_MAX_BOXES_EXCEEDED, 
IDEFO_MAX_BRANCHES_PER_DIAGRAM_EXCEEDED, 
IDEFO_MAX_CALLER_BOXES_EXCEEDED, 
IDEFO_MAX_CHILD_BOXES_PER_DIAGRAM_EXCEEDED, 
IDEFO_MAX_DECOMPOSITIONS_PER_BOX_EXCEEDED, 
IDEFO_MAX_EXTERNAL_BOUNDARIES_PER_DIAGRAM_EXCEEDED, 
IDEFO_MAX_SEGMENTS_PER_ARC_EXCEEDED, 
IDEFO_MAX_MODELS_PER_LIBRARY_EXCEEDED, 
IDEFO_MAX_DEFlNED_OBJECTS_EXCEEDED, 
IDEFO_MAX_INPUTS_EXCEEDED, 
IDEFO_MAX_CONTROLS_EXCEEDED, 
IDEFO_MAX_OUTPUTS_EXCEEDED, 
IDEFO_MAX_MECHANISMS_EXCEEDED, 
IDEFO_INDEX_OUT_OF_BOUNDS 

IDEFO_ErrorType; 
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6. CLASS DEFINITIONS AND METHODS 

This section presents the individuallibIDEFO classes and their public methods. Methods 
which are inherited are defined only for th~ base class. 

6.1 IDEFO_Object 

This is an abstract, virtual base class for all other libIDEFO types. It includes a globally
unique, system-managed identifier and an error flag, along with several general-purpose 
methods. 

getErrorO 

IDEFO_ErrorType getError() 

Returns the state of the error flag for this instance. This value indicates the last 
recognized error which was encountered while processing a method of the instance. 

getGlobalIDO 

int getGlobalID() 

This method returns the globally-unique, system defined identifier for the instance. 
Global identifiers in a non-persistent repository are assigned as instances of libIDEFO 
classes are created. 

getTypeO 

virtual IDEFO_Type getType() 

A virtual method which returns the type of the current instance. Values for the 
enumerated type IDEFO_Type are shown above in section 5. 
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6.2 IDEFO _DuplicatedObject 

This abstract type is used to define objects which are copied from an IDEFO_Library to 
an application in an IDEFO_Model by the creation ofa new instance. (Objects which are 
not copied are kept in the library, and referenced in the model via pointers.) 

Inherits From: IDEFO_Object. 

isLibrarylnstanceO 

virtual Boolean isLibrarylnstance() 

Returns TRUE if and only if the instance was instantiated by an IDEFO_Library. Returns 
FALSE by default. 

isModelInstanceO 

virtual Boolean isModellnstance() 

Returns TRUE if and only if the instance was instantiated by an IDEFO_Model. Returns 
FALSE by default. 

6.3 IDEFO_NonDuplicatedObject 

This abstract type is used to defme objects which appear in both an IDEFO_Library and 
an IDEFO_Model, but are not copied from the library to the model. Instead, the 
IDEFO_Model references these object types via pointers to the library's instances. 

Inherits From: IDEFO_Object. 

applylnModelO 

void applylnModel(IDEFO_Model * argModel) 

Used to indicate that the instance is applied in the IDEFO_Model referenced by 
argModel. Note that IDEFO_NonDuplicatedObject instances can be applied to multiple 
models, but are owned by a single library. 
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getAppliedModeffiyIndexO 

IDEFO_Model * getAppliedModelByIndex(int argIndex) 

Query function used to lookup a particular model using an index, argIndex, into the list 
of applied models. Returns a pointer to the model indicated by argIndex, or if argIndex 
is out of bounds, it returns NULL and sets the error flag to 
IDEFO INDEX OUT OF BOUNDS. - - --

getNumAppliedModelsO 

int getNUmAppliedModels() 

Query function which returns the number of models to which this instance has been 
applied. 

getOwnerLibraryO 

IDEFO_Library * getOwnerLibrary() 

Query function which returns a pointer to the IDEFO_Library which "owns" this instance. 

setOwnerLibraryO 

void setOwnerLibrary(IDEFO_Library * argOwnerLibrary) 

Allows the application programmer to explicitly identify the IDEFO_Library to which this 
instance belongs. 

6.4 IDEFO_A"owSegmenfOwner 

This is an abstract type used to define objects which can instantiate 
IDEFO_ArrowSegment objects. Its subtypes are IDEFO_DecompositionDiagram and 
IDEFO _ TopLevelInterface. 

Inherits From: IDEFO_Object. 
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6.5 IDEFO_BoxOwner 

This is an abstract type used to define objects which can instantiate IDEFO_Box objects. 
Its subtypes are IDEFO_Library and IDEFO_Diagram. 

Inherits From: IDEFO_Object. 

6.6 IDEFO_ExtemalBoundaryOwner 

An abstract type used to define objects which can instantiate IDEFO_ExtemalBoundary 
objects. Its subtypes are IDEFO_Interface and IDEFO_DecompositionDiagram. 

Inherits From: IDEFO_Object. 

6.7 IDEFO_DefinedConcept 

An abstract type which contains attributes applied towards objects which are defined in 
an IDEFO glossary, and are referenced by glossary links in the repository. Its subtypes 
are IDEFO_Box and IDEFO_ArrowDefmition. 

IDEFO_DefinedConcept subtypes inherit a fields for storing 

1. A user-defined identifier, specified as an integer. 

2. A brief description of the instance, stored as a dynamically-allocated character array. 

3. A full description of the instance, stored as a dynamically-allocated character array. 

Inherits From: IDEFO_Object. 

getBriemescriptionO 

const char * getBriefDescription() 

Returns the user-specified brief description for the instance, or returns NULL if no brief 
description has been provided. 
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getFullDescriptionO 

const char * getFullDescription() 

Returns the user-specified full description for the instance, or returns NULL if no full 
description has been provided. 

getIDO 

int getID () 

Returns the user-defined, integer identifier for the instance. This value is set using 
setID (). 

setBriefDescriptionO 

void setBriefDescription(const char * argBriefDescription) 

Used to specify a brief description of the instance. The implementation dynamically 
allocates space to copy argBriefDescription. This space is freed by the destructor 
function. 

setFullDescriptionO 

void setFullDescription(const char * argFullDescription) 

Method used to specify a full description of the instance. The implementation 
dynamically allocates space to copy argBriefDescription. This space is freed by the 
destructor function. 

setIDO 

void setID(int argID) 

Method used to set the user-defined identifier for an IDEFO_DefinedConcept. The 
identifier is set to the value specified by argID. 
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6.8 IDEFO_Library 

This is a container object which is used to build a collection of IDEFO_Box and 
IDEFO _ArrowDefinition instances. IDEFO objects in a library are stored in a "flat" 
structure. Each Box instance in the library has a single IDEFO_Interface instance and zero 
or more possible IDEFO_DecompositionDiagram instances. An IDEFO_Model object 
copies selected Box, DecompositionDiagram, and ArrowDefinition instances from the 
library and assembles them into an activity hierarchy, or node tree. 

Inherits From: IDEFO_Object, IDEFO_BoxOwner. 

IDEFO_LihraryO Constructor 

IDEFO_Library(const char * argLibraryName = NULL) 

Used to create an IDEFO_Library instance. Creates a local copy of the optional 
argLibraryName. 

IDEFO _LihraryO Destructor 

- IDEFO _Library ( ) 

Used to delete an IDEFO_Library instance. Frees all locally-allocated memory and 
deletes all component object instances, including boxes and arrow definitions. 

addArcO 

void addArc(IDEFO_Arc * argArc) 

Used to add an IDEFO_Arc to the pool of arcs in the library. Stores a copy of the argArc 
pointer; does not create a copy of the IDEFO_Arc instance. 

addArrowDefinitionO 

void addArrowDefinition(IDEFO_ArrOwDefinition *argArrowDefinition) 
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Used to add an IDEFO_ArrowDefinition to the pool of arrow definitions in the library. 
Stores a copy of the argArrowDefinition pointer; does not create a copy of the 
IDEFO ArrowDefinition instance. 

addBoxO 

void addBox(IDEFO_Box * argBox) 

Used to add an IDEFO_Box to the pool of boxes in the library. Stores a copy of the 
argBox pointer; does not create a copy of the IDEFO_Box instance. 

addModelO 

void addModel(IDEFO_Model * argModel) 

A single IDEFO_Library instance can be used to construct several IDEFO_Models. This 
method is used to store a pointer to a new model which is constructed from the library. 
Stores a copy of the argArc pointer; does not create a copy of the IDEFO_Arc instance. 

getAppliedModeffiylndexO 

IDEFO_Model * getAppliedModelBylndex(int arglndex) 

Query function used to lookup a particular model using an index, arglndex, into the list 
of applied models. Returns a pointer to the model indicated by arglndex, or if arglndex 
is out of bounds, it returns NULL and sets the error flag to 
IDEFO_INDEX_OUT_OF_BOUNDS. 

getArrowDefinitionByIDO 

IDEFO_ArrowDefinition * getArrowDefinitionByID(int argID) 

Query method which scans the pool of IDEFO_Box instances in the library to find a box 
with the identifier value argID. Returns a pointer to the found instance. If no instance is 
found with the specified ID, returns NULL and sets the error flag. 
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getArrowDefinitionByIndexO 

IDEFO ArrowDefinition * getArrowDefinitiOnBylndex(int arglndex) 

Query function used to lookup a particular arrow definition using an index, arglndex, 
into the set of IDEFO_ArrowDefinition instances stored in the library. Returns a pointer 
to the arrow definition indicated by arglndex, or if arglndex is out of bounds, it returns 
NULL and sets the error flag to IDEFO_INDEX_OUT_OF_BOUNDS. 

getBoxByIDO 

IDEFO Box * getBoxByID(int argID) 

Query method which scans the pool ofIDEFO_Box instances in the library to find a box 
with the identifier value argID. Returns a pointer to the found instance. If no instance is 
found with the specified ID, returns NULL and sets the error flag. 

getNameO 

const char * getName() 

Query method which returns the name of the library. 

getArcBylndexO 

IDEFO Arc * getArcBylndex(int arglndex) 

Query function used to lookup a particular arc using an index, arglndex, into the set of 
IDEFO_Arc instances stored in the library. Returns a pointer to the arc indicated by 
arglndex, or if arglndex is out of bounds, it returns NULL and sets the error flag to 
IDEFO_INDEX_OUT_OF_BOUNDS. 
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getBoxBylndexO 

IDEFO Box * getBoxBylndex(int arglndex) 

Query function used to lookup a particular box using an index, arglndex, into the set of 
IDEFO_Box instances stored in the library. Returns a pointer to the box indicated by 
arglndex, or if arglndex is out of bounds, it returns NULL and sets the error flag to 
IDEFO_INDEX_OUT_OF_BOUNDS. 

getNumAppliedModelsO 

int getNumAppliedModels() 

Returns the number of models which have been constructed using this library. 

getNumArcsO 

int getNumArcs() 

Returns the number ofIDEFO_Arc instances which are currently stored in the library. 

getNumArrowDefinitionsO 

int getNumArrowDefinitions() 

Returns the number of IDEFO_ArrowDefinition instances which are currently stored in 
the library. 

getNumBoxesO 

int getNumBoxes() 

Returns the number ofIDEFO_Box instances which are currently stored in the library. 
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setNameO 

void setName(const char * argLibraryName) 

Method to set the name of the IDEFO_Library instance. If a name already exists, the 
allocated memory is freed, and a copy is made of the new value, argLibraryName. 

6.9 IDEFO_Model 

This is a container object which is used to assemble an IDEFO activity hierarchy, or node 
tree, from an IDEFO_Library instance. An IDEFO_Model object copies selected Box, 
DecompositionDiagram, and ArrowDefinition instances from the library and assembles 
them into an activity hierarchy, or node tree. Each activity in the model has zero or one 
decomposition. Additionally, an IDEFO_Model includes an A-O Diagram. 

Inherits From: IDEFO _Object. 

IDEFO _ModelO Constructor 

IDEFO_Model(IDEFO_Library * argLibrary, 
const char * argModelName • NULL) 

Used to create an IDEFO_Model instance. Stores a copy of the argLibrary pointer to its 
corresponding IDEFO_Library instance. Also, the method creates a local copy of the 
optional argModelName. 

IDEFO_ModeIO Destructor 

Used to delete an IDEFO_Model instance. Frees all locally-allocated memory and deletes 
all component object instances, including decomposition diagrams. 
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addAminusODiagramo. 

void addAminusODiagram(IDEFO_AminusO_Diagram * argAminusODiagram) 

Method to add the specified "A-O Diagram" to--the model. Every complete model 
contains an A-O diagram. 

addArcO 

void addArc(IDEFO_Arc * argArc) 

Used to add an IDEFO_Arc to the pool of arcs in the library. Stores a copy of the argArc 
pointer; does not create a copy of the IDEFO_Arc instance. 

addArrowDefinitionO 

void addArrowDefinition(IDEFO_ArrowDefinition *argArrowDefinition) 

Used to add an IDEFO_ArrowDefinition to the pool of arrow definitions in the model. 
Stores 'a copy of the argArrowDefinition pointer; does not create a copy of the 
IDEFO _ArrowDefmition instance. (The arrow definition should first be copied from the 
library by the application, before calling this method.) 

addDecompositionDiagramO 

void addDecompositiOnDiagram( 
IDEFO_DecompositionDiagram * argDecompositionDiagram 

Used to add an IDEFO_DecompositionDiagram to the set of decomposition diagrams 
which are included in the model. Stores a copy of the argDecompositionDiagram 
pointer; does not create a copy of the IDEFO_DecompositionDiagram instance. 

getAminusODiagramO 

IDEFO_AminusO_Diagram * getAminusODiagram() 

Returns a pointer to the A-O diagram for the model. 
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getArcByIndexO 

IDEFO_Arc * getArcBylndex(int arglndex) 

Query function used to lookup a particular arc using an index, arglndex, into the list of 
arcs. Returns a pointer to the arc indicated by arglndex, or if arglndex is out of bounds, 
it returns NULL and sets the error flag to IDEFO_INDEX_OUT_OF_BOUNDS. 

getArrowDefinitionByIndexO 

IDEFO ArrowDefinition * getArrowDefinitiOnBylndex(int arglndex) 

Query function used to lookup a particular arrow defInition using an index, arglndex, 
into the list of arrow defInitions. Returns a pointer to the arrow defInition indicated by 
arglndex, or if arglndex is out of bounds, it returns NULL and sets the error flag to 
IDEFO_INDEX_OUT_OF_BOUNDS. 

getDecompositionByIndexO 

IDEFO_DecompositionDiagram * getDecompositiOnBylndex(int arglndex) 

. Query function used to lookup a particular decomposition diagram using an index, 
arglndex, into the list of decompositions. Returns a pointer to the decomposition 
diagram indicated by arglndex, or if arglndex is out of bounds, it returns NULL and 
sets the error flag to IDEFO_INDEX_OUT_OF_BOUNDS. 

getLibraryO 

IDEFO_Library * getLibrary() 

Method which returns a pointer to the IDEFO_Library instance from which this model 
was constructed. 

getNameO 

const char * getName() 
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Query method which returns the name of the model. 

getNumArcsO 

int getNumArcs() 

Returns the number of arcs which are currently instantiated by the model. 

getNumArrowDefinitionsO 

int getNumArrowDefinitions() 

Returns the number of arrow definitions which are currently instantiated by the model. 

getNumIncludedDecompositionsO 

int getNumlncludedDecompositions() 

Returns the number of decomposition diagrams which are currently included in the 
model. 

getRootDiagramO 

IDEFO_DecompositionDiagram * getRootDiagram() 

Returns a pointer to the root diagram for the model. 

setNameO 

void setName(const char * argModelName) 

Method to set the name of the IDEFO Model instance. If a name already exists, the 
allocated memory is freed, and a copy is made of the new value, argModelName. 
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setRootDiagramO 

void setRootDiagram(IDEFO_DecompositionDiagram * argRootDiagram) 

Method to set the root diagram of the model. The root diagram is an 
IDEFO_DecompositionDiagram, which should already be instantiated in the model. 
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6.10 IDEFO_Diagram 

An abstract type which contains attributes applied towards IDEFO diagram objects. 
These attributes include a [FIPS183] "Model Note" and a [FIPS183] "Title". Its subtypes 
are IDEFO_DecompositionDiagram, IDEFO_TopLeveIDiagram, and 
IDEFO_AminusO_Diagram. 

Inherits From: IDEFO _Object, IDEFO _ BoxOwner. 

addGlossaryEntryO 

void addGlossaryEntry(IDEFO_DefinedConcept * argDefinedConcept) 

An IDEFO_Diagram contains a glossary, which consists of a set of 
IDEFO_DefinedConcept objects; these include IDEFO Box instances and 
IDEFO ArrowDefmition instances. libIDEFO implements the glossary for IDEFO 
diagrams by storing a set of pointers to these objects. 

The addGlossaryEntry method is used to add a glossary pointer to any instance of an 
IDEFO _ DefinedConcept. 

getGIossaryEntry8ylndexO 

IDEFO_DefinedConcept * getGlossaryEntryBylndex(int arglndex) 

Query function used to lookup a particular glossary entry using an index, arglndex, into 
the list of glossary entries which is associated with this diagram. Returns a pointer to the 
IDEFO_DefinedConcept indicated by arglndex, or if arglndex is out of bounds, it 
returns NULL and sets the error flag to IDEFO_INDEX_OUT_OF_BOUNDS. 

getModelNoteO 

const char * getModelNote() 

Every IDEFO_Diagram instance has an attribute to store a [FIPS183] Model Note. This 
method returns the current value of the note, or NULL if no value has been specified. 
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getNumGlossaryEntriesO 

int getNumGlossaryEntries() 

Query method which returns the total number of glossary entries currently associated 
with this diagram instance. 

getTitleO 

const char * getTitle() 

Every IDEFO_Diagram instance has an attribute to store a [FIPSI83] Title. This method 
returns the current value of the title, or NULL if no value has been specified. 

setModelNoteO 

void setModelNote(const char * argModelNote) 

Method used to set the attribute to store a [FIPS 183] Model Note for this diagram. The 
model note is used to record a textual comment which is not otherwise depicted on the 
diagram. 

setTitleO 

void setTitle(const char * argTitle) 

Method used to set the attribute to store a [FIPS 183] Title for this diagram. 
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6.11 IDEFO_DecompositionDiagram 

This class is used to store the decomposition of an IDEFO _ParentBox instance. An 
IDEFO_DecompositionDiagram identifies a decomposition for a particular 
IDEFO_ParentBox in an IDEFO_Library or an IDEFO_Model. This object type includes 
an attribute for a [FIPS183] C-Number. An IDEFO_Library can store multiple 
IDEFO_DecompositionDiagram instances for a given IDEFO_ParentBox, which allows 
for alternative implementations of functions in the library. However, an IDEFO_Model 
can store at most one DecompositionDiagram for a given IDEFO_ParentBox. 

Inherits From: IDEFO _Object, IDEFO _ BoxOwner, IDEFO _ ArrowSegmentOwner, 
IDEFO_Diagram. 

IDEFO _DecompositionDiagramO Constructor 

IDEFO_DecompositionDiagram(IDEFO_ParentBox * argOwnerBox) 

Constructor method used to create a decomposition diagram instance. Requires a 
specified parent box, referenced by the pointer argOwnerBox. 

IDEFO _DecompositionDiagramO Destructor 

-IDEFO_DecompositionDiagram() 

Used to delete an IDEFO_DecompositionDiagram instance. Frees all locally-allocated 
memory and deletes all component object instances, including boxes and arrow segments, 
branches, and external boundary points. 

addArrowSegmentO 

void addArrowSegment(IDEFO_Arrowsegment * argArrowSegment) 

Each IDEFO_DecompositionDiagram instance can contain zero or more arrow segments, 
which are represented by IDEFO_ArrowSegment instances. This method is used to add 
an arrow segment to the decomposition diagram. 
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addBranchO 

void addBranch(IDEFO_Branch * argBranch) 

Each IDEFO_DecompositionDiagram instance can contain zero or more branches; a 
branch represents a fork or a join between arrow segments. Branches are represented by 
instances of the IDEFO_Branch class. This method is used to add a branch to the 
decomposition diagram. 

addCaUerO 

void addCaller(IDEFO_ParentBox * argCallerBox) 

Although a decomposition diagram details a particular parent box, it can also be used to 
describe other "caller" boxes, which reference the decomposition diagram via [FIPS 183] 
Call Arrows. This method adds the box referenced by argCallerBox to the list of boxes 
which call this decomposition diagram. 

addChildBoxO 

void addChildBox(IDEFO_Box * argChildBox) 

According to [FIPSI83], an IDEFO decomposition diagram must contains between 3 and 
6 child boxes. libIDEFO is more flexible than the standard, allowing between 0 and 
IDEFO_MAX_CHILD_BOXES_PER_DIAGRAM child boxes. This method adds the box 
referenced by argChildBox to the list of child boxes for this diagram. 

addExternamoundaryO 

void addExternalBoundary( 
IDEFO_ExternalBoundary * argExternalBoundary 

A decomposition diagram contains several boundary points, which represent the inputs, 
controls, outputs, and mechanisms for the parent box of the diagram. This method adds 
the external boundary point referenced by argExternalBoundary to the set of external 
boundary points for this decomposition diagram. 
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applylnModelO 

void applyInModel(IDEFO_Model * argModel) 

A libIDEFO IDEFO_Model is constructed by selecting specific decompositions from an 
IDEFO_Library and assembling them into an activity hierarchy, or node tree. This 
method is used to indicate that this decomposition diagram has been applied in the model 
referenced by argModel. (NOTE: Since decomposition diagram instances are copied 
from the library to the model, each instance of a decomposition diagram can be applied to 
at most one model.) 

getAppliedModelO 

IDEFO Model * getAppliedModel() 

Query method which returns a pointer to the model in which this diagram is applied, or 
NULL if it belongs to a library (and is thus not applied in a model). 

getArrowSegmentBylndexO 

IDEFO_ArrowSegment * getArrowSegmentByIndex(int argIndex) 

Query function used to lookup a particular arrow segment on this decomposition diagram 
using an index, argIndex, into the list of arrow segments. Returns a pointer to the arrow 
segment instance indicated by argIndex, or if argIndex is out of bounds, it returns 
NULL and sets the error flag to IDEFO_INDEX_OUT_OF_BOUNDS. 

getBranchBylndexO 

IDEFO Branch * getBranchByIndex(int argIndex) 

Query function used to lookup a particular branch using an index, argIndex, into the list 
of branches for this diagram. Returns a pointer to the branch instance indicated by 
argIndex, or if argIndex is out of bounds, it returns NULL and sets the error flag to 
IDEFO_INDEX_OUT_OF_BOUNDS. 
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getCallerBoxByIndexO 

IDEFO ParentBox * getCallerBoxByIndex(int argIndex) 

Query function used to lookup a particular IDEFO_ParentBox instance which calls this 
decomposition, using an index, argIndex, into the list of boxes which call this diagram. 
Returns a pointer to the parent box instance indicated by argIndex, or if argIndex is out 
of bounds, it returns NULL and sets the error flag to IDEFO_INDEX_OUT_OF_BOUNDS. 

getChildBoxByIndexO 

IDEFO_BOX * getChildBoxByIndex(int argIndex) 

Query function used to lookup a particular IDEFO_Box instance which is a child of this 
decomposition, using an index, argIndex, into the list of child boxes for this diagram. 
Returns a pointer to the child box instance indicated by argIndex, or if argIndex is out 
of bounds, it returns NULL and sets the error flag to IDEFO_INDEX_OUT_OF_BOUNDS. 

getCNumberQ 

const char * getCNumber() 

Query function which returns the [FIPSI83] C-Number associated with this instance. 

getExternaffioundaryByIndexO 

IDEFO_ExternalBoundary * getExternalBoundaryByIndex(int argIndex) 

Query function used to lookup a particular external boundary instance for this diagram, 
using an index, argIndex, into the list of external boundary points. Returns a pointer to 
the IDEFO_ExternalBoundary instance indicated by argIndex, or if argIndex is out of 
bounds, it returns NULL and sets the error flag to IDEFO _ INDEX_OUT _OF_BOUNDS. 

getNumArrowSegmentsO 

int getNumArrowSegments() 

Returns the number of arrow segments appearing on this decomposition diagram. 
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getNumBranchesO 

int getNumBranches() 

Returns the number of branches appearing on this decomposition diagram. 

getNumCallerBoxesO 

int getNumCallerBoxes() 

Returns the number of boxes which call this decomposition, using [FIPS183] Call 
Arrows. 

getNumChildBoxesO 

int getNumChildBoxes() 

Returns the number of child boxes appearing on this decomposition diagram. 

getNumExternalBoundariesO 

int getNumExternalBoundaries() 

Returns the number of external boundary points on this diagram. 

getOwnerBoxO 

IDEFO_ParentBox * getOwnerBox() 

Returns a pointer to the parent box of this diagram. 

setCNumberO 

void setCNumber(const char * argCNumber) 
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Sets the [FIPS 183] C-Number attribute for this instance to the value specified by 
argCNumber. 

6.12 IDEFO_TopLevelDiagram 

An IDEFO_TopLevelDiagram represents a root diagram in a node tree, which contains a 
single IDEFO box, which must be instantiated as an IDEFO_TopLevelBox. An 
IDEFO_AminusO_Diagram is a subtype of an IDEFO_TopLeveIDiagram. These objects 
are instantiated in IDEFO models, but not in IDEFO libraries. 

Inherits From: IDEFO_Object, IDEFO_BoxOwner, IDEFO_Diagram. 

IDEFO _ TopLevelDiagramO Constructor 

IDEFo_TopLevelDiagram(IDEFO_ParentBox * argTopLevelBox) 

Instantiates a top level diagram, which contains the top level box referenced by 
argTopLevelBox. 

IDEFO _ TopLevelDiagramO Destructor 

virtual -IDEFO_TopLevelDiagram() 

Used to delete an IDEFO_TopLevelDiagram instance. Frees all locally-allocated memory 
and deletes all component object instances, including the top level box. 

getTopLeveffioxO 

IDEFO_parentBox * getTopLevelBox() 

Returns a pointer to the top level box for this diagram. 
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This object type represents a one-box IDEFO context diagram, which contains the top
level function of an IDEFO model. An IDEFO_AminusO_Diagram contains attributes for 
a [FIPS183] Purpose and a [FIPS183] Viewpoint. An IDEFO_AminusO_Diagram is 
instantiated in an IDEFO_Model, but not in an IDEFO_Library. 

Inherits From: IDEFO_Object, IDEFO_BoxOwner, IDEFO_Diagram, 
IDEFO _ TopLevelDiagram, IDEFO _AminusO _Diagram. 

IDEFO _AminusO _DiagramO Constructor 

IDEFO_AminusO_Diagram( 
IDEFO_Model * argOwnerModel, 
IDEFO_ParentBox * argTopLevelBox, 
const char * argPurpose = NULL, 
const char * argViewpoint = NULL 

Creates an instance representing the A-O diagram for the IDEFO model referenced by 
argOwnerModel. Requires a model, referenced by argOwnerModel, and a top level box, 
referenced by argTopLevelBox. 

IDEFO _AminusO _DiagramO Destructor 

Used to delete an IDEFO_AminusO_Diagram instance. Frees all locally-allocated 
memory and deletes all component object instances, including the top level box and the 
purpose and viewpoint character strings. 

getModelO 

IDEFO Model * getModel() 

Returns the a pointer to the IDEFO Model which represents the model using this 
diagram. 
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getPurposeO 

const char * getPurpose() 

Returns a pointer to the character string which represents the [FIPSI83] purpose of this 
A-O diagram. 

getViewpointO 

const char * getViewpoint() 

Returns a pointer to the character string which represents the [FIPSI83] viewpoint of this 
A-O diagram. 

setPurposeO 

void setPurpose(const char * argPurpose) 

Creates a copy of the character array referenced by argPurpose and stores it as a local 
member attribute. This copy is used as the value of the [FIPS183] purpose for this 
diagram. 

setViewpointO 

void setViewpoint(const char * argViewpoint) 

Creates a copy of the character array referenced by argViewpoint and stores it as a local 
member attribute. This copy is used as the value of the [FIPS 183] viewpoint for this 
diagram. 
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6.14 IDEFO_Box 

Corresponds to a [FIPS183] Box. An IDEFO_Box contains an attribute for a [FIPS183] 
Box Name. A box cannot have a decomposition diagram unless it is instantiated as an 
IDEFO ParentBox. 

IDEFO _BoxO Constructor 

IDEFO_Box(IDEFO_BoxOwner * argOwner, 
const char * argName = NULL) 

Creates an instance of an IDEFO_Box and sets the owner to the object referenced by 
argOwner. If an optional box name is provided in argName, the function stores a copy of 
the name string. 

IDEFO_BoxO Destructor 

virtual -IDEFO_BOX() 

Used to delete an IDEFO_Box instance. Frees all locally-allocated memory and deletes 
all component object instances, including the interface and the box name character string. 

getlnterfaceO 

IDEFO_Interface * getlnterface() 

Returns a pointer to the interface instance for this box, or NULL if no interface has been 
declared. 

getNameO 

const char * getName() 

Returns the name of the IDEFO_Box instance, or NULL ifno name has been declared. 
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getOwnerQ 

IDEFO_BoxOwner * getOwner() 

Returns a pointer to the owner of the box. 

setlnterfaceO 

void setInterface(IDEFO_Interface * argInterface) 

Binds the box instance to the interface referenced by argInterface. 

setNameO 

void setName(const char * argName) 

Sets the name of the box to the value specified by argName. 

6.15 IDEFO_ParentBox 

A subtype of IDEFO_Box which can have a corresponding 
IDEFO_DecompositionDiagram. An IDEFO_ParentBox instance can have one or more 
decompositions in an IDEFO_Library, but can have only one decomposition in an 
IDEFO Model. 

Inherits From: IDEFO_Object, IDEFO_DefinedConcept, IDEFO_Box. 

IDEFO _ParentBoxO Constructor 

IDEFO_ParentBox( 
IDEFO_BoxOwner * argOwner, 
const char * argName = NULL 
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Creates an instance of a parent box and sets the owner to the object referenced by 
argOwner. If an optional box name is provided in argName, the function stores a copy of 
the name string. 

IDEFO_ParentBoxO Destructor 

-IDEFo_ParentBox() 

Used to delete an IDEFO_ParentBox instance. Frees all locally-allocated memory and 
deletes all component object instances, including the interface and the box name character 
string. If the parent box instance is created in an IDEFO_Model, then the destructor also 
deletes all decompositions for the box. 

addCalledDiagramO 

void addCalledDiagram( 
IDEFO_DecompositionDiagram * argCalledDiagram 

Rather than providing its own decomposition, a parent box, can re-use a decomposition 
for another parent box in the library or model. This application is shown through the use 
of [FIPS183] call arrows. A parent box can call multiple decomposition diagrams. This 
method adds the diagram referenced by argCalledDiagram to the list of decompositions 
which are called by this instance. 

addDecompositionO 

void addDecomposition(IDEFO_DecompositionDiagram * argDiagram) 

A parent box which is instantiated in an IDEFO_Library can contain multiple possible 
decompositions. However, a parent box in an IDEFO_Model can contain at most one 
decomposition. This method is used add the decomposition referenced by argDiagram to 
the list of decompositions for this parent box. 

getCalledDiagramByIndexO 

IDEFO_DecompositionDiagram * getCalledDiagramBylndex(int arglndex) 
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Query function used to lookup a decomposition diagram which is called by this parent 
box using an index, arglndex, into the list of called diagrams. Returns a pointer to the 
decomposition indicated by arglndex, or if arglndex is out of bounds, it returns NULL 
and sets the error flag to IDEFO_INDEX_OUT_OF_BOUNDS. 

getDecompositionDiagramBylndexO 

IDEFO_DecompositionDiagram 
* getDecompositionDiagramBylndex(int arglndex) 

Query function used to lookup a particular decomposition for this parent box using an 
index, arglndex, into the list of available decompositions. Returns a pointer to the 
decomposition indicated by arglndex, or if arglndex is out of bounds, it returns NULL 
and sets the error flag to IDEFO_INDEX_OUT_OF_BOUNDS. 

getNumCalledDiagramsO 

int getNumCalledDiagrams() 

Returns the number of decomposition diagrams which are called by this parent box. 

getNumDecompositionsO 

int getNumDecompositions() 

Returns the number of decompositions for this parent box. 

6.16 IDEFO_lnterface 

This libIDEFO class is used to represent a [FIPS183] Interface. The class stores a 
collection of IDEFO_Boundary instances, which represent boundary points between an 
decomposition diagram and its parent box. Interface instances are thus bound to a 
particular parent box; the interface is considered a component of the box. 

Inherits From: IDEFO_Object, IDEFO_ExtemalBoundaryOwner. 
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IDEFO_InterfaceO Constructor 

IDEFO_Interface(IDEFO_BOX * argOwnerBox) 

Creates an instance of an IDEFO_Interface, and sets the owner of the instance to be the 
box referenced by argOwnerBox. 

IDEFO_InterfaceO Destructor 

virtual -IDEFO_Interface() 

Used to delete an IDEFO_Interface instance. Frees all locally-allocated memory and 
deletes all component object instances, including the boundary points of the interface. 

addControlO 

void addControl(IDEFO_ExternalBoundary * argControl) 

Adds the boundary point referenced by argControl to the list of "control" boundaries for 
this interface. Control boundaries are boundary points for control arrows to the interface. 

addInputO 

void addlnput(IDEFO_ExternalBoundary * arglnput) 

Adds the boundary point referenced by arglnput to the list of "input" boundaries for this 
interface. Input boundaries are .boundary points for input arrows to the interface. 

addMechanismO 

void addMechanism(IDEFO_ExternalBoundary * argMechanism) 

Adds the boundary point referenced by argMechanism to the list of "mechanism" 
boundaries for this interface. Mechanism boundaries are boundary points for mechanism 
arrows to the interface. 
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addOutputO 

void addOutput(IDEFO_ExternalBoundary * argOutput) 

Adds the boundary point referenced by argOutput to the list of "output" boundaries for 
this interface. Output boundaries are boundary points for output arrows to the interface. 

getControffiyIndexO 

IDEFO_ExternalBoundary * getControlBylndex(int arglndex) 

Query function used to lookup a control boundary point for this interface using an index, 
arglndex, into the list of controls. Returns a pointer to the IDEFO_ExtemalBoundary 
instance indicated by arglndex, or if arglndex is out of bounds, it returns NULL and 
sets the error flag to IDEFO_INDEX_OUT_OF_BOUNDS. 

getInputByIndexO 

IDEFo_ExternalBoundary * getlnputBylndex(int arglndex) 

Query function used to lookup an input boundary point for this interface using an index, 
arglndex, into the list of inputs. Returns a pointer to the IDEFO_ExtemalBoundary 
instance indicated by arglndex, or if arglndex is out of bounds, it returns NULL and 
sets the error flag to IDEFO_INDEX_OUT_OF_BOUNDS. 

getMechanismByIndexO 

IDEFO_ExternalBoundary * getMechanismBylndex(int arglndex) 

Query function used to lookup a mechanism boundary point for this interface using an 
index, arglndex, into the list of mechanisms. Returns a pointer to the 
IDEFO_ExternalBoundary instance indicated by arglndex, or if arglndex is out of 
bounds, it returns NULL and sets the error flag to IDEFO_INDEX_OUT_OF_BOUNDS. 

getNumControlsO 

int getNumControls() 

Returns the number of control boundary points which are bound to this interface instance. 
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getNumInputsO 

int getNumlnputs() 

Returns the number of input boundary points which are bound to this interface instance. 

getNumMechanismsO 

int getNumMechanisms() 

Returns the number of mechanism boundary points which are bound to this interface 
instance. 

getNumOutputsO 

int getNumOutputS() 

Returns the number of output boundary points which are bound to this interface instance. 

getOutputByIndexO 

IDEFO_ExternalBoundary * getOutputBylndex(int arglndex) 

Query function used to lookup a output boundary point for this interface using an index, 
arglndex, into the list of outputs. Returns a pointer to the IDEFO_ExternalBoundary 
instance indicated by arglndex, or if argIndex is out of bounds, it returns NULL and 
sets the error flag to IDEFO_INDEX_OUT_OF_BOUNDS. 

getOwnerBoxO 

IDEFO Box * getOwnerBox() 

Returns a pointer to the box which uses this interface instance. 



6.17 IDEFO_ TopLevelBoxlnterface 

This class is a subtype of an IDEFO _Interface which contains not only input, control, 
output, and mechanism boundaries, but also the arrow segments which are associated 
with those boundaries. This class is instantiated for the single IDEFO_Box in an 
IDEFO _ TopLevelDiagram. 

Inherits From: IDEFO_Object, IDEFO_ExtemalBoundaryOwner, IDEFO_Interface. 

IDEFO _ TopLevelBorlnterfaceO Constructor 

IDEFO_TopLevelBoxlnterface(IDEFO_BOX * argOWnerBox) 
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Creates an instance of an IDEFO_TopLevelBoxInterface, and sets the owner of the 
instance to be the box referenced by argOwnerBox. 

IDEFO _ TopLevelBorlnterfaceO Destructor 

-IDEFO_TopLevelBoxlnterface() 

Used to delete an IDEFO_TopLevelBoxInterface instance. Frees all locally-allocated 
memory and deletes all component object instances, including the boundary points and 
arrow segments of the interface. 

addArrowSegmentO 

void addArrowSegment(IDEFO_ArrowSegment * argArrowSegment) 

Each IDEFO_TopLevelBoxInterface instance can contain zero or more arrow segments, 
which are represented by IDEFO_ArrowSegment instances. This method is used to add 
the arrow segment referenced by argArrowSegment to the interface. 

getArrowSegmentBylndexO 

IDEFO_ArrowSegment * getArrowSegmentBylndex(int arglndex) 

Query function used to lookup an arrow segment for this top-level box interface using an 
index, arglndex, into the list of arrow segments. Returns a pointer to the 
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IDEFO_ArrowSegment instance indicated by arglndex, or if arglndex is out of bounds, 
it returns NULL and sets the error flag to IDEFO_INDEX_OUT_OF_BOUNDS. 

getNumArrowSegmentsO 

int getNumArrowSegments() 

Returns the number of arrow segments which are bound to this instance. 

6.18 IDEFO_ArrowDefinition 

This libIDEFO class corresponds to a [FIPS 183] Arrow. An arrow definition instance 
uniquely identifies an arrow which appears in an IDEFO library or model. Note that 
arrows can cross diagram boundaries, while arrow segments cannot. In fact, an arrow can 
appear on multiple levels of an activity hierarchy. Each use of the 
IDEFO_ArrowDefinition is represented by an instance of an IDEFO_Arc. Arrow 
definitions are created in an IDEFO_Library, and are referenced via pointers from each 
IDEFO_Model which uses them. 

Inherits From: IDEFO_Object, IDEFO_DefinedConcept. 

IDEFO _ArrowDermitionO Constructor 

IDEFO_ArrowDefinition(IDEFO_Library * argOwnerLibrary = NULL) 

Creates an instance of an IDEFO _ArrowDefinition which is used in the library referenced 
by the optional argument argOwnerLibrary. 

IDEFO _ArrowDermitionO Destructor 

-IDEFO_ArrowDefinition() 

Used to delete an IDEFO_ArrowDefinition instance. Frees all locally-allocated memory. 
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6.19 IDEFO_NamedArrowlnstance 

An abstract type which contains an attribute for a [FIPS183] Arrow Label. Named arrow 
instances represent applications of arrow defInitions within a specifIc set of diagrams. 
Subtypes are IDEFO_Arc and IDEFO_ArrowSegment. 

Inherits From: IDEFO _Object, IDEFO _NonDuplicatedObject. 

getArrowLabelO 

const char * getArrOWLabel() 

Returns a pointer to a character string containing the label for this application of the 
IDEFO ArrowDefInition. 

setArrowLabelO 

void setArrowLabel(const char * argArrowLabel) 

Sets the label attribute for this instance. Stores a local copy of the character string 
argArrowLabel. 

Corresponds to the data or object represented by a IDEFO_ArrowSegment. However, 
while an arrow segment belongs to a particular decomposition diagram (or to a top-level 
box interface), an IDEFO_Arc can be applied to multiple arrow segments; thus, it crosses 
diagram boundaries. 

Inherits From: IDEFO_Object, IDEFO_NonDuplicatedObject, 
IDEFO _NamedArrowlnstance. 



IDEFO_ArcO Constructor 

IDEFO_Arc( 
IDEFO_Library * argOwnerLibrary, 
IDEFO_ArrowDefinition * argArrowDefinition, 
const char * argArcName = NULL 
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Creates an instance of an IDEFO_Arc in the library referenced by argOwnerLibrary. 
Binds the arc instance to the IDEFO_ArrowDefinition referenced by 
argArrowDefinition, and stores a local copy of the label specified by argArcName. 
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IDEFO ArcO Destructor - . 

Used to delete an IDEFO_Arc instance. Frees all locally-allocated memory, including the 
local copy of the arc's name. 

apply AsSegmentO 

void applyAsSegment(IDEFO_ArrowSegment * argSegment) 

Used to bind the arc to a particular IDEFO_ArrowSegment instance, referenced by 
argSegment. Since arcs can be applied in multiple decomposition diagrams, an 
IDEFO_Arc instance can be bound to multiple arrow segments. 

getAppliedSegmentBylndexO 

IDEFO_ArrowSegment * getAppliedSegmentBylndex(int arglndex) 

Query. function used to lookup an arrow segment bound to this arc using an index, 
arglndex, into the list of bound arrow segments. Returns a pointer to the 
IDEFO_ArrowSegment instance indicated by arglndex, or if arglndex is out of bounds, 
it returns NULL and sets the error flag to IDEFO_INDEX_OUT_OF_BOUNDS. 

getNumAppliedSegmentsO 

int getNumAppliedSegments() 

Returns the number of IDEFO_ArrowSegment instances which are bound to this 
IDEFO_Arc instance. 
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6.21 IDEFO_ArrowSegment 

An IDEFO_ArrowSegment is a type of an IDEFO_NamedArrowInstance which is bound 
to a single decomposition diagram or to a top-level box interface. An arrow segment 
represents its graphical counterpart; each segment instance has a source and a use, both of 
which appear on a single diagram. Each IDEFO_ArrowSegment is bound to an 
IDEFO_Arc which represents the data or object being conveyed on the segment. 

Inherits From: IDEFO_Object, IDEFO_NonDuplicatedObject, 
IDEFO _NamedArrowInstance. 

IDEFO_ArrowSegmentQ Constructor 

IDEFO_ArrOwSegment(IDEFO_ArrowSegmentOwner * argOwner) 

Creates an IDEFO_ArrowSegment instance with the owner referenced by argOwner. 

IDEFO _ArrowSegmentQ Destructor 

-IDEFO_Arrowsegment() 

Deletes the instance and frees all locally-allocated memory. 

bindToArcQ 

void bindToArc(IDEFO_Arc * argArc) 

Binds the arrow segment to the IDEFO_Arc instance referenced by argArc. The effect of 
binding to an arc is to identify the data or object which is conveyed on the segment. 

bindToSourceQ 

void bindToSource(IDEFO_ArrowSegmentSourceuse * argSource) 

Binds the arrow segment instance to a source. The source of an arrow segment is either a 
boundary point or a branch. This method binds the segment to the source referenced by 
argSource. 
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bindToUseQ 

void bindToUse(IDEFO_ArrowSegmentSourceUse * argUse) 

Binds the arrow segment instance to a use. The use of an arrow segment is either a 
boundary point or a branch. This method binds the segment to the use referenced by 
argUse. 

getArcO 

IDEFO Arc * getArc() 

Query method which returns a pointer to the IDEFO_Arc instance bound to this segment. 

getOwner() 

IDEFO_ArrowSegmentowner * getOwner() 

Query method which returns a pointer to the diagram or top-level-box interface on which 
this segment appears. 

getSourceQ 

IDEFO_ArrowSegmentSourceUse * getSource() 

Returns a pointer to the source of the arrow segment. 

getUseQ 

IDEFO_ArrowSegmentSourceUse * getUse() 

Returns a pointer to the use of the arrow segment. 
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6.22 IDEFO_ArrowSegmentSourceUse 

This libIDEFO class defines an abstract type which is used to represent the source or use 
of an IDEFO_ArrowSegment. The non-abstract subtypes of an 
IDEFO_ArrowSegmentSourceUse are IDEFO_Branch, IDEFO_ExtemalBoundary, and 
IDEFO _BoxBoundary. 

Inherits From: IDEFO _Object. 

getNumSegmentsOriginatingHere() 

int getNumSegmentsOriginatingHere() 

Returns the number of IDEFO_ArrowSegment instances for which this instance is a 
source. 

getNumSegmentsTerminatingHere() 

int getNumSegmentsTerminatingHere() 

Returns the number oflDEFO_ArrowSegment instances for which this instance is a use. 

getOriginatingArrowSegmentByIndexO 

IDEFO_ArrowSegment * 
getOriginatingArrowSegmentBylndex(int arglndex) 

Query function used to lookup an arrow segment originating at this source/use using an 
index, arglndex, into the list of arrow segments which originate here. Returns a pointer 
to the IDEFO_ArrowSegment instance indicated by arglndex, or if arglndex is out of 
bounds, it returns NULL and sets the error flag to IDEFO_INDEX_OUT_OF_BOUNDS. 



getTerminatingArrowSegmentBylndexO 

IDEFO_ArrowSegment * 
getTerminatingArrowSegmentBylndex(int arglndex) 
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Query function used to lookup an arrow segment which terminates at this source/use 
using an index, arglndex, into the list of arrow segments which terminate here. Returns 
a pointer to the IDEFO_ArrowSegment instance indicated by arglndex, or if arglndex is 
out of bounds, it returns NULL and sets the error flag to IDEFO_INDEX_OUT_OF_BOUNDS. 

setSourceOfArrowSegmentO 

void setSourceOfArrowSegment(IDEFO_ArrowSegment * argArrowSegment) 

Adds the IDEFO_ArrowSegment instance referenced by argArrowSegment to the list of 
arrow segments which originate at this source/use. 

setUseOfArrowSegmentO 

void setUseOfArrowSegment(IDEFO_ArrowSegment * argArrowSegment) 

Adds the IDEFO_ArrowSegment instance referenced by argArrowSegment to the list of 
arrow segments which terminate at this source/use. 

6.23 IDEFO_Branch 

This class represents a [FIPS183] Branch. Each instance represents a fork or join of two 
or more arrow segments. A branch is both the source and use ofIDEFO_ArrowSegment 
instances. 

Inherits From: IDEFO_Object, IDEFO_ArrowSegmentSourceUse. 
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IDEFO _BranchO Constructor 

IDEFO_Branch(IDEFO_DecompositionDiagram * argOwner) 

Creates an instance "nd binds it to the decomposition diagram referenced by argOwner. 
Each branch instance is bound to the diagram on which it appears. 

IDEFO _BranchO Destructor 

- IDEFO _Branch ( ) 

Deletes the instance. 

getOwnerO 

IDEFO_DecompositionDiagram * getOwner() 

Query function which returns a pointer to the decomposition diagram on which this 
branch appears. 

6.24 IDEFO_Boundary 

An abstract subtype of IDEFO _ArrowSegmentSourceUse. Non-abstract subtypes are 
IDEFO_ExtemalBoundary and IDEFO_BoxBoundary. 

Inherits From: IDEFO_Object, IDEFO_ArrowSegmentSourceUse. 

6.25 IDEFO_BoxBoundary 

An instance of an IDEFO_BoxBoundary represents the point connecting an 
IDEFO_ArrowSegment and an IDEFO_Box on a decomposition diagram. A box 
boundary is the source or use of exactly one arrow segment. 
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Inherits From: IDEFO_Object, IDEFO_ArrowSegmentSourceUse, IDEFO_Boundary. 

IDEFO_BoxBoundaryO Constructor 

IDEFO_BoxBoundary() 

Creates an instance ofan IDEFO_BoxBoundary. 

IDEFO_BoxBoundaryO Destructor 

-IDEFO_BoxBoundary() 

Deletes the instance. 

6.26 IDEFO_ExtemalBoundary 

Represents the point connecting an IDEFO_ArrowSegment to a boundary of the current 
IDEFO_DecompositionDiagram. An external boundary instance is the source or use of 
exactly one arrow segment. The class includes a boolean attribute which is used to 
indicate whether or not an external boundary point is "mandatory". External boundary 
points which are the source or use for tunneled arrows are not mandatory. All other 
boundaries are mandatory. 

Inherits From: IDEFO_Object, IDEFO_ArrowSegmentSourceUse, IDEFO_Boundary. 

IDEFO _ExtemamoundaryO Constructor 

IDEFO_ExternalBoundary(IDEFO_ExternalBoundaryOwner * argOwner) 

Creates an instance of the class and binds it to the owner referenced by argOwner. 
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IDEFO _ExternamoundaryO Destructor 

-IDEFO_ExternalBoundary() 

Deletes the instance. 

getOwnerO 

IDEFO_ExternalBoundaryOwner * getOwner() 

Returns a pointer to the owner of the instance. 

getIsMandatoryO 

Boolean getIsMandatory() 

Returns FALSE if this external boundary is bound to an arrow segment representing a 
tunneled arrow; otherwise, returns TRUE. 

setIsMandatoryO 

void setIsMandatory(Boolean argIsMandatory) 

Sets the mandatory flag to the value specified by argIsMandatory. This flag defaults to 
FALSE. 
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8. ApPENDIX: LIBIDEFO SOURCE CODE 

This appendix includes the C++ source code for the libIDEFO non-persistent repository. 
The specific modules which are included are identified below. 

Unix File Nam(' Winthms Fill' Nitnic." Description 
"" 

. (SJ)~rcWOI{"KS) " (~'isllal ~.++) 
~ 

libIDEFO.H libidefO.h Defmitions of constants, enumerated types, 
and common base classes which are used by 
other modules, including: 
IDEFO _Object, 
IDEFO _DuplicatedObject, 
IDEFO _NonDuplicatedObject, 
IDEFO _ArrowSegmentOwner, 
IDEFO_BoxOwner, 
IDEFO_ExtemalBoundaryOwner, 
IDEFO DefmedConcept 

libIDEFO.C libidefO.cpp Implementation of methods for common base 
classes. 

IDEFO Library.H idefOlib.h Defmition of IDEFO Library class. 
IDEFO_Library.C idefOlib.cpp Implementation oflDEFO_Library class 

methods. 
IDEFO Model.H idefOmod.h Defmition of IDEFO Model class. 
IDEFO Model.C idefOmod.cpp Implementation oflDEFO_Model class 

methods. 
IDEFO_Diagram.H idefOdia.h Definition of the diagram class hierarchy, 

including: 
IDEFO _Diagram, 
IDEFO _DecompositionDiagram, 
IDEFO _ TopLevelDiagram, 
IDEFO AminusO Diagram 

IDEFO_Diagram.C idefOdia.cpp Implementation of member functions for the 
diagram class hierarchy. 

IDEFO_Box.H idefObox.h Defmition of the box class hierarchy, 
including: 
IDEFO_Box, 
IDEFO ParentBox 

IDEFO Box.C idefObox.cpp Implementation of member functions for the 
box class hierarchy. 

IDEFO Interface.H idefOint.h Defmitions of the interface class hierarchy, 
including: 
IDEFO_Interface, 
IDEFO TopLevelBoxInterface 

IDEFO Interface.C idefOint.cpp Implementations of member functions for the 
interface class hierarchy. 

IDEFO_Arrow.H idefOarw.h Defmition of the arrow class hierarchy, 
including: 

j" 
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IDEFO _ArrowDefmition, 
IDEFO _NamedArrowlnstance, 
IDEFO_Arc, 
IDEFO ArrowSegment 

IDEFO Arrow.C idefOarw.cpp Implementations of the member functions for 
the arrow class hierarchy. 

IDEFO SourceUse.H idefOsrc.h Defmitions of the arrow segment source/use 
class hierarchy, including: 
IDEFO _ArrowSegmentSourceUse, 
IDEFO _Branch, 
IDEFO_Boundary, 
IDEFO _ BoxBoundary, 
IDEFO ExternalBoundary 

IDEFO SourceUse.C idefOsrc.cpp Implementations of the member functions for 
the source/usr class hierarchy. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The Air Force Medical Information Repository System (AFMIRS) provides the Air Force 
Medical Service (AFMS) with the tools needed to effectively manage data assets and provide 
high quality information products required to accomplish its mission. It is designed to 
support the MHSS's mission, scope, guiding principles, vision for the future, goals, 
objectives, and action plan. The tool suite has it's origin, in part, from DODD 8320.1, DOD 
Data Administration; the Department of Defense Data Administration Strategic Plan, Fiscal 
Year 1992, and DODD 8000.1, Defense Information Management (1M) Program. It is 
specifically targeted at the successful implementation of selected migration automated 
information systems (AIS), accelerated data standards, maintaining business process 
improvement products, and mapping of data from legacy systems to the target migration AIS 
environment. 

The AFMIRS covers an implementation period scheduled for completion during the 2nd 
Quarter of FY95. The plan includes a framework which describes key data administration 
functions, roles, and responsibilities. It is essential that all MHSS data administration 
activities work collectively toward successful implementation of the objectives described in 
this plan. 

The AFMIRS fully supports the Department of Defense's long-range data administration 
goals which include: 

- An Operational Central Repository 
- Standard Data 
- Common Procedures and Tools 
- Quality Data 
- Education, Training, and Consultation Services 
- Effective Infrastructure 

The AFMIRS will ultimately provide the migration platform for the Defense Medical Data 
Dictionary System (DMDD) and the standard tool suite for supporting data administration 
throughout the MHSS. 

One of the challenges facing practitioners and functional area experts in business process re
engineering (BPR) or Functional Process Improvement (FPI) is the need to store, merge, 
reconcile, and display modeling data from heterogeneous modeling efforts and technical 
platforms. This report explores the feasibility of using a Federal Information Processing 
Standard (FIPS) 156, Information Resources Dictionary Systems environment to develop a 
model repository to support BPRlFPI across Group systems and CASE platforms. 
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Repository architectures, frameworks, and interfaces have been around in some fashion for 
a number of years and there are many different opinions on what actually constitutes a 
"repository. " 

AIR FORCE MEDICAL INFORMATION SYSTEM REPOSITORY 
(AFMIRS) 

I. INTRODUCTION: 

A. Overview: 

A.I. What Is The Air Force Medical Information Repository System (AFMIRS)? 

The term "repository" is used often in the information systems and BPRlFPI worlds to mean 
a variety of different things. As it is applied to AFMIRS, "repository" is viewed as an 
automated tool that facilitates the capture, maintenance, and utilization of information about 
an Enterprise (e.g., AFMS, MHSS, DOD, MTF, etc). The repository contains a knowledge 
base of information about the Enterprise, its goals, entities, records, organizational units, 
functions, processes, procedures, applications and information systems. 

Historically repositories have been associated with software development and used to record 
data standards and track their utilization throughout the Enterprise. However, AFMIRS will 
be an advanced form of repository that not only provide these services, but, it will enable 
users to access information from a variety of sources to assist in accomplishing their mission. 
It will contain a formally controlled and approved collection of information used to develop, 
support, maintain, and operate information systems. 

AFMIRS is best thought of as a kind of integrating technology. The need for a repository 
is well recognized in the commercial business community. Many commercial enterprises 
are confronted with integrating data from legacy systems and heterogeneous automation 
technologies into to meaningful, integrated information products required to support 
corporate objectives and strategic thrusts. In short the repository must facilitate the 
recognition, standardization, management and maximum use of shared data irrespective of 
the degree to which information systems of the Enterprise is automated, and irrespective of 
the mix of automation technology employed. Another critical feature of the repository is that 
it will facilitate the use of heterogeneous technologies without loss of data sharing capability. 
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A.2. Background: 

The AFMIRS has it's origin, in part, from DODD 8320.1, DOD Data Administration; the 
Department of Defense Data Administration Strategic Plan, Fiscal Year 1992, and DODD 
8000.1, Defense Infonnation Management (1M) Program. It is specifically targeted at the 
successful implementation of selected migration automated infonnation systems (AIS), 
accelerated data standards, maintaining business process improvement products, and 
mapping of data from legacy systems to the target migration AIS environment. 

The AFMIRS will fully support DOD's long-range and short-range data administration goals 
which include: 

• An Operational Central Repository 
• Standard Data 
• Common Procedures and Tools 
• Quality Data 
• Education, Training, and Consultation Services 
• Effective Infrastructure 

A.3. Requirement For AFMIRS 

A.3.1. Delivering health care in today's complex environment requires access to high quality 
infonnation to aid in the decision making process. Infonnation and infonnation technology 
are powerful tools for enabling and implementing business process improvements and 
innovations. Within DoD alone there is over 4,000 mission support and 3,000 command and 
control applications. Hundreds of these applications directly support the delivery of 
healthcare within the Military Health Services System (MHSS). A repository is needed as 
a catalog to provide: 

o What data or infonnation exists? 

o How or Where Is It Being Used? 

o How is it inter-related to other infonnation? 

o Where has this been last changed? 

o What other names has it been called over the years? 

Infonnation (assembled from data components) are valued and managed as a corporate asset 
that supports the Department of Defense's full range of data needs. Data are captured 
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correctly and are available at the time needed, where needed, and for the person(s) who need 
it to do their job. Many disparate groups within the medical community require 
interoperability and shareability of the data assets. Data models and activity models are used 
as a principal mechanism for managing the data asset, and are aligned to each other through 
common missions, policies, goals, doctrines, tactics, and operations orders. Data assets are 
managed by under centralized direction, with decentralized implementation and operation. 
The coordinating mechanism is a centrally-managed repository (under the management of 
the AF/SG Data Administration program) that has information about data needed by the 
AFMS community, technical development activities, and functional activities throughout the 
MHSS. Operational data are managed and stored (decentrally in the originating AIS) in 
physical structures based on logically constructed data models and related business rules. 

Requirements For A Repository: 
Impact Analysis, Change Management, Reuse and Information Integ 

if What Data or 
? ? Infonnatlon Exists? ? • • 

if ? • 
How or Where Is It 
Being Used? • 

if How I. It Inter-Related 
to Other Infonnatlon? 

if When has this been last 
changed? 

if What Other Names 
Has It Been Called 
Over the Years? 

source data are entered at their origin electronically and cataloged at the repository as an 
information source needed by the AFMS. Appropriate data and information products are 
made available to customers based on information needs. Information within the repository 
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will be handled in the following manner: 

Identification of Infonnation Infonnation Infonnation Infonnation 
Infonnation 

infonnation needs ¢ acquisition! ¢ categorization! ¢ packaging! ¢ dissemination! ¢ 

analysis/use 
and requirements collection storage fonnatting distribution 

APPLIED REPOSITORY SOLUTIONS 

• Promote sharing and understanding of exisitng information 
• Identify reusable components to reduce development time 
• Minimize implementation of redundant data and associated costs 
• Provide descriptive information about AFMSIMHSS data 
• Provide impact analysis via the relationships built into the repository 
• Provide a single source for the information assets of the AFMS 
• Ensure consistent data definitions across diferent AIS platforms 
• Manage software usage and stewardship 
• Administer software upgrades 
• Perform configuration management 
• Perform inventory tracking of distributed information resources 

A.3.2. Support Air Force Medical Service Data Administration Program: AFI33-11O, 
Air Force Data Administration, requires AF/SG to maintain a data administration program. 
HQ AFMSA is the FOA tasked with managing this program on behalf of AF/SG. The 
AFMS data administration program require a variety of tools to support AF/SG information 
requirements, information systems development, utilization and evolution of data and 
activities in existing systems, and collective integration of DoD and AFMS data resources. 
AFMIRS will provide AF/SG with the minimum set of data administration tools defined in 
DoD 8320.1-M, Data Administration Procedures, and AFI 33-110. These tools are: 

o Project management 

o Data dictionary services 

o Activity and data modeling tools 
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a CASE Tools 

a Re-engineering and reverse engineering 

a Database management 

a Tools for data analysis. cross-referencing, and mapping of data in existing systems 

a Data quality assurance tools 

a Configuration management tools 

a Tools to assist in data synonym and redundancy control 

The AFMIRS will provide many long-term benefits to the Air Force Medical Service and 
Military Health Services System (MHSS). AFMIRS will be an invaluable tool for assisting 
the OASD(HA) Data Administmtion staff and the Services functional data coordinators with 
accelerated data standardization and providing guidance needed to effectively manage the 
MHSS's data assets. AFMIRS can be used the MHSS community for application and 
systems development; integration issues; implementing and ensuring compliance with the 
MHSS Data Administration Program; and support smooth transition to selected AIS 
Migration systems, and mapping of data from selected legacy AISs to ensure availability 
of legacy data as required by various functional areas. 

With successful implementation, AFMIRS will serve as the migration platform for the 
Defense Medical Data Dictionary (DMDD). It will be a repository for information about 
data elements (meta-data), records, files, systems, forms, reports, data models, logical 
database designs, and other important entities. It will provide an impact analysis capability 
for letting data element submitters know how a proposed change to a data element will affect 
users and other systems; possess an import/export capability for exchanging metadata with 
other repositories, and have built-in mechanisms to ensure database integrity. It will also 
have a key search capability. 

B. Uses of AFMIRS 

B.1. Provide Information Products: One of the primary uses of AFMIRS will be to query 
existing information about data. The system will be controlled by a single master server 
which is centrally maintained, and assured to be current and consistent with DDRS. The 
central dictionary will be remotely accessible to authorized users, including approved local 
servers, through the Defense Data Network (DDN) and other communications channels. 
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System access will be available to: 

• Anyone with a need-to-know may request read-only access from the system 
administrator. 

• Anyone who desires to propose a data element or modify an existing data 
element, and is authorized to do so by the appropriate FDC, may request access in order to 
enter it into the system for standardization purposes. For example, a software developer may 
request access to submit or propose revisions to data elements. 

• FDAs and FDCs will have the access required to facilitate the data element 
coordination and standardization process, including read, write, and forwarding privileges. 

B.2. Support Functional Process Improvement (FPl)lBusiness Process Re-engineering 
(BPR): The AFMIRS will be used to provide operational support of various aspects of 
BPRlFPI (FPI is also referred to as business process improvement (BP!) for the Air Force 
Medical Service and Military Health Services System. BPRlFPI leads an enterprise through 
the exercise of modeling their current (As-Is) status, in terms of its functions, and its desired 
(To-Be) state, in terms of an ideal functional state. This modeling can help the enterprise 
compare the differences between the As-Is and To-Be models and set priority goals and 
objectives, based on Critical Success Factors (CSFs) or other prioritization schema for 
establishing select portions of the To-Be state. This analysis may lead to the restructuring 
of the organization, the changing of goals and objectives, selection of migration systems, or 
the development of an automated system to assist with achieving and functioning in the 
desired To-Be state. Whatever the ultimate goal of the modeling exercise, the repository 
needs to have a schema designed to support the storage, retrieval, and manipulation of 
pertinent modeling data. 

B.3. Computer-Aided System Engineering (CASE) and Integrated CASE (lCASE) 
Implementation: Most CASE and ICASE tools used in software engineering and 
applications development are starting to rely more and more on data dictionary or repository 
structures to support their implementation. Data dictionaries and repositories are also critical 
to distributed database management systems, especially with the emerging emphasis on open 
systems and client-server architectures. CASE applications are actually more the focus of 
the PCTE standards than IRDS, which tends to focus on Data Administration support. 

B.4. Data Administration Tool: AFMIRS has an imbedded data dictionary. The 
traditional role for a data dictionary has been to facilitate data standardization among 
multiple programs/applications using a single DBMS. Data administrators access the 
dictionary to record information about data elements (i.e., metadata), to report discrepancies 
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in data element naming, and to select various data elements for analysis. Dictionaries used 
in this fashion are considered "passive" if they are accessed interactively or in batch mode 
by the data administrator, but not directly by a program or DBMS (Law, 1988). While data 
dictionaries still find application in the support of database management and data 
administration, they are beginning to find a wider range of applications within Information 
Resources Management (IRM). Lastly, data dictionaries are also finding common use in 
logical database design and in the development of program design languages such as IDEF. 

B.S. Information Resource Management: The last 10-15 years has seen some rather 
dramatic increases in the scope and functionality of the dictionary technology. It has grown 
far beyond its name. Law (1988) and Martin (1989) cite the evolution of other names such 
as "directory", "encyclopedia", and "repository." Most importantly traditional data 

AFMIRS TOOL SET 

Information 
IRDS Engineering 

_ .... 
(CASE)Tools -- .... 

I~ REPOSIT~ 
___ ~!::.Y.::-=~~ ___ . 

GOALS, OBJEC11VES, CRJ'I1CAL SUCCESS 
PACIORS 
MODELS (AC11VTIY. DATA. PROCBSS) 
BUSINBSS RULBLS, STORED PIlOCBDUJlBS 
mooERS 
SUBJECT A1U!AS _ .... 

Logically I!NlTJ1BS A A TTJlIBtTI1!9 
ENTI1Y IlELA 1l0NSH1P9 --- Integrated ENTI1Y A TTJlIBtTI1!9 

DIcrIONARY Database 
.- 1-_-----------

Applications -- STANDAIlD DATA I!LI!MI!m'S 
PROPOSED STANDAIlD DATA I!LI!MI!m'S 
CUIlIlENI' (I!XlS1lNO ) DATA I!LI!MI!m'S 

Operations .... DIRECTORY - 1-.. -----------
~9AOB(RECOIlD. PILB, ~u~, 

PROOIlAM. MODULB, USER) 
DATALOCA1l0N 
DATA PROPONEIml AND CUSTODIANS 

t 
Source: Adapted from IRDS Program Summary Paper, ANSI X3H4/91-061 
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dictionaries have provided a fixed schema architecture whereas repositories may be extended 
to allow the user to accurately model a particular domain (Rosen, 1991). In fact, repositories 
will provide one of the central management tools for Information Resources Management 
(IRM). Furthermore, in writing about the use of repositories in systems and software 
development, James Martin (1989) states that in lithe push to develop applications, a 
repository is pivotally important. II 

B.6. Store and Retrieve Data and Activity Models: The scope of our repository will 
include the ability to store and retrieve the elements of the IDEF1X data models and IDEFO 
function/activity models. The repository will keep these models in a standard, FIPS 156-
compliant format which allows the sharing of models among CASE tools and other similarly 
compliant IRDS. Within the DoD, a similar, the repository will be needed to perform large
scale model integration and management for the DoD data administrators and other users of 
the models. Without such a vehicle, many of the long-term goals of DoD 8020.IM 
Functional Process Improvement (FPI) will not be achieved. As the size and complexity of 
the various DoD models increases, it will become impossible to reconcile and merge such 
models manually. The repository can then serve as a "backplane" into which IRDS
compliant CASE tools will "plug" in order to retrieve and store modeling information 
(Martin, 1990). 

C. AFMIRS Executive Agent: 

The Air Force Medical Support Agency will serve as executive agent for the AFMIRS and 
will act as the central focal point for technical implementation and daily operations 
associated with execution of the program. During Phase I of the AFMIRS implementation, 
HQ AFMSAlSGSI shall provide a full interface for OASD(HA)IMFIM(Technical 
Integration Management), Army, Navy and Standard System CenterlMedical System 
Division data representatives. 

II. AFMIRS PLAN OVERVIEW 

A.1. This plan was developed jointly by the OASD(HA) and data representatives from the 
Services. The plan is divided into three phases. These phases will be discussed in greater 
detail later in this plan. The three phases of AFMIRS are: 

A.1.t. PHASE I: Initial Implementation - The initial implementation of the AFMIRS 
will be a joint venture by the Army and Air Force at Brooks AFB TX. Phase I will serve 
as a controlled implementation of the AFMIRS to ensure proper configuration and 
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operational testing prior to implementation on a DOD-wide basis. This phase will 
completely define the mission, scope, and guiding principles for the MHSS AFMIRS and 
describe the strategic approach taken implementing the plan throughout the MHSS. The 
deliverables from this phase include: 

o An operational repository with proper configuration 

o Technology transfer with "in-house" repository expertise 

o Technical assimilation, knowledge growth 

A.l.2. PHASE I: Estimated Completion Timeframe: 30 Days 

A.2.1. PHASE D: Implementation Plan Development: - During this phase, the 
Executive Agent and Services data representatives will develop a complete AFMIRS 
implementation plan. Essentially this phase establishes "action plans" for how the AFMIRS 
will meet its identified goals and objectives. 

The plan includes both DOD and Services Data Administration framework which describes 
key AFMIRS functions, roles, and responsibilities. The plan establishes a framework in 
which all MHSS medical systems organizations can work collectively towards establishing 
a solid data administration program. The major benefits of successful implementation of this 
effort are: 

• Clear, concise and consistent data that will significantly improve the accessing, 
sharing, and reconciling of information 

• Simplification of data description and attribute standardization as a result of 
applying a data modeling methodology 

• Better integration of operations between medical functional areas and increased 
decision-making capability for managers 

• Enhanced reusability of data and software code through the use of common 
standards,processes, and tools, resulting in reduced development cost and time for 
new medical information systems 

• Decision-making process will be improved through the use of quality data for 
planning and analysis 

• Transactions and information exchanges will be handled more quickly and 
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accurately, infonnation systems will be easier to use, resulting in more cost-effective 
operations and lower overhead 

The deliverables from this phase include: 

o Plan for migrating Defense Medical Data Dictionary (DMDD) into AFMIRS 
environment 

o Implementation plan for providing Services with AFMIRS as the Health 
Information Repository System (HIRS) 

o Technical assimilation, knowledge growth 

A.2.2. PHASE I: Estimated Completion Timeframe: 60 - 90 Days 

A.3.I. PHASE m: MHSS AFMIRS Implementation: - During this phase, the Executive 
Agent will implement AFMIRS with full operational capability at OASD(HA)IMFIM and 
to other Services. This phase will implement the mission, scope, and guiding principles for 
the HIRS. 



B.1. Target AFMIRS Hardware Operating Environment: 

o mM RISC/6000-PS850 (Server), Unix Operating System 

o Todd CD-ROM Cube, Pentium 

- 256K Cache 

- 16MB RAM 

- 120MB IDE HD 

- 1 OB removable Data Disk (SCSI-2 Interface) 

- CD (1.2m/sec @ 650MB; l.4m/sec @ 554 MB 

o OTSI 486/66 DX2 (Clients) 
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o Texas Instrument, Travelmate 4000E, 486 WinDX4175 Mhz, 16 MB RAM, 
455MBHD 

(Clients) 

o Toshiba 6600C/CD, 486 DX2/66, 510MB HD, CD-ROM, 16MB RAM, PCMIA 
14.4 FAX 

(Clients) 

B.2. Target AFMIRS Software Operating Environment 

B.2.1. Repository 

CJ Client-server application that provides AFMIRS basic repository environment. 
This part of AFMIRS provides an automated tool that facilitates the capture, maintenance, 
and utilization of information about and or interest to the AFMS, MHSS, DOD. The 
repository contains a knowledge base of information about the Enterprise, its goals, entities, 
records, organizational units, functions, processes, procedures, applications and information 
systems. Included are tools for: 

- CASE integration: Required to integrate data and activity models from 
different CASE tools and provide them for 
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- Re-Engineering: Utilities designed to capture legacy systems information 
resources within its current environment and facilitate passing information to a variety of re
engineering tools ported to the repository environment. 

- Data Dictionary: Used to support data element standardization by housing 
metadata (data structures) for applications. 

- Process Management: Tool designed to ensure the correct use of CASE 
tools throughout the life-cycle by controlling when to use the tool and what information the 
tool requires from the repository and by assuring the quality of the information returned to 
the repository environment 

- Project Management: Used to manage software development projects by 
defining the project model within the repository which is integrated with the process or life
cycle model. 

B.2.2. IE Advantage 

o A fully integrated CASE tool designed to support IDEF modeling. The Military 
Health Services System (MHSS) Reference (IDEFIX) Model is produced using IE 
Advantage. DOD regulations require that all standard data elements submitted to the 
Defense Data Repository System (DDRS) must be IDEFIX data model-based. That is, the 
prime words used to create standard data elements have to come from a data model (along 
with attributes and other meta-data). 

B.2.3. Methods Architect 

o Windows-based, methodology authoring and customization product. It will 
support AFMIRS requirement to create, tailor, and evolve a preferred development 
methodology. Authored or customized methods will be loaded into Project Bridge Modeler 
and used as the basis for planning and estimating "add-ons" to AFMIRS and application 
development projects completed in partnership with the AFMIRS staff. Methods Architect 
allows a methodology to be easily made available to all AFMIRS customers. It also 
provides the ability to capture and repeat successful project experience. 

B.2.4. Project Bridge Modeler 

o A fully integrated, Windows-based, project planning, profiling, and estimating 
tool. Project Bridge Modeler also provides a seamless, two-way link to the project 
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management tool so that projects can be adjusted and re-estimated as actual work effort data 
is captured. It also accesses he development methodology (Methods Architect) and brings 
it on-line through the Windows hypertext facility. 

B.2.5. Metrics Manager 

o A measurement tool that provides project data collection, analysis and comparison 
reporting of project metrics data. It imports data and delivers quality, performance, and cost 
metrics information. The data from Metric Manager can be used to refine Project Bridge 
Modeler project estimates and plans based on the organization's experience. Metric Manager 
will playa critical role in AFMIRS continuous process improvement requirements. 

B.2.6. IE Expert 

o An on-line information engineering methodology authoring and customization 
tools. The tool will be used for project management, quality management, and information 
asset management. This tool will be used by the project manager to place on-line, detailed 
work breakdowns for all development projects (including AFMIRS). IE Expert will provide 
project management support, facilitate group dynamics, data analysis, function analysis, 
analysis confinnation, current systems analysis, data design, and system design. In addition, 
this project management tool will be used to integrate with Project Bridge Modeler, Metrics 
Manager, and Methods Architect. 

B.2.7. AT&T Istel Witness 

o Witness is a simulation software package. It will be used to evaluate practical 
alternatives available in support of major strategic initiatives. The visual interactive 
simulation features the creation of simulation models used to evaluate how variables (e.g., 
resources, activities, etc.) affect implementation of project proposals. Building and running 
models to manipulate the elements (Le., variables) will allow for the extraction of invaluale 
information to be used in decision making for implementing alternatives. 

B.2.8. Structure for Information Systems Architecture (ISA) 

o Structure for ISA will be used directly within the repository for organization and 
classification of physical and electronic "artifacts" into a framework (within the tool); then 
directly access and/or reference these artifacts from the framework itself. Artifacts may be 
documents, spreadsheets, timelines and project schedules, contracts, contracts, organization 
charts, training material, software applications, CASE tools, glossaries, references, etc. This 
tool will provide the primary means for allowing remote users to access and download 
information stored in applications ported to and cataloged in AFMIRS. The following 
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illustration indicate how this infonnation is employed in Structure for ISA based on the 
Zachman Framework: 

-
DATA FUNCTION NE1WORK 

List of'Things Imp:lrtant List of'Processes the LIS!' CI" ~Oc,...T1o.N_S~~ 
WHICHTHE eu SNESS 
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.~ [I] II] ..... - ................. 

-'CI"": • 
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B.2.9 ErwinlERX (Logic Works) 

o An integrated CASE tool designed to support IDEF modeling. Several 
organizations within the MHSS use this tool for IDEFlX modeling. 

B.2.l0. Defense Integration Support Tool (DIST) 

o DIST is a family of integrated, automated tools that support integration, 
interoperability and migration of legacy systems by providing extensive descriptive and 
technical information about legacy and migration applications and information 
infrastructure. The tools houses the information contained MHSS AIS Migration Plan (e.g., 
tree diagrams, infrastructures, etc.). 

B.2.l1. ProSim 

o ProSim is a process capture simulation software package. It will be used to run 
processes over stipulated timeframes to capture information on trend analysis to evaluate 
practical alternatives available in support of major strategic initiatives. These simulation 
models are used to evaluate how variables (e.g., resources, activities, etc.) affect 
implementation of project proposals. Building and running models to manipulate the 
elements (Le., variables) will allow for the extraction of invaluale information to be used 
in decision making for implementing alternatives. 

B.2.12. Toolbook 

o Application will used to author applications and invoke other applications within 
the repository environment. It will be used to create computer-based training applications. 
It will be used to create CBT for remote users of the repository on how to access and retrieve 
information products from the repository via Autopilot. 

B.2.l1. Maxim 

o Windows-based business process re-engineering application. Provides facilities 
to graphically represent flow and responsibilities of work processes. In addition cost and 
time data for executing a series or chain of processes can be collected and analyzed. 

B.2.l2. AFMIRS Applications 
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o The AFMIRS environment will have several applications used to support the staff. 
They include: 

00 Microsoft Office (wordprocessor, spreadsheet, database, or administration 
tools) 

00 Microsoft Project (project Management Tool) 

00 WordPerfect (wordprocessor) 

00 dBASE IV ( database) 

00 EForms (DOD, AF, Standard electronic forms) 

00 Masterclips (wordprocessor clip art) 

00 Perform Pro (electronic forms designer and filler) 
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